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rime Minister Narendra
Modi has convened a highlevel meeting on Saturday to
review the health of the economy and discuss measure to
arrest free-fall of rupee and rising oil prices. The meeting is
expected to discuss measures
like asking the RBI to raise 30billion dollar through NRI
bonds to strengthen the rupee.
Ahead of the meeting, the PM
held discussion with Finance
Minister Arun Jaitley on Friday.
Besides the PM and Jaitley,
Reser ve Bank of India
Governor Urjit Patel, NITI
Aayog vice-chairman Rajiv
Kumar, Prime Minister’s
Economic Advisory Council
(PMEAC) Chairman Bibek
Debroy and Finance Secretary
Hasmukh Adhia are expected
to attend the Saturday meeting.
Interest rate hike and greater
intervention by the RBI through
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selling of dollars are among
other measures that could also
come up for discussion.
In 1998, 2000 and 2013
when the rupee faced similar
crisis, the RBI had raised dollar through issuance of NRI
bonds.
The meeting is also expect-

ed to take up concerns on rising fuel prices. However,
experts feel that with latest data
showing that OPEC has raised
oil production and the global
demand is likely to be subdued
in the near future, the volatility in fuel prices could stabilise
on its own.

Experts
feel
the
Government should not take
any populist measure like cutting down excise on petrol and
diesel which will derail the fundamental of the economy. Every
C2 cut in price of petrol and
diesel would lead to a revenue
loss of around C30,000 crore.
Experts
feel
the
Government must ensure that
the fiscal deficit target of 3.3 per
cent of the GDP in FY19 is
maintained to boost the sentiments of foreign investors and
stop flight of capital from the
country. Incidentally, foreign
portfolio investors (FPIs) have
withdrawn around $7 billion
till August 31. This is a worrying signal since the FPI was net
buyers of equity and debt last
year.
Besides having an impact on
current account deficit (CAD),
the nose-diving rupee has made
imports costlier and led to petrol
and diesel prices skyrocketing to
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he Supreme Court on
T
Friday modified its order
that provided for setting up of
a committee to deal with dowry
harassment complaints by
protecting the provision of
pre-arrest. The top court had
on April 23 reserved its verdict
on a batch of pleas seeking
revisiting of a judgment that
had reduced the severity of the
anti-dowry law on the offence
of subjecting a married woman

to cruelty by spouse and
in-laws.
“We have protected
pre-arrest or anticipatory bail
provision in dowry harassment cases,” said a Bench
headed by Chief Justice Dipak
Misra and comprising Justices
AM Khanwilkar and DY
Chandrachud.
The Supreme Court, while
modifying the verdict given by
its two-judge Bench, said that
there is no scope for the courts
to constitutionally fill up the
gaps in penal law.
“There should be gender
justice for women as dowry has
a chilling effect on marriage on
the one hand, and on the other
hand, there is right to life and
personal liberty of the man,”
the Bench had said while

reserving its verdict.
The Bench was hearing a
plea filed by an NGO “Nyayadhar”, an organisation formed
by a group of women advocates
of Maharashtra’s Ahmednagar
district, seeking sharpness in
Section 498A, claiming that the
otherwise “helpful instrument”
in the hands of victim women
has become “valueless”. The
plea suggested that out of the
three members in family welfare committees, at least two
should be women and one
should have done Masters in
Social Work. It had also
suggested recording of facts at
the time of counselling and said
the committee should also
consider the economic status of
the parties.
Continued on Page 4
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JP MLA Manvendra Singh,
B
who is the son of ailing former Finance Minister Jaswant
Singh, is expected to take
decision on taking a political
course “away from the BJP” on
September 22 at Swabhiman
Rally near Jaisalmer-Barmer.
Anticipating “rebellion” by
the MLA, Rajasthan Chief
Minister Vasundhara Raje did
not visit the Manvendra’s constituency during her Gaurav
Yatra campaign for the upcoming Assembly poll in the State.
The CM wrapped up the sec-

on
September 2 at Pachpadra in
Jodhpur-Barmer district where
Congress too held its rally.
Pachpadra, a town in
Rajasthan’s Marwar region, has
turned into a political testing
ground for the BJP, the
Congress. It has the influential
Rajput community to which
Manvendra belongs to and
derives total support.
It is in Pachpadra that
Manvendra seeks to hold show
of strength in Swabhiman rally
on September 22 and possibly
make the major announcement
about his political future. “The

rally is to unite all beyond caste
and community and selfrespecting people, “ he said.
The rally planned as a
counter by Rajputs against the
Gaurav Yatra of the Chief
Minister, according to sources,
would be attended by people
from “chhattees quom” (all
communities) who would
decide the final step to be
taken by the former BJP MP
and present MLA from Sheo.
According to sources,
Manvendra is toying with the
idea of either contesting
Assembly poll as an
Independent or to cross over
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Party chief
Ssaidamajwadi
Akhilesh Yadav on Friday
if the united Opposition
fails to dislodge the BJP from
the Centre in the 2019 Lok
Sabha polls, the Opposition
leaders would be forced to sell
“pakoda”.
The former UP CM said
this while flagging off a “Save
Democracy, Save India” cycle
yatra in Etawah on Friday.
“If we fail to defeat the BJP
in the next general election,
then be ready to sell ‘pakoda’
near some nullah as the PM has
already said that methane gas
is produced from the gutter and
provides employment to the
youth,” Akhilesh said.
The SP president said
democracy would come to an
end in the country if the BJP
was voted to power in 2019.
He said the cycle yatra
would not stop and it would
spread awareness among people about BJP’s conspiracy to
decimate Indian democracy.

“This yatra will save the
nation’s democracy and it will
culminate in dislodging the BJP
from power in Delhi. People
have seen through the BJP’s
conspiracy against democracy.
People will give the BJP a
befitting reply in the 2019
polls,” Akhilesh opined.
The SP chief alleged the
BJP Government had denied
Government jobs to Dalits and
backward class youths and if his
party returns to power in UP
in 2022, the old system of
recruitment would be implemented. Akhilesh also attacked
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
for suggesting to farmers to
stop sowing sugarcane and
shift to vegetables.

Hitting out at the BJP, SP
general secretary Ram Gopal
Yadav said, “The BJP will use
every trick to win elections, like
splitting political parties and
floating new outfits to split
anti-BJP votes.”
Ram Gopal said the battle
of 2019 would be a very tough
battle for the party cadre as
their survival would be at stake.
As per the original plan,
Yadav was to formally kickstart
party’s Lok Sabha election campaign from Kannauj on
September 19 by riding a bicycle and flagging off the over 40km “Haq and Samman Yatra”.
“As party workers are also
on a cycle yatra, I’m deferring
my yatra. One such cycle yatra
is underway from Ghazipur to
New Delhi. I will start the yatra
on Khajanchi’s birthday
(December 2),” Yadav said.
Khajanchi was the name
given to a boy who was born
when his mother went into
labour while standing in a
long ATM queue to withdraw
money after demonetisation.

to another party, like the
Congress.
Manvendra, an erstwhile
journalist, is reluctant to disclose his cards. The posters
pasted around in the region
have Jaswant as the main face
and marked by the complete
absence of BJP leaders.
“It is the rally of all respecting leaders who were disregarded by the BJP,” a political
leader close to Jaswant said and
pointed to “the total dissatisfaction” in the Rajput community against the BJP
Government in the State.
Continued on Page 4

record highs. The CAD, which
is the difference between inflow
and outflow of foreign exchange,
rose to $18 billion or 2.4 per cent
of GDP in the April-June quarter on account widening trade
deficit.
The Finance Ministry has
ruled out any cut in taxes to
ease the burden on consumers,
saying it does not have the
bandwidth to lose any revenue
without developmental spending being cut. The Government
can ill-afford this in an election
year. Opposition parties led by
the Congress have made spiraling fuel prices and plummeting rupee a political issue
and questioned the efficacy of
the Government’s economic
policies. They have been
demanding that the Centre
cut excise duty and some of the
States ruled by them, including
Andhra Pradesh and West
Bengal, have announced measures to cut local taxes.
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19-year-old college girl stuA
dent, who was felicitated by
the State Government after

she topped the CBSE Board
exams two years ago, was
allegedly kidnapped and
gangraped by a group of men
in Haryana’s Mahendragarh
district.
The girl, a resident of
Rewari, was forcefully picked
up from a bus stop in Kanina
town, Mahendragarh, on her
way back from a coaching
centre on Wednesday and was
taken to a secluded place where
she was gangraped after being
offered a drink laced with
sedatives, said police, adding
that the accused were in a car.
Later, they left her in an
unconscious state near a bus
stop in Kanina, said police.
The family of the victim
has said she has named three
accused in her complaint, but
when the incident took place,
she sensed that 8-10 people
?C8Q =4F34;78
could have been there.
“The three men accused of
he Supreme Court on raping the student after
Friday ordered a high-level drugging her have been
probe to take the erring cops to identified and would be
task for causing “tremendous arrested soon. The accused
harassment” and “immeasur- belong to the same village as
able anguish” to ISRO scientist that of the victim,” said
Nambi Narayanan in the 1994 Shrikant Yadav, ADGP South
espionage case and asked the Range, Rewari.
Kerala Government to cough
Sharing details of her
up C50 lakh compensation for daughter’s trauma, the victim’s
compelling him to undergo the mother said her daughter is in
“immense humiliation”.
a state of shock after the inciTerming the police action dent and the accused are still
against 76-year old ex-scientist roaming freely.
of Indian Space Research
“Police have failed to take
Organisation (ISRO) as a “psy- any action against the miscrecho-pathological treatment”, a ants. We were made to run
bench headed by Chief Justice from pillar to post before our
Dipak Misra said his “liberty complaint was taken. The FIR
and dignity”, basic to his human was registered at 1 am as police
rights, were jeopardised as he kept citing jurisdiction issues
was taken into custody and, making us shuttle between
eventually, despite all the glory Rewari and Kanina. All we
of the past, was compelled to want is justice,” the mother told
face “cynical abhorrence”.
the media in her village, which
“There can be no scintilla of falls in Rewari district.
doubt that the appellant, a sucMeanwhile, the victim was
cessful scientist having nation- admitted to hospital in Rewari
al reputation, has been com- after she complained of pain in
pelled to undergo immense the abdomen.
humiliation. The lackadaisical
“The patient was brought
attitude of the State police to here with complaint of abdomarrest anyone and put him in inal pain and we admitted her.
police custody has made the Her X-ray and ultrasound were
appellant to suffer the ignominy. done which were normal. Her
“The dignity of a person gets vitals are stable, though she
shocked when psycho-patho- appears to be tense. We will
logical treatment is meted out also seek a psychiatric opinion,”
to him.
said a doctor at civil hospital in
A human being cries for jus- Rewari.
tice when he feels that the insenWhen asked about delay in
sible act has crucified his self- registration of FIR in the case,
respect,” the Bench, also com- Yadav said zero FIR was regisprising Justices AM Khanwilkar tered in Rewari and was later
and DY Chandrachud, said.
transferred to Mahendragarh
Continued on Page 4 Police as the crime happened in
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its jurisdiction. Both Rewari
and Mahendragarh police are
making efforts to nab the
accused, he said. A zero FIR
can be filed in any police station and can be later transferred to the concerned police
station.
“We got her medical examination conducted immediately. We dispatched the medical
report to Kanina police as they
are handling the investigation,”
Rewari SP, Rajesh Duggal said
on Friday. Duggal said as the
victim’s village falls in Rewari
district, they had first
approached the Rewari police.
Reacting on the rape incident, Chief Minister Manohar
Lal said law will take its own
course and whoever is found
guilty will be punished.
Pritabha Suman, chairper-

son of Har yana State
Commission for Women, met
the victim and her family to
record their statement. “The
guilty will be punished and
action would also be taken
against police officers who
delayed the registration of FIR,”
she said.
Former Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda lashed
out at the BJP-led Haryana
Government over increase in
cases of crime against women
and girls in the state.
Hooda said it is unfortunate and shameful that the
incidents of crime against
women are increasing in the
State but the BJP Government,
which gave a slogan of “Beti
Bachao, Beti Padhao”
has failed to keep a check on
crime cases.
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he son of a Delhi Police
T
sub-inspector was arrested
on Friday after a video in
which he is seen beating a girl
went viral. Police action came
after Union Home Minister
Rajnath Singh took cognisance
of the video and asked Delhi
Police Commissioner Amulya
Patnaik to take action against
the accused.
A complaint was received
from a woman late on
Thursday night at Tilak Nagar
police station in West Delhi,
alleging that her estranged
male friend Rohit Tomar sent
the video to her — in which he
was seen assaulting the woman
— and threatened her that she
will meet the same consequences if she did not agree to
his marriage proposal.
The cases against the
accused — one of criminal
intimidation and molestation
and the other of rape — were
registered based on the version
of two women at Tilak Nagar
and Uttam Nagar police stations. “Accused Rohit Tomar
(21), son of Delhi Police subinspector Ashok Singh Tomar,

was arrested by Tilak Nagar
police staff on Friday.
An FIR was registered in
Dwarka district’s Uttam Nagar
police station by the woman
who was brutally beaten up in
the video. The video which
went viral on social media was
shot in West Delhi’s Uttam
Nagar on September 2 and was
shot by the accused’s friend,”
the police said.
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (Dwarka) Anto
Alphonse revealed, “Efforts
were made to contact the girl
after the video went viral. On
Friday, the victim contacted the
police and filed a complaint
against Rohit. She told the
police that Rohit called her to
his friend’s house in Uttam
Nagar and made physical relations without her consent.”
“The victim alleged that
when she threatened the
accused that she will file a complaint against him, Rohit
dragged and beat her up while
the act was being recorded by
his friend. Fearing reprisal
from the accused, she didn’t
lodge a complaint after the
assault,” DCP Dwarka stated.
Continued on Page 4
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elhi
Metro
R ail
Corporation (DMRC)
will launch the much awaited QR code based ticketing
on Sunday. The QR code
ticketing facility will be introduce d f irst on Air p or t
Express Line. With the introduction of this facility, commuter's using Delhi Metro's
Airport Express Line will be
able to use the QR Code
generated on their smartphones instead of smart cards
or tokens to travel.
Delhi metro has also
developed an application
'Ridlr App' through which
passengers can purchase the
QR code based tickets to travel by downloading the app on
their smartphones. “This system of QR code based ticketing through smart phones
will enable passengers to purchase tickets using 'Ridlr App'
without physically coming to
the Metro station. The application is available in the
Google play store and (available on both android and IOS
platforms).
“Passengers have to download and get registered into the
App with their valid credentials
including mobile no. and
email- id and then can proceed
for the next step to buy a QR
ticket by selecting the origin
station and destination station,” said spokesperson of

D
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wo disturbing incidents of
crime against minor girls
T
have been reported from dif-

DMRC.
The system will be currently available at Airport
Line only. The passengers
can buy six tickets at a time by
selecting the number of passengers. As per the DMRC,
payment for the fare can also
be made online by using
internet banking/credit/debit

card. After the payment, the
users will receive a notification about the code for the
journey.
“Once the payment made,
the app will display the QR.
User can tap the QR enabled
AFC entry gates of the Metro
stations on Airport Line. The
AFC gate will open and user
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he Delhi Police has arrested a
T
30 year-old- woman for theft at
her employer's house at Jasola
Vihar. Police have also recovered
gold, silver, diamond ornaments,
watch and other articles worth C60
lakh from the accused.
“The accused, identified as
Manju, a resident of Jasola Vihar
have been also involved in three
cases of theft in the area previously. A complaint was received
regarding theft by domestic help
in Sarita Vihar police station.
During investigation it was
revealed that the accused was
kept without police verification
and after theft she didn't returned
to house for work which made
house owner to suspect her for
committing theft,” said Chinmoy
Biswal, Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP), south east district.

can enter and in the exit, commuters need to tap the QR
Code again at the exit AFC
gate. The gates will open and
the journey will conclude,”
added the spokesperson.
Further, the Delhi Metro
said the new QR code purchased will be only valid on the
business day and also up to the

availability of last train. Sale of
QR code/ tickets via the App
will be permitted from 04:00
am till 10 minutes prior to last
advertised train timing.
“A new QR code or ticket
can be purchased only after the
last purchased ticket have been
exited with or the same
(unused or partially used) have
expired after end of the business- day. Further, the QR
shall be valid for use on the
business day of purchase only
and up to the availability of last
train. Unused QR codes will
expire automatically after 23:59
hours,” said the DMRC.
The Airport Express Line
have a total six station and all
the AFC gates installed in these
station has been equipped with
a set of two AFC gates each for
entry and exit through QR
enabled system.

Delhi from eastern Uttar
Pradesh in search of work.
The victim has severe wounds
on her neck, eye and body. The
incident took place on
Thursday night. We have collected CCTV footage from the
nearby area and a hunt is on to
nab the accused. A case has
been registered and a few suspects are being questioned in
this connection,” said a senior
police official.
In another incident, an
eight-year-old girl was allegedly sexually assaulted by elderly neighbhour. Police have
arrested the accused.
“The accused had tied her
hand and legs and then sexual-
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n order to eliminate malaria from
India by 2030, Indian Council of
IMedical
Research (ICMR), along with

NEW DELHI: In order to disseminate the messages of
Swachhta, segregation of
garbage, enforcing open defecation free campaign, construction of more toilets, bringing a behavioral change activity in and around public toilets
to promote usage of public and
community toilets and dissuade open urination, the
South Delhi Municipal
Corporation (SDMC) will
launch Swachchhta Hi Sewa
Campaign on Saturday.
SDMC Mayor Narendra
Chawala said that the first day of
the campaign will be dedicated
to the cleanliness of tourist and
historical places like Qutub
Minar, Safdarjang Tomb and
Humayun Tomb and famous
temples like Iscon and Lotus
temple etc.
The civic body will also organise sanitation drives, sharamdaan
activities, rallies by school chil-

several national and international organisations, will launch Malaria Elimination
Research Alliance India (MERA INDIA).
ICMR is already undertaking research
projects in Jabalpur and Punjab,
researchers told The Pioneer.
“We already have National Malaria
Eradication Programme (NEDP) In
India. The alliance will find what the
various gaps in the programme are. We
will identify various needs of the programme and make much focused
research projects,” said Dr Manju Rahi,
Scientist, ICMR. MERA India will find
better drugs and diagnostics for Malaria
as one of its focus areas, she added.
Laying emphasis on the two projects, Dr Rajni Kant, Head of
Department (HOD), Research
Management, Policy, Planning &
Coordination, ICMR said, “As a part of
Malaria Elimination Demonstration
Programme (MEDP), we identified
two places, Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh

where malaria is highly endemic and
Punjab where malaria is less endemic.
We are researching on how malaria can
be controlled in highly endemic areas
and can be eliminated in less endemic
areas.” In Mandla, Jabalpur, they will
eliminate malaria in three years, he
added.
The successful strategies used in
these models will be proposed to National
Vector Borne Diseases Control
Programme (NVBDCP) for nationwide
adoption, said Dr Rahi. NVBDCP will be
a part of the alliance.
While major stakeholders of the
alliance will be union and state health ministries and National Programmes, medical
colleges, National Institute of Malaria
Research (NIMR), World Health

Organisation (WHO), Medicines for
Malaria Venture (MMV) and several
Multi National Companies (MNCs) will
also be made partners.
“Organisations like ours can only
conduct research or make policies but
we don't make medicines or medical
equipments. So, the companies come
under corporate social responsibility.
These will be made partners to provide
several drugs and repellents. MMV can
come up with newer drugs,” said Kant
The alliance will further focus on
facilitating a round table discussion
among the organisations to avoid duplication of work, he added, “Every organisation has a particular focus area. So, the
work will be distributed according to the
expertise. This will be more efficient and
will prevent duplication of the work,” said
the HOD.
The Alliance will be launched most
probably on November 15 as it marks
the foundation day of ICMR.
In Southeast region, so far only two
countries have been declared malaria
free. While the firs one is Maldives, Sri
Lanka was declared malaria free on
September 5, 2016.
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ive people were injured after
they were hit by a rashly driven cab on Friday morning in
New Ashok Nagar. The
accused, a cab driver with App
based cab service Uber fled the
spot leaving the car behind.
According to a senior
police official, the incident
occurred at around 7: 30 am
when the Uber driver lost control on his Maruti Wagon R car
and hit five people on the
road. “The injured were identified as Pooja (14), Vaishnavi
(15), Avdesh (42) and two oth-

F

ers who are critical and are yet
to be identified”.
“A call was received on
Police Control Room (PCR)

ly assaulted her. The girl was
alone at home when the incident had happened. When her
elder sister returned from school
in the afternoon she noticed that
her sister is not fine. The victim
narrated her ordeal to her elder
sister. Victim's sister in turn
informed her parents and they
lodged a police compliant,” said
a family member.
“We have registered a case
and the accused has been
arrested. The accused hails
from Bihar and used to work as
a labourer in the city. The girl
being treated,” said Meghna
Yadav, Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP), Shahdara district.
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“The vicitim said that Manju
was not using phone and lived in
Jasola Village. She was also not having her address or even photograph. Manju was arrested while
she was standing near a temple in
Jasola Village,” said the DCP.
“During interrogation, the
accused revealed that she used to
look for her targets in colonies
and society flats. She used to
approach house owners who generally lived alone in the house and
allure them to appoint her as
domestic help. She used to quote
low salary as compare to other
domestic helps. Once she gets
appointed to work in a house,
while working she used to explore
cupboards and drawers where
expensive articles are kept by the
owner. She used to steal them and
after that she used to stop coming on work. There are three more
cases of theft registered against
her in Delhi,” said the DCP.

ferent parts of the national
Capital. In first incident, a 10year-old homeless girl was brutally beaten and sexually
assaulted in an isolated park by
an unidentified man in Mayur
Vihar phase-3 area. In the second incident, an elderly neighbour was arrested for allegedly sexually assaulting eight yearold- girl in Krishna Nagar area.
“A call was received on
Police Control Room (PCR)
call regarding a sexual assault
from Lal Bahadur Hospital
following which a police team
rushed to the hospital. During
initial investigation it was
revealed that the incident of
sexual assault occurred in a
park in Mayur Vihar phase-3
around 8. pm on Thursday. The
girl had several wounds on her
body and she was rushed to Lal
Bahadur Hospital by neighbours and seeing her critical situation she was referred to
AIIMS where her condition is
stated to be stable,” said Pankaj
Singh, Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP), east district.
“The girl lived with her
parents on footpath. Her family had come few days back to

call in the morning regarding
the accident. The team rushed
to the spot and found five
people injured. They were

immediately rushed to nearby
hospital where Pooja and
Vaishnavi were discharged after
treatment and the other three
are still in critical condition,”
said the senior police official.
“A case has been registered and we are trying to
trace the cab driver,” said the
police official.
In another incident, a man
sleeping on footpath in New
Friends colony was run over by
a truck on Thursday night.
“We had received a Police
Control Room (PCR) call
around 12: 30 am regarding a
road accident following a team

rushed to spot and found a
man injured. He was immediately rushed to AIIMS where
the doctors declared him
brought dead,” said Chinmoy
Biswal, Deputy Commissioner
of Police (DCP), south east district.
“The driver fled the spot by
abandoning his truck. The
deceased is yet to be identified.
It has been revealed the truck
driver has lost control over the
steering and also hit two cars
parked on the roadside. We are
trying to trace the accused
driver. A case has been registered,” said the DCP.”
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here is Arjun in each one of us, saying this, sitar maestro Baluji Shrivasta and his band gave an insight into
T
the verses of Bhagavad Gita and called it AntardrishtiInner Vision through a multimedia performance on
Thursday at British Council as the day marked its 70th
anniversary in India.
The maestro was joined by Sayani Palit, whose
melodies was then accompanied by Raju Maurya on tabla,
Perumal Varudraj of flute, Chiman Lal on violin and members from the Inner Vision Orchestra, which is a United
Kingdom based only orchestra whose members are visually impaired.
As the instrumentalists played and the vocalist sang
ragas, two dancers from Arunima Kumar Dance Company
joined them on stage. Both the classical dancers performed
the scene from Bhagvad Gita where a perplexed Arjun
asks some of the most complex questions on existentialism and Lord Krishna answers them all. Arunima
Kumar Dance Company belongs to Arunima Kumar,
daughter of former Delhi Police Commissioner Neeraj
Kumar. A musical performance by two digital artists from
Addictive TV, Britain was also made during the programme. The entire programme will be repeated on
September 17 in Mumbai at Royal Opera House.

dren besides displaying of mascot of Swachh SDMC , presentation of Nukkad Nattak and
extensive use of social media will
be ensured in order to bring
awareness in the masses.
SDMC Commissioner Dr
Puneet Kumar Goel chaired a
high level meeting to inspire
officers and employees of
SDMC Swachhta team to pull
up their socks in order to
ensure success of the “Swachhta
Hi Sewa” campaign in the
localities coming under the
jurisdiction of corporation.
He exhorted the team members
to work under mission mode
so that the campaign could take
shape of a forceful public
movement. Goel asked all team
members
to
become
Swachhagrahis to achieve their
respective targets in order to
ensure a better and respectable
ranking between first ten in the
next Swachhta Sarvekshan.SR
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he district forest department has
lodged a complaint against
T
Ghaziabad Development Authority
(GDA) for illegally felling and cutting
hundreds of trees located in the forests
in the city. The FIR has been registered
on the complaint of environmental
activist Pradeep Dahalia with the
Department.
“I have requested the Conservator
of Forest to impose heavy penalty on
GDA in proportion to the number of
damaged trees,” said Akash Vashistha
environmentalist and a lawyer with
National Green Tribunal who talked
to the conservator of the forest at
Meerut on phone.
“I have also requested
Conservator to issue urgent letters to
Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation
Limited (UPPCL), GDA, Ghaziabad
Municipal Corporation to follow the
mandatory rule of seeking proper permission from forest department before
cutting any tree. Also presence of a
forest official should be made mandatory at the site while a tree is being cut
even after the proper permission,” said
Vashistha.
An activist allegedly counted the
damage to the tune of hundreds of
trees and reportedly supported his
argument with the photographs
enclosed with the report.
We have requested the department
to arrest the concerned officials and
submit charge-sheet against them in
the court at earliest. “It is well within the power of forest department to
arrest and submit charge sheet,” said
the complainant Dahalia.
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elhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal, who completed
his three-day visit to South
Korea, on Friday signed a twin
city agreement (Memorandum
of Understanding ) with Seoul
Metropolitan Government to
bring a mutual cooperation
and friendship between the two
cities. The two Governments
will further work closely in the
fields of environment, tourism,
waste water and solid waste
management, infrastructure and
public health among others.
The Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) on the
‘Friendship and Cooperation
Agreement’ was signed by
Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal and Seoul mayor Park
Won-Soon in the South Korean
capital.
Asking for a close cooperation and friendship with Seoul
Metropolitan Government,
Kejriwal said, “I have an appeal
to make-let this MoU between
the Governments of Delhi and

D

Seoul not merely be another
piece of an official document,
let us try and convert it into a
living document, since it is
being signed for mutual cooperation in multiple fields.”
He expressed hope that
Delhi will develop on the lines
of Seoul which has emerged as
a “beautiful” city in the past 68
years despite being ravaged in
the Korean War in 1950.
Further speaking on the
event, Delhi CM added,
“Delhi’s Urban Development
Department will be more than
eager to take help from you in
whichever manner possible to

tree saplings and shrubs were
planted across the city. So, I
strongly appeal for close
cooperation between Delhi
and Seoul to combat this
menace of air pollution.”
The ‘Twinning Agreement’
focus on nearly 11 areas for
exchange of expertise and
cooperation, which incudes
environment, culture, tourism,
smart city, transportation, education, land use planning and
management, science and technology, MICE industry, waste
water and solid waste management, infrastructure and public health.

ities, and maintain documentation.
Maintain proper documentation regarding the various activites undertaken in
pursuances of agreement and
send annual reports to the
state government concerned
and the Ministry of Housing
and Urban Affairs and the
Ministry of External Affairs
besides placing on the relevant
website.
The
Seoul
Metropolitan Government will
replicate the same actions at its
end,” reads the MoU.
The two parties will conduct regular meetings to discuss and communicate over
the programmes, projects and
activities to be undertaken as
per the agreement. Both the
city governments will also
develop an annual joint action
plan and ensure financial
resources to support the
exchanges and activities.
The Principal Secretary
(Urband Development), Delhi
government and Director
General,
International
Cooperation Bureau, Seoul,
will act as nodal officers for the
Agreement. The ‘Twinning
Agreement’ will remain in
force till three years from
September 14, 2018, and it
could be amended by written
agreement between the two
parties.
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elhi Lieutenant Governor
Anil Baijal is mulling setD
ting up a special ‘oxy-zone’, as
developed in Chhattisgarh’s
Atal Nagar (Naya Raipur), in
the national Capital, according
to an official statement issued
Friday.
Oxy-zone is a green open
public space consisting of dedicated walk ways, jogging lanes,
separate areas for yoga and
meditation for the people of
Raipur.
The L-G had urged the
Chhattisgarh Government to
provide information regarding jungle safari and oxy-zone
in the State.
A delegation of senior officials led by Chhattisgarh Chief
Secretary Ajay Singh met Baijal
here on Friday in this regard,
it said.
In
the
meeting,
Chhattisgarh Chief Secretary
gave a detailed presentation on
development of jungle safari in
Atal Nagar and oxy-zone and
its functioning, the statement
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ow residents of North Delhi
can take to Twitter to lodge
complaints related to all the relevant services provided by the
municipal corporation. Delhi BJP
president Manoj Tiwari launched
the official twitter account
@northdelhimayor of North Delhi
Municipal Corporation (NMC)
on Friday.
Tiwari said Twitter is a fast
mode of communication and a
medium to reach to public representatives. He said that the NMC
has already started online services
such as birth certificate, sanctioning of building plans online.
Now via Twitter, easy and accessible communication would be
established between the mayor
and the people of Delhi.
He said that the Delhi government should also understand
the capability of the corporation
and support them for the welfare
of the people. Mayor Adesh Gupta
said that with this facility, the citizens of North Delhi can give their
suggestions or complaints regarding cleanliness, street light,
Horticulture,
education,
debris/Malba and public health.
Complaints will be resolved
within 24 working hours. He said
that Mayor Helpline number
9643096430 which was initiated in
2005 is also running smoothly.
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day after the issue of “faulty” EVM in counting
ith high voting percentage of
of votes for Delhi University Students Union Waround 68 per cent, students
A
(DUSU) elections, that put question mark over the Union election at Jawaharlal Nehru

ntensifying its agitation,
Delhi Congress on Friday
Iwarned
to launch a ‘Jail Bharo’

fairness of the election process through EVMs , the
Election Commission of India (ECI) clarified that it
is not responsible for the conduct of elections held
by various organisations or institutions.
ECI clarified that it uses only single post EVMs
(i.e. vote can be cast only for one post) while in the
elections at DUSU are held through multi-post EVMs
(i.e. vote can be cast for more than one post, for
instance president, vice-president, general secretary).
It said that such EVM’s are technically completely different from ECI’s single post EVMs.
“Certain complaints of alleged tampering of EVMs
during the recently held elections held by different organizations/institutions elsewhere also generated wrong
perception about EVMs. It was noted that confusion
exists in the minds of many about the jurisdiction of
ECI. We would like to clarify once gain on this occasion that ECI is not responsible for the conduct of local
body elections(Municipalities, Panchayats etc.) that are
conducted by the State Election Commissions and elections held by various organisations/institutions in the
country and consequently about various protocols and
procedures adopted by them,” stated ECI.
“The Commission is confident and has firm conviction about the integrity, non-tamperability and credibility of ECI-EVMs. The basis of confidence of the
Commission flows from a wide range of technical and
administrative protocols and procedural safeguards
that protects our EVMs and VVPATs against any sort
of tampering during manufacture, transportation, storage, polling and counting process,” it said.
The Commission stated that the important
technical and administrative safeguards available in
ECI-EVMs might not be available in EVMs being
used by other organisations/institutions.

agitation and start impromptu
gherao of BJP and AAP leaders to protest against the “illegal sealing” of non-polluting
household industries in the
city.
In a rally organised under
the ‘Nyay Yudh’ campaign at
Karol Bagh here, Congress
Delhi unit chief Ajay Maken
said he was “ready to go to
jail” to get relief and justice for the people hit
by the “illegal sealing” and “loot” in the name
of conversion charge.
Holding the Central and the AAP
Governments responsible for the sealing,
Maken claimed that they did not present relevant facts before the Supreme Court to stop
the sealing drive. He said that he will not shy
away from going to jail for protesting against
the Government loot in collecting conversion
charges illegally.
“The Congress is solidly behind over 50
lakh people on the issue of illegal collection of
conversion charges, which should be stopped,”
Maken said.
Mounting a direct attack on the BJP and
the Aam Aadmi Party, Maken said both
these parties are not willing to adhere to the
Master Plan made by the C ongress
Government. He said that the Central and
Delhi Governments did not deliberately pre-

sent all the facts before the Supreme Court.
“Due to the illegal sealing, lakhs of people
have been rendered unemployed, and the
revenue of the Government has come
down,” he said.
The party passed a resolution, saying that
a ‘Jail Bharo’ agitation will be launched
against the “illegal sealing”.
Convener of the “Nyay Yudh” campaign
Mukesh Sharma said “Both AAP and the BJP
are responsible for endangering livelihood of
nearly three lakh labourers and traders by not
taking steps to stop the sealing drive.
Sharma said leaders of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) will be gheraoed without any prior
notice in the coming days.
Senior party leaders and former ministers
Arvinder Singh Lovely and Haroon Yusuf also
addressed the protesters, including local
traders and workers.

University saw massive participation
of students who flock outside the
polling booth since morning to exercise their franchise. The contest is for
the four posts of central panel and
school councilors.
Polling was held at 4 schools of
JNU including School of
International Studies (SIS)-879/1341,
School of Languages-1764/2531,
School of Social Sciences -1325/2163
and School of Environmental
Sciences -1217/1609.
The polling was held in two
shifts i.e. morning and the afternoon with a lunch gap in between.
The voting percentage is said to be
the highest since 2012. Last year the
voting percentage was around 58
percent.
Queues were observed outside the
polling booths while activists and contestants belonging to different student
organizations in fray to elections were
seen sloganeering and campaigning
with full enthusiasm. According to the
information given by the election committee of JNU 5185 votes were casted out of total 7650.
The RSS-affiliated Akhil
Bharatiya Vidyrathi Parishad (ABVP)
is said to pose a tough battle to the
Left Unity in the JNU Students’
Union elections. Left parties have
alleged that ABVP that enjoys “prox-

imity” to the JNU administration
have pitched in its cadre from the outside JNU for campaigning and reaching out to students. ABVP particularly tried to woo first year students
through social media.
While members of ABVP refuted the charges and said that outside
cadre of left parties have already
camped in JNU and are applying all
means to ‘lure’ the voters and have
also employed “peer pressure” and
“senior pressure” technique to gain
vote.
While the left alleged that the
posters promising to ban short
dresses for women in JNU, protect
the university from “anti-national
comrades” and close eateries serving
non-vegetarian food have come up
on its campus was purportedly posted by the RSS-affiliate ABVP, the
ABVP has denied the claims categorically.
“Umbrella” elections: The student
union election in JNU is marked by
the presence of umbrella which is
used by activist of different student
organisations and serves the dual purpose of campaigning and providing
shade from scorching heat. This year
all the left parties who have come
under one umbrella of “Left Unity”
to defeat RSS-affiliated ABVP in
elections but the use of real umbrella by the parties make the elections
look special.
The JNUSU elections are held on
paper ballot and results are expected to come on Sunday.
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ith an aim to provide
W
safety, security and facility for women, senior citizens,
students and patients,
Lieutenant-Governor Anil
Baijal on Friday inaugurated
‘Police Facilitation Kiosk’ (PFK)
at ‘All India Institute of Medical
Science’ (AIIMS) metro station
on Friday.
Baijal said the New Delhi
Municipal Council (NDMC)
has set up an example by developing this facilitation kiosk
within a time span of only one
month and added that the
other civic bodies of the nation-

said.
The Lieutenant Governor
appreciated both the projects.
“The Chief Secretary said that
if required Chhattisgarh government would provide all
possible assistance to develop
such facilities in Delhi,” the
state government said in the
statement.
Chhattisgarh
Forest
Development Corporation
Managing Director Rajesh
Govardhan and Additional
Resident Commissioner Ritu
Sain were present in the meeting.
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develop Delhi in a similar
way.”
Appreciating the idea of
Seoul to curb the increasing
pollution that occurred in
January, Kejriwal said, “Seoul
had to declare a pollution
emergency due to smog, and
you took some emergency
measures like making modes
of public transport free for a
few days and you also restricted the number of vehicles on
roads during that period. Last
Saturday, we carried out the
single day biggest plantation
drive in Delhi, when more
than five lakh (half a million)

“Delhi faces an acute water
crisis in summer months since
it does not have its own sources
of water and is dependent on
neighboring states for supply of
water as decided by existing
laws. The only river passing
through Delhi - Yamuna, faces
serious water pollution problems, which we are trying to
fix” Kejriwal said after the
signing of the Memorandum of
Understanding.
According to the MoU,
“The main purpose between
the MoU is to establish friendship and co-operation and create mechanisms for its implementation within the framework of their respective jurisdiction. Further, the two cities
will undertake exchanges and
interaction between education
institutions and sharing experiences of the mutual interests.
Delhi government will solicit
support of its Urban development Department and other
departments for implementing
all the relevant aspects of the
agreement.”
The MoU also asks the
Delhi government to create
and operationalise a ‘Twinning
Cell’ at the Urban Development
Department and to form a
committee to support the cell.
Besides, it will support activity related workshops, conduct
community participation activ-
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al Capital should follow the
steps taken by NDMC for providing better and modern facilities to the citizens in this
regard.
Delhi
Police
Commissioner Amulya Patnaik
said that the services in the HiTech Police Facilitation Kiosk
would be extended to the public at 24 x 7 and it would be
manned by a dedicated lady
police facilitation officer along
with the supporting staff. The
internet equipped computer,
printer and public address system are being installed in the
kiosk, he said.
NDMC Chairman Naresh

Kumar said that the civic body
has decided to construct 16
more such facilitation kiosk in
the New Delhi area, aiming at
the safety, security and facility for women, senior citizens,
students, patients and their relatives and visitors of New
Delhi area. And such Police
facilitation kiosk would be
constructing on nearby school,
colleges, metro-stations and
other sensitive areas, he said.
He further informed that
the idea behind the setting up
of this kiosk was to provide better police related services at one
point event alongwith the road
side without bothering public

to search and go to a police station and thereby saving vital
time of the citizens.
The Chairman added that
six facilitation kiosk consisting at Kamal Ataturak Marg
near PM House, Vinay Marg,
Shant i Pat h Ring Ro ad
Crossing, AIIMS, INA and
Minto Road entry had been
commissioned and work in
progress at two sites namely
CISF near North Block and
In-front of Delhi Haat. “Eight
more locations have also been
identified for construction
of such Police facilitation
kiosk in New Delhi area,” he
added.
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he Delhi High Court on
Friday sought personal
T
presence of the Director
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General of Prisons to explain
the one-month delay in processing the furlough plea of a
murder convict.
Justice Mukta Gupta asked
the DG Prisons to explain, on
affidavit, “why so much time
was consumed in verification”
of the convict’s application for
two-week furlough and listed
the matter for hearing on
October 1, when the official has
been directed to be personally
present in court with all relevant records.
The court also noted that
under the existing rules, the
officials who delay the furlough
process were liable for departmental enquiry and action.
The application for two
weeks furlough of the convict,
a software professional sentenced to life term for murder
of his lover’s husband, was
allowed by the prison authority on August 24 barely a week
before expiry of his conviction
year on August 30, said his petition, filedthrough advocate
Akshay Bhandari.
However, convict Rahul
Dev was not released on the
ground that only a week
remained in his conviction
year of 2017-18, it said.
Under the prison rules, a
convict is entitled to three

elhi
Police
AntiCorruption Branch has
D
arrested one Rajender Gautam,
spells, of three weeks, two
weeks and two weeks, of furlough in each year of his sentence, which in the instant
case was from August 29, 2017
to August 30, 2018.
Furlough is a right of a
prison inmate to have leave for
a certain period of time in a
year when he can come out of
jail.The prisoner, in jail since
his conviction in 2009, was
granted a three-week furlough
in June this year and after it
ended, he had in July applied
for a two-week furlough which
was kept pending.
The court has directed the
DG Prisons to explain this
aspect as well in the affidavit
along with the time taken by
each prison official for verifying the facts in the furlough
application.
Another issue was raised
by Bhandari that the prison
authorities -- specifically the
Superintendent or Deputy
Superintendent -- were not
attesting affidavits of prisoners,
represented by private lawyers,
for filing of their appeals or any
writ petition.

They were attesting the affidavits only if the prisoner was
represented by a legal aid lawyer,
he claimed.
Ta k i n g
note of the submission, the court
directed the DG Prisons to also
place on record the rules, regulations or policy which do not
permit attestation of prisoners
affidavits by the Superintendent
or Deputy Superintendent of the
jail if the inmate is represented
by private counsel.
According to the police,
Dev was having an affair with
his maid who was later sent
away to her village by her husband after coming to know of
the relationship.
Thereafter, to take revenge,
the convict had invited the
husband to his flat, which he
shared with three others. After
getting the man drunk, the
convict had killed him on the
roof of the building and
chopped up his body, police
had said.
However, Dev’s roommates
suspected something wrong
and informed the police and he
was arrested before he could
dispose of the body.

reader to Special Metropolitan
Magistrate RP Jain, Delhi Jal
Board on Friday. The accused
was caught asking money
(bribe) in exchange for setting
a challan issued.
The complaint was filed by
Chameli Devi, resident of
Najafagarh. The complainant
revealed that the accused
Rajender Gautam, asked for
C 10,000 to settle the challan,
however, he later settled for
C5,000.
Additional Commissioner
of Police (Anti-Corruption
Branch) RK Singh said,
“Rajender Gautam was arrested on Friday. He was caught
taking money (bribe) from a
victim in exchange for negotiating on a challan issued.”
“The accused allegedly
obtained the challan from court
for C1,000 and asked the complainant to pay C10,000. He settled on C5,000, after some
negotiation. A case under section 7 (dealing with public
service officials who accept or
obtain or agrees to accept any
form of bribe and is punishable
for six months extending to five
years) of Prevention of
Corruption (POC) Act.
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raising the Dawoodi Bohra
community for its honesty
P
in trade, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Friday said
the concept of 'Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam', the world is one
family, gives India an identity
different from all other countries.
The Prime Minister was
speaking at a function held at
the Saifee Mosque.
The community's spiritual
head, Syedna Mufaddal
Saifuddin, felicitated Modi on
his arrival at the mosque for the
event, 'Ashara Mubaraka',
which commemorates the martyrdom of Imam Husain, the
grandson
of
Prophet
Mohammad.
"The concept of Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam is a great strength
of India, making it distinct
from others. The Bohra community is making the world
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aware of this concept through
its work," the Prime Minister
said in his address.

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam,
Modi explained, is an ancient
Indian concept which envisages

the the world as one family.
"We are proud of our past,
we believe in our present and

are confident of our bright
future," Modi said.
The Prime Minister highlighted the GST (Goods and
Services Tax) roll-out and other
economic reforms carried out
by his Government and said
members of the Bohra community took maximum advantage of these steps as they are
known to carry out their trade
and business world over with
honesty.
"They have set an example
for other people (with their
honest trade dealings)," he said.
The Prime Minister also
praised the Dawoodi Bohras, a
sect within Shia Islam known
for their trading and business
acumen, for their efforts in
making the Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan a success.
Modi recalled Mahatma
Gandhi's close association with
Sydena
Mohammad
Burhanuddin, the late spiritual head of the Bohra commu-

nity.
"Mahatma Gandhi met the
Sydena during a train journey
and they became very close.
During the Dandi Yatra,
Gandhiji stayed in Saifee Villa
(a building owned by the community in Dandi, Gujarat)
which was later dedicated to the
nation," the prime minister
said.
The 'Swachhata Pakhwada'
(cleanliness fortnight) will be
launched on September 15 and
will culminate on October 2 on
the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti,
he said.
Modi lauded Indore for
topping the nationwide cleanliness survey earlier this year.
Madhya Pradesh Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan and Sydena Saifuddin
also addressed the gathering.
The Prime Minister was
received by Chouhan and others on his arrival at the Devi
Ahiyabai Airport here.
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ttarakhand has been
ranked the best among
U
States in the country for the
construction of maximum
number of roads under the
PMGSY during 2017-2018, an
official said on Friday.
The State constructed a
maximum of 1,839 kilometre
roads under the Pradhan
Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana
against a target of 1,500 km set
for the year 2017-18, an official
release quoting CEO of
Uttarakhand Rural Road
Development
Agency
(URRDA) Raghav Langer said.
Uttarakhand has also been
ranked second for connecting
207 habitations with roads
against a target of 172 under
the scheme, it said.
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ith the view to save the
crop in around 1.27 lakh
W
acre area across the State,
Gujarat Government has decided to release 20,000 cusec water
from Narmada dam for 20
days from Saturday onwards.
The decision was taken by
Vijay Rupani government in
wake of insufficient rain in
parts of Gujarat, said Deputy
Chief Minister Nitin Patel while
talking to media person on
Friday. The decision was taken
in the interest of farmers despite
the fact that there was limited
water stored in the Sardar
Sarovar Dam, claimed Patel.
Nearly 400 lakes would be
filled with Narmada water in
Sabarkantha,
Arvalli,
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Banaskantha, Gandhinagar,
Mehsana and Patan districts of
North Gujarat. Besides, 40,000
acres of agriculture land would
be provided irrigation water
from Narmada canal in the
region. Nearly 62000 acres of
land in Ahmedabad district
will get benefit of irrigation
water in the next 20 days which
would help to save crops, especially paddy. Moreover nearly
25000 acres of land in
Saurashtra region will be irrigated through Narmada water.
Narmada water would
reach in North Gujarat region
through 11 major pipelines
laid as part of ambitious
Sujalam Sufalam scheme
launched and completed during
the tenure of Narendra Modi as
Gujarat Chief Minister.
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ours after being released
H
from jail, Bhim Army
chief Chandrashekhar Azad

on Friday said he will ensure
that the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) is routed in the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections.
Azad was arrested from
Himachal Pradesh's Dalhousie
in June last year in connection
with the May 5 caste violence
in which one person was killed
and 16 others were injured at
Shabbirpur village in
Saharanpur.
The Allahabad High Court
had granted him bail on
◆
CHANGE OF NAME ◆ November 2, 2017. However,
police booked him under the
I, Tanu Gupta W/o Atin stringent National Security Act
Kumar R/o Flat 502, Tower-4, days before his release.
Under the NSA, he was to
Paras Tierea, Sector-137,
be detained till November 1.
Noida - 201301 (U.P.) have
changed my name to Tanu
Varshney for all purposes.
PD(8163)A

xternal Affairs Minister
Sushma Swaraj and Russia's
E
Deputy Prime Minister Yuri
Borisov on Friday reviewed the
progress made in the bilateral
cooperation in the fields of
trade and investment, science
and technology, culture and
other issues of mutual interests.
The two leaders co-chaired
the 23rd India-Russia InterGovernmental Commission on
Technical and Economic
Cooperation (IRIGC-TEC).
"Meeting begins to expand
our relationship across all sectors & identify new opportunities! EAM @SushmaSwaraj &
Russian Deputy Prime Minister
Yuri Borisov chairing the IndiaRussia Inter Governmental

NEW DELHI: The UIDAI's
system contains multiple layers
of security checks, and any
attempt of manipulation at the
operator level will be detected
and thwarted at the back-end,
Aadhaar-issuing body's CEO
Ajay Bhushan Pandey has said.
The comments of the Unique
Identification Authority of India
(UIDAI) chief came against the
backdrop of a recent report
alleging Aadhaar software hack.
"The whole Aadhaar system
is designed in a manner that it
has multiple layers of security.
Because of multiple layers of
security, if manipulation is done
at the systems' front end, at the
back-end the security checks will
thwart that attempt," Pandey
said. Once the application for
enrolment is received, validation
or security checks are performed
at the system's back-end too,
Pandey said, adding that these
safeguards allow rogue attempts
to be detected.
PTI

Commission on Trade,
Economic,
Scientific,
Technological & Cultural
Cooperation," External Affairs
Ministry spokesperson Raveesh
Kumar tweeted.
The IRIGC-TEC is a standing body which annually meets
and reviews ongoing activities
of bilateral cooperation in the
fields of bilateral trade and
investment, science and technology, culture and other issues
of mutual interest.
The commission, after taking stock of bilateral cooperation in various fields, will provide policy recommendations
and directions in the concerned
fields, the Ministry of External
Affairs said in a statement.
The last meeting of the
commission was held in New

“A case under sections 323
(dealing with punishment for
voluntary hurt), 354(dealing
with assault or criminal force
to woman with intent to outrage her modesty), 506 (dealing with criminal intimidation), 509 (dealing with insult
to modesty of a woman) and
34 (dealing with acts done by
several persons in furtherance of common intention)
was registered against the
accused Rohit,” DCP (West)
Monika Bharadwaj stated.
“I have taken note of a
video where a
youth has
been seen
brutally beating a woman.
I have spoken
to the Delhi
P o l i c e
C o m m issioner over
the phone and
directed him
to take necessary action in
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nion Minister Nitin Gadkari
on Friday said tribals were
U
being encouraged to accumulate
non-edibile seeds for producing
biofuel as the Government looks
to reduce dependence on crude
oil imports.
As India incurred a huge C8
lakh crore bill on crude imports,
tribals are being urged to accumulate non-edibile seeds like
'ratanjot, saal and mohan' for biofuel production, Road Transport,
Highways, Shipping, Water
Resources, Ganga Rejuvenation
and River Development Minister
Gadkari said. He said if biofuel
could also cut on India's huge

aviation fuel imports, and if "we
could save C30,000 crore spent
now" through innovation and
technology, it would be a great
contribution to country's economic health.
On highways the Minister
said, greenfield Delhi-Mumbai
Express Highway would result
in savings to the tune of
C16,000 crore on land acquisition as it only cost C80 lakh per
hectare on land acquisition on
the new alignment as against C7
per hectare on the existing
alignment. He said the project
was likely to be completed in
two and half years and would
reduce the distance from Delhi
to Mumbai by 120 km.
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safe zone clusters in hot crime
zones, smart LED street lighting,
CCTV cameras connected to
modern command and control
centres, security enablers in
public transport, installation of
public panic buttons, provision
of toilets for women within safe
eco-systems and transit dormitories for women and children.
Police stations are planned
to be equipped with women
help desks and other services
such as counsellors. This will
make police stations more
accessible to women for lodging complaints and getting

other assistance. One-stop crisis centres are also planned
along with forensic and cyber
crime cells.
An integrated approach
has been followed while
designing the physical infrastructure to be added to
enhance safety of women and
children in public places and to
instil a sense of security in
them, another official said.
The safe city proposals have
been prepared jointly by the
respective police and municipal commissioners of each city.
The project is being
implemented in consultations
with the ministries of women
and child development, urban
development and electronics
and information technology
and respective municipal and
police commissioners. The cost
of the project would be shared
between
the
Central
Government (from Nirbhaya
fund) and respective states in
the ratio of 60:40. In case of
Delhi, the Home Ministry will
allocate an additional amount
of C240.11 crore.

approached the apex court
against a Kerala High Court
judgement that no action needed to be taken against former
DGP Siby Mathews, who was
then heading the SIT probe
team as IGP, and two retired
superintendents of police K K
Joshua and S Vijayan, who
were later held responsible by
the CBI for the scientist’s illegal arrest.
Today, while awarding Rs
50 lakh compensation to be
paid by the state government
in eight weeks, the top court
said this was being given to
compensate for his suffering,
anxiety and the treatment
meted out to him.
It also allowed him to
simultaneously pursue his
pending civil suit for further
compensation.
The bench said the “reputation of an individual is an
insegregable facet of his right
to life with dignity” and rejected the plea of Kerala government that due to the lapse of
time no inquiry and subsequent actions needed to be
taken against erring officials.
It accepted Narayanan’s
plea that the authorities who
were responsible to cause such
a “harrowing effect” on his
mind, should face the “legal
consequences”.

“We think that the obtaining factual scenario calls for
constitution of a Committee to
find out ways and means to
take appropriate steps against
the erring officials,” the bench
said.
It ordered setting up of a
three-member committee
headed by its former judge
Justice D K Jain to take appropriate steps against the erring
officials and directed the
Centre and the state
Government to nominate one
officer each in the panel. The
seat of the committee would be
in New Delhi.
“The criminal law was set
in motion without any basis. It
was initiated, if one is allowed
to say, on some kind of fancy
or notion,” the bench said.
“We are of the view that
the appellant was arrested and
he has suffered custody for
almost fifty days. His arrest has
been seriously criticised in the
closure report of the CBI.
From the aforesaid report, the
harassment and mental torture
faced by the appellant is obvious,” the bench said.
The bench said the “entire
prosecution” initiated by the
state police was “malicious
and it has caused tremendous
harassment and immeasurable
anguish” to Narayanan. “It can

nion Home Ministry has
approved allotment of
U
C3,000 crore for women safety

projects in eight metro cities
including Delhi. The project
include setting up of women
police patrol teams, technological installations like panic
buttons, smart-LED street
lights, transit dormitories for
women and children, one-stop
crisis centers, forensic and
cyber crime cells in the selected metros under the Women
Safe City Project. It will implemented in Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Ahmedabad and
Lucknow from 2018-19 to
2020-21, a senior Home
Ministry official said Sunday.
Safe city proposals amounting to C2,919.55 crore were
approved under the 'Nirbhaya
Fund' recently, the official said.
C663.67 crore has been earmarked for Delhi, C252 crore
for Mumbai, C425.06 crore for
Chennai, C253 crore for
Ahmedabad, C181.32 crore for
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“The victim was taken for
medical examination after
which a case under relevant sections of the Indian Penal Code
(IPC) was registered against the
accused Rohit Tomar,” the DCP
added.
An FIR was also registered
late on Thursday against the
accused at the Tilak Nagar
police station by a woman
who was in a relationship
with the accused alleging that
Rohit showed her the video,
said a senior police officer.

Delhi in December, 2017.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and Russian President
Vladimir Putin met for an
informal summit in the Black
Sea coastal city of Sochi in May
during which the two leaders
upgraded the traditionally close
India-Russia relationship to a
"special privileged strategic
partnership."
The two leaders also met on
the sidelines of the BRICS
Summit in Johannesburg in
June. On Thursday, Swaraj met
her Russian counterpart Sergey
Lavrov and the two leaders had
a good exchange of views on
bilateral and regional issues.
Lavrov also hosted a dinner
in honour of Swaraj, who is visiting Russia for the third time
in 11 months.

this regard,” Rajnath Singh
tweeted.
“The accused Rohit Tomar,
a student of BA second year
from Delhi University open
school was arrested,” DCP
(West) Monika Bhardwaj stated. Delhi Commission for
Women (DCW) Chairperson
Swati Maliwal also issued a
notice to the Station House
Officer of the Tilak Nagar
police station stating, “It was
observed that appropriate sections were not included in the
FIR. Further there are reports
of the victim and her family
receiving threats to withdraw
the case.”
The DCW has sought factual report of the incident and
copy of the FIR registered in
the matter. Further details
regarding the steps taken by the
Delhi Police to ensure security for the victim and her family, reasons for non-inclusion of
appropriate section under the
IPC was also sought by the
Commission.

Kolkata, C667 crore for
Bengaluru, C282.50 crore for
Hyderabad and C195 crore for
Lucknow, the official said.
The project takes a comprehensive view of women
safety, with the states adopting
a mix of solutions based on
their requirements. It envisages
deployment of all-women
patrol teams such as SHEteams and well-equipped emergency response vehicles called
'Abhayam' vans to ensure quick
and effective response system.
The proposed infrastructure includes development of
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Welcoming the judgement,
the former scientist said in
Thiruvananthapuram that the
Kerala police had “fabricated”
the case and insisted that the
technology he was accused to
have stolen and sold in the
1994 case did not even exist at
that time.
“The Supreme Court has
clearly stated that it was an illegal arrest. It also identifies
and acknowledges the suffering and humiliation I have
gone through.
“The highest court of the
country has accepted what I
said. They (Kerala police) fabricated the case. The technology they said I stole and sold
did not even exist then,” he said
responding to the order,” he
said.
The espionage case, which
had hit the headlines in 1994,
pertained to allegations of
transfer of certain confidential
documents on India’s space
programme to foreign countries by two scientists and four
others, including two
Maldivian women.
Narayanan
had
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Union Rural Development
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar handed citations and
awards to the chief engineer of
the URRDA in recognition of
the State's achievement at a
function in New Delhi on
September 11, the release said.
Chief Minister Trivendra
Singh Rawat has congratulated
the officers and employees of
the departments concerned for
the achievement, saying working with a team spirit like this
will take the State to new
heights of development.
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A former member of
Parliament from Barmer from
2004 to 209, Manvendra was
sidelined and suspended from
the primary membership of the
party after he sought to campaign for his ‘rebel’ father contesting as an Independent from
Barmer in 2014 Lok Sabha poll
against the official party candidate
Col
Sonaram
Choudhury . Manvendra was
suspended for campaigning
for his father which was later
revoked by the part 2015.
Rajput have been disgruntled for some time and a reflection of it was when Rajput
Karni Sena celebrated the loss
of BJP in Madalgarh assembly
and Ajmer and Alwar Lol Sabha
seats bypolls early this year.
Rajputs have also not been
happy with Government for
not doing enough to ban the
controversial film ‘Padmavati’.
be stated with certitude” that
the fundamental right of life
and personal liberty of
Naryanan was “gravely affected”.
The CBI, while giving
clean chit to the scientist, had
said that Siby Mathews had left
“the entire investigation to IB
surrendering his duties” and
ordered indiscriminate arrest
of the scientist and others
without adequate evidence
being on record.
It also had its political
fallout with a section in the
Congress targeting then chief
minister late K Karunakaran
over the issue, that eventually
led to his resignation.
The case had caught the
attention in October 1994
when Maldivian national
Rasheeda was arrested in
Thiruvananthapuram for
allegedly obtaining secret
drawings of ISRO rocket
engines to sell to Pakistan.
Narayanan, the then director of cryogenic project at
ISRO, was arrested along with
ISRO deputy director D
Sasikumaran and the Indian
representative of a Russian
space
agency,
K
Chandrasekhar. S K Sharma, a
labour contractor, and Fousiya
Hasan, Maldivian friend of
Rasheeda, were also arrested.
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nrelenting in his attack
on the issue of Vijay
Mallya, Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Friday
trained his guns directly at
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
saying it was the CBI which
aided the fugitive tycoon's
"great escape" by changing the
"detain" notice to "inform" and
this was "inconceivable" that
this was done without Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
approval.
Taking to twitter, Rahul
wrote "Mallya's Great Escape
was aided by the CBI quietly
changing the "Detain" notice
for him, to "Inform". The CBI
reports directly to the PM. It is
inconceivable that the CBI, in
such a high profile, controversial case, would change a lookout notice without the approval
of the PM."
On Thursday, Rahul had
demanded resignation of
Finance Minister Arun Jaitley,
accusing him of "colluding
with" Mallya and "allowing the

U

criminal to
flee". Later in
the evening, he
sought Jaitley's
resignation.
Meanwhile,
senior Congress
leader Randeep
Singh Surjewala
latched on to
the
CBI's
reported
admission that it made an
"error of judgment" in diluting
the Look Out Circular against
Mallya in 2016 from detain to
inform. He also pointed to the
delay by a consortium of banks
led by the State Bank of India
in moving the Supreme Court
against the liquor baron despite
being advised to do so by
senior advocate Dushyant
Dave.
"The question is simple,
nation wants to know who
was the architect, executor,
benefactor and protector in this
case," Surjewala asked, hinting
that both banks and investigative agencies were asked to go
easy on Mallya at the behest of
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amil Nadu Governor
Banwarilal Purohit has forwarded the State Government's
recommendation for releasing
convicts in the Rajiv Gandhi
assassination case to Union
Home Ministry for its opinion.
Home Ministry officials on
Friday said that the judicial
division of the Ministry will
examine the legal positions
and will take a view as per law.
As per the 2013 landmark
judgment of Supreme Court,
the Governments should con-

T

sult the prosecution before
taking a decision of premature
release of convicts. In Rajiv
Gandhi assassination case, CBI
is the prosecution and the state
Government has no role, said
a senior official, adding that
recently Centre has already
expressed its view to Supreme
Court on the same matter.
After the Centre's decision, certain convicts
approached Supreme Court to
take a decision under Article
161 of the Constitution which
empowers Governors to release
convicted persons.

efence Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
has ruled out any engagement with
D
the Opposition on issues relating to the

the Modi Government.
Surjewala, quoting media
reports, said that Dave has
stated that he advised 17 banks
on how to approach the apex
court to seize Mallya's passport
in Februar y 2016 before
Mallya's departure to the UK,
but a petition was filed only
four days after he fled
"On 19 Aug 2014, SBI
issued a notice stating Vijay
Mallya is a willful defaulter. On
Sept 2014, United Bank of
India also stated same. By
2015, SFIO & CBI registered
complaints against him. So
how can CBI now say that they
had no proof of his fraud," he
questioned.

multi-billion dollar Rafale fighter jet deal,
saying they do not deserve to be involved
after throwing muck on a very sensitive
issue concerning India's defence preparedness.
Sitharaman said the Government
decided to go for procuring only two
squadrons of Rafale jets as an emergency
measure in the wake of China and Pakistan
significantly ramping up their air power
by inducting stealth fighters.
"Is there any point of calling them and
explaining? They are misleading the country with something which was not even
agreed to during the UPA Government.
You are throwing an allegation saying there
is a fraud. You did not care for operational
preparedness of the air force," she told PTI
in an interview.
The Defence Minister was asked
whether the Government will engage
with Opposition parties the way the then
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh in 2005
had taken the Opposition into confidence
and addressed their apprehensions to
pave way for finalising the nuclear deal
with the US.
"It (Rafale deal) is an inter-governmental agreement. You (Opposition) have
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he Supreme Court on
Friday agreed to hear on
T
September 17 a plea filed by
a petitioner in nikah halala
and triple talaq case, seeking
protection after facing acid
attack on Thursday at
Bulandshahr in Uttar
Pradesh.
A bench of Chief Justice
Dipak Misra and Justices A
M Khanwikar and D Y
Chandrachud considered the
plea of Shabnam Rani, who
was attacked allegedly by her
brother-in-law and has been

hospitalised. She has also
sought better health care.
The top court directed
Additional Advocate General
of State of Uttar Pradesh,
Aishwarya Bhati, to take
instructions in the matter.
"Let this matter be listed on Monday, September
17, 2018. Let a copy of this
application be served on
Additional
Advocate
General of State of Uttar
Pradesh Aishwarya Bhati
who shall take instructions
in the matter. Registry is
directed to reflect the name
of . Aishwarya Bhati in the
Cause List. Be it clarified,
only interlocutory application shall be taken up and
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi will launch the threeweek-long 'Swachhata Hi Seva'

and agricultural cooperatives,
media
persons,
local
Government representatives,
railway employees, Self Help
Groups, and Swachhagrahis,
among others," said the

not the main matter," the
bench said.
The court asked advocate
Ashwini Kumar Upadhyay,
counsel for Rani, to submit a
copy of the petition to the
Uttar Pradesh Government.
Rani was yesterday reportedly attacked with acid in
Bulandshahr and it is being
alleged that her brother-inlaw and his friend were
involved in the incident.
She was rushed to the
local hospital and her condition is said to be stable.
Numerous petitions
have been filed in the apex
court challenging the prevalent practices of nikah halala
and polygamy among

Government in a statement.
Many sports stars and film personalities across the country
will join the interaction with
the Prime Minister.
The 'Swachhata Hi Seva'

movement, which aims at generating greater public participation towards Swachhta, is
being organised in the run up
to the fourth anniversary of the
Swachh Bharat Mission, on
October 2 which will also
mark the commencement of
the 150th year celebrations of
Mahatma Gandhi, added the
statement.
Earlier, describing this
movement as "a great way to
pay tributes to Bapu," the
Prime Minister, in a video
message to the people, had
exhorted people to be "part of
this movement and strengthen
the efforts to create a Swachh
Bharat."
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he Supreme Court Friday
directed the Centre to conT
sider framing separate rules for
granting disability certificates
to leprosy patients for availing
reservation and various welfare
benefits.
A bench comprising Chief
Justice Dipak Misra and
Justices A M Khanwilkar and
D Y Chandrachud issued a slew
of directions to the Centre and
all States for eradication of leprosy and rehabilitation of those
suffering from it.
"Medical staff in private
and Government hospitals be
sensitised to ensure that leprosy
patients do not face discrimination," the bench said.
The apex court further
said that awareness campaign
should be launched so that leprosy patients are not isolated
and allowed to lead a normal
married life. The court also
asked the Centre and States to
frame rules that public and private schools do not discriminate against children from leprosy affected families.
The apex court had on
July 5 directed the Centre to file
a comprehensive action plan to
ensure eradication of leprosy
from the country, saying the
"curable" disease cannot be
allowed to affect the people.
The bench was hearing a

PIL filed by advocate Pankaj
Sinha alleging that the government was not taking adequate steps to eradicate the disease.
Additional Solicitor
General Pinky Anand, appearing for the Centre, had said that
the Government was not taking an "adversarial" stand on
the PIL that has raised the
important the issue. Earlier, the
bench had asked the Centre to
place on the record the 'Draft

Implementation Programme'
for eradicating leprosy from the
country.
The bench was informed
that Delhi, Andhra Pradesh
and Chhattisgarh were leprosy-endemic states and efforts
were needed to eradicate the
disease from these states.
The Centre had said an
online programme was being
launched to detect the patients
and their treatment.
Sinha, in his plea, has

alleged that leprosy affects
over 1.25 lakh people annually in the country. "Despite an
effective cure, namely MultiDrug Therapy (MDT) which
has been available since 1981,
that can completely cure 99
per cent of leprosy bacteria,
due to apathy of the Centre
and State Governments, people are still suffering from the
said disease, which is treated
as a social stigma," the petition
had said.
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ctivists and organisations
working for the welfare of
A
the people afflicted with leprosy
hailed the Supreme Court judgment on Friday, calling it
"momentous" and one which
has given due recognition to
the rights and challenges faced
by the sector."
They regretted that it was
indeed a shame that India still
has large numbers of new cases
and accounts for the highest
global burden of the crippling
disease, despite availability of
treatment and cure since 1980.
Vinita Shanker, Director of
the Sasakawa India leprosy
Foundation, welcomed the
much-awaited order saying
that the judgment is along the
lines of the principles and
guidelines of the UN Human
Rights Council to which India
is a signatory.
"It is a matter of pride that
the highest authority of the

asked us questions and I have given
answers to them in Parliament. Then what
am I calling them for? What am I going
to tell them when I call them?" she said.
The Defence Minister also asserted
that the Rafale deal cannot be equated with
the Bofors issue at all as was being
attempted by the Opposition, as she has
rid the Defence Ministry from middlemen
entirely.
Led by Congress, Opposition parties
have been attacking the Modi Government
alleging it is procuring 36 Rafale jets from
France at an exorbitantly high cost.
Congress has said the UPA finalised
a price of C526 crore per fighter while
negotiating a deal to buy 126 Rafale jets,
but the current Government is buying each
aircraft at C1,670 crore when the weapons
and avionics onboard the jets will be of
same configuration.
Sitharaman said the weapon systems,
avionics and other key add-ons to the
Rafale aircraft will be "much superior" in
comparison to what was negotiated by the
UPA.
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movement on Saturday. Modi
will interact with cross-section
of people from 18 locations on
the inauguration of the movement intended for more
awareness and greater public
participation of the cleanliness
campaign, which will run up to
October 2, the 150th birth
anniversar y of Mahatma
Gandhi.
"The people with whom
PM will interact include
school-children, jawans, spiritual leaders, members of milk
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country has focused on an area
begging for attention over the
last so many decades. The challenge now is to ensure that a
time-bound program along
these directives is initiated by the
different concerned ministries
and departments," she said.
Shanker stressed on the
need for a mass awareness
campaigns to spread awareness
about leprosy. Also, "community based rehabilitation and
prevention of discrimination in
schools are necessary to not
only take care of those who
have been affected and ostracized but also of their children
who suffer even when they
don't have the disease( as is
often the case)," she added.
The problem lies in both
the good medical care reaching
those affected as was as in the
social stigma that is still
attached to leprosy. Its directive
for ensure availability of drugs
in PHC, in providing reconstructive surgery and in not iso-

lating those affected by sending them to sanatoria, is right
on the dot, according to the
activist.
"Highlighting the need for
generating a greater awareness
on the issue of leprosy, its curability and free treatment to
addressing the issue of stigma
and discrimination the Court
has given a host of directions
to both the Central and State
Governments," said Dr Mary
Verghese, Executive Director of
The Leprosy Mission Trust
India, an NGO working in the
field of leprosy since over 144
years.
Suresh Dhondge, a leprosy afflicted person and programme manager in TLMTI,
said that the judgement would
help the community live with
dignity while Dr V V Pai,
director at Bombay Leprosy
Project, said: "hope now the
Government stress on active
case finding to prevent late
diagnosis or deformity."

Muslims saying it was violative of fundamental rights
guaranteed under the
Constitution.
While polygamy allows
a Muslim man to have four
wives, 'nikah halala' deals
with the process in which a
Muslim woman, who wants
to re-marry her husband
after divorce, has to first
marry another person and
get a divorce from the second person after the consummation. In her plea
against nikah halala and
polygamy, Rani had alleged
that her husband divorced
giving her triple talaq and
forced her to perform nikah
hala with her brother-in-law.

ndia continued to rank low in the
Human Development Index
I(HDI),
but climbed one step to 130
in a list of 189 countries in the latest United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) report on
account of rise in life expectancy,
education and per capita income.
India's HDI value for 2017 is
0.640, which put the country in the
medium human development category. Norway, Switzerland, Australia,
Ireland and Germany lead the ranking, while Niger, the Central African
Republic, South Sudan, Chad and
Burundi have the lowest scores in the
HDI. Within South Asia, India's
HDI value is above the average of
0.638 for the region, with Bangladesh
and Pakistan — both with similar
population size — being ranked 136
and 150 respectively.
Between 1990 and 2017, India's
life expectancy at birth increased by
10.9 years, mean years of schooling
increased by 3.4 years and expected
years of schooling increased by 4.7
years. India's Gross per capita income
also increased by about 266.6 percent
between 1990 and 2017. According
to report, between 1990 and 2017,
India's HDI value increased from
0.427 to 0.640, an increase of nearly 50 percent. The report was released
by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) on Friday.
India's HDI for 2017 was 0.640.
However, when the value is discounted for inequality, the HDI falls
to 0.468, a loss of 26.8 percent due
to inequality in the distribution of the
HDI dimension indices. The average
loss due to inequality for medium
HDI countries is 25.1 percent and for
South Asia it is 26.1 percent. The
Human inequality coefficient for
India is equal to 26.3 percent. The
report said 26.8 percent of India's
HDI value is lost on account of
inequalities — a greater loss than for
most of its South Asian neighbours
(the average loss for the region is 26.1
percent).
"This confirms that inequality

remains a challenge for India as it
progresses economically, though the
Government in India and various
State Governments have, through a
variety of social protection measures,
attempted to ensure that the gains of
economic development are shared
widely and reach the farthest first,' it
said.
The report says India has a gender inequality index ( GII ) value of
0.524, ranking it 127 out of 160 countries in the 2017 index. In India, 11.6
percent of parliamentary seats are
held by women, and 39.0 percent of
adult women have reached at least a
secondary level of education compared to 63.5 percent of their male
counterparts. For every 100,000 live
births, 174 women die from pregnancy related causes; and the adolescent birth rate is 23.1 births per
1,000 women of ages 15-19. Female
participation in the labour market is
27.2 percent compared to 78.8 for
men.
The report further points out
that a child born today in Norway,
which is top in the list, can expect
to live beyond 82 years old and spend
almost 18 years in school. While a
child born in Nigeria, lowest in the
HDI list, can expect only to live to
60 and spend just five years in
school.
"On average, a child born today
in a country with low human development can expect to live just over
60 years, while a child born in a
country with very high human development can expect to live to almost
80,"said Achim Steiner UNDP
Administrator.
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s the bickering, squabbles
and dissidence within the
A
Congress in Karnataka casts a

shadow
on
coalition
Government, Chief Minister
HD Kumaraswamy has alleged
the BJP is trying to destabilise
his Government.
Addressing a Press conference in Bengaluru on Friday he
said the BJP was putting all its
effort to pull down his
Government. He said, “I am
well aware of the efforts made
by BJP leaders. I am not sitting
quiet and but doing what has
to be done to safeguard my
Government. Their efforts will
yield no success. I know what
has to be done.”
He further alleged that he
was also very well aware about
how much advance money the
BJP leaders had or tried to pay
some of the legislators. “But
BJP’s ploy to purchase legislators will not succeed”, he added.
He said that BJP leaders are
not interested in development of
the State but their only aim is to
establish a BJP Government.
"But is it a possibility? it will
never happen. Let them resort
to Resort politics or let them go
to huts to hatch a plan, they will
not succeed, I am prepared for
everything," he added.
The Chief Minister alleged
that BJP is trying to lure
Legislatures by offering money
and power and they are utilis-

ing people who had torched
important files of Bruhut
Bengaluru Mahanagara Palike
(BBMP) files when BJP was in
power. "They are utilising them
for the operation and BJP has
also roped in a Coffee Planter
from Sakaleshpura( a place in
Kodagu) who had shot dead his
wife and own child. In gambling he had earned money and
BJP want to utilise that money
for pulling down my
Government," he alleged.
Chief Minister also threatened to take legal action against
BJP if they are resorting to
“operation Lotus.” "I know all
the efforts of BJP and I am contemplating to take legal action
against such attempt. I know
who is the king pin they are
utilising, I will wage legal war
against them," he said.
He said that the BJP's dead-
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line to pull down the coalition
Government is changing every
time . Earlier it was Ganesha festival, now October and next it
may go to Dasara festivities and
will have to keep postponing.
"But I am concentrating on
development of the State and
not giving attention to their
efforts. From Monday I am
holding meeting with Officers
and will take to task those who
are neglecting in discharging
their duties due to rumours

spread that this Government
will soon fall," the Chief
Minister added. Replying to a
question, Kumaraswamy said
that "Congress Ministers,
including Ramesh Jarkiholi,
are in constant touch with
him. I have not contacted BJP
legislators of Mysuru belt to
lure them as alleged but they
are in contact with me."When
asked about Cabinet expansion,
Kumaraswamy said that "it is
left to Congress High
Command to take decision."
Meanwhile senior Congress
leader and the Deputy Chief
Minister G Parameshwara ruled
out any dissidence in the party.
He said reports on the coalition
Government may collapse soon
is exaggerated and there was no
truth behind those reports.
“There are some factors
where the elected members and
some Ministers being dissatisfied for some reasons, but it is
only restricted to issues related
to their constituencies,’’ he said
after holding a meeting with
Minister for Water Resources D
K Shivakumar at his residence.
He said there are no serious
issues that can affect the existence of the coalition
Government but some problems relating to the constituencies were there and it will
be sorted out after due discussions between the Government
and the Ministers and legislators concerned. ‘’There could be
some smoke, but it is not seri-

ous. The Government is sound
and safe. We will solve all the
issues,’’ he stated.
Meanwhile BJP State chief
BS Yeddyurappa ruled out any
such thing and said his party will
play the role of responsible
opposition. He said party chief,
Amit Shah, has asked the State
unit "not to create any confusion" and instead stick to playing the role of the opposition
sincerely. He rejected the charges
and said "BJP national president
Amit Shah, with whom I spoke
today, has instructed us not to
create any confusion. We should
not give any statements about
the political developments taking place in the State. Instead, we
should stick to playing the role
of opposition sincerely.”
The coalition partner Congress
is facing a major dissidence with
powerful Jarkiholi brothers
from Belagavi have threatened
to rock the boat. Municipal
Administration Minister
Ramesh and his MLA brother
Satish—are locked in a turf
war with another Minister, D.K.
Shivakumar, casting a shadow
over the coalition Government.
This has become a major irritant for Kumaraswamy who
has asked the Congress high
command to sort it out. The
political circles are abuzz with
former Chief Minister
Siddaramaiah who is on a
foreign tour is behind this
entire episode to take control
over the party.
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he family feud has come to
T
the fore not only in the Lalu
Prasad’s family where his two
sons are battling for supremacy but also in the family of
Union Minister and LJP president Ram Vilas Paswan where
his daughter and son-in-law
have revolted.
In the political families,
particularly in the families of
supremo of regional parties,
such revolts and clashes are no
uncommon. When elections
come closer such feuds come in
open. Needless to say that such
infightings are meant to gain
some personal advantage.
Paswan’s daughter Asha
Devi and her husband Anil
Kumar Sadhu have knocked
the doors of RJD for ticket. The
couple plans to fight election
against Paswan in Hajipur.
“We are ready to take on
Paswan. If I get the ticket I will
contest and if my wife is allotted a ticket she will fight,” said
Sadhu, who was earlier Bihar
president of LJP’s wing Dalit
Sena but recently quit the
party and joined RJD.
Said Asha,”We have been
neglected in the family. We did
not get any favour from my
father who showers all favours
to Chirag Paswan.” Jamui MP
Chirag is step brother of Asha.
Paswan has two wives and
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Asha is daughter from first wife
Raj Kumari Devi, who Paswan
divorced in 1981. Two years later
he married Reena who is mother of Chirag and one daughter.
The reported revolt in
Paswan’s family is not new. Last
time during Assembly election
in 2015, Sadhu had revolted
and created scene at the LJP
party. He wanted ticket to contest but was denied presumably
under pressure of Chirag who
is also chairman of the party’s
parliamentary board.
A that time Sadhu in front
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lower
court
in
Maharasthra has issued a
A
non-bailable warrant against
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister
N Chandrababu Naidu and 15
others in connection with a
protest he had led in the State
against Babili irrigation project
in Nanded district as it was
posing a threat to the interest
of then Andhra Pradesh State.
The list of the people against
whom the Dharmabad court has
issued the warrant include AP
Irrigation Minister Devineni

Umamaheshwara Rao and
many TDP leaders who were
MLA at the time of the protest.
Chandrababu Naidu who
was leader of Opposition in the
then united Andhra Pradesh
Assembly had crossed the border into Maharashtra along
with 40 MLAs and several other
party leaders and tried to reach
the Babili project to protest
alleging that it would impound
more Godavari river water than
share of Maharashtra and it will
turn northern Telangana region
into a desert. Naidu who was
arrested and spent many days in

jail in Maharashtra was later
released on bail. Since then the
case was pending in the court.
Dharmabad court magistrate has ordered the police to
produce all the 16 respondents
including Naidu before it on
September 21.
The fresh warrants were
issued after a local person
moved a petition before
Dharmabad court. Nanded district police officials said that
they had filed a chargesheet in
the court five years ago against
16 persons and the matter was
now before the court.

The new development has
created a stir in both the Telugu
states with the TDP leaders
both in Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana suspecting political
motivation behind the attempt
to revive the case.
In his first reaction
Chandrababu Naidu said that
by fighting against Babili project he had not done any crime.
“I had protested to save
Telangana from becoming a
desert”, he told a meeting after
offering pooja to Krishna river
at Srisailam project in Kurnool
on Friday. “I had told the police
on that day itself to do whatever
they can. Now they are issuing
a warrant against me”, he said.
Former Union Civil
Aviation Minister P Ashok
Gajapati Raju condemned the
warrant and wondered why he
was also included in the list of
respondents. “It is not correct
on part of Modi and Amit Shah
to revive old cases”, he said.
TDP MP from Vijayawada
Kesineni Nani said that the warrant against Naidu for fighting
for the cause of Telugu States was
part of a political conspiracy by
the Centr. “For all these years
they said there was no case. Now
how they can issue a non bailable
warrant against a Chief Minister
like this”, he asked.
He alleged that the Prime
Minister Modi, BJP President
Amit Shah and the YSR
Congress president YS
Jaganmohan Reddy were the

main brains behind the
conspiracy. Interestingly AP
Congress has also condemned
the warrant against Naidu.
State Congress President N
Raghuveera Reddy said that it
was wrong to book criminal
cases against the leaders who
take part in mass agitations.
However the State BJP
President
Kanna
Lakshminarayana denied that
BJP had anything to do with the
warrant against Naidu. “TDP is
enacting a new drama by dragging the name of the Prime
Minister”, he said. According to
the BJP leader the case was
continuing since 2014 and the
court had issued summons to
Naidu and others 22 time but
they did not attend the court.
The case was booked against
Naidu by the Congress
Government in Maharashtra,
he added.
Meanwhile the warrant has
also become a topic of discussions in Telangana political circles as it had the potential to create some sympathy for Telugu
Desam. It has come at a time
when the ruling Telangana
Rashtra Samiti was trying to project the proposed TDP-Congress
alliance in the State as “agent of
Andhra” and “betrayer of
Telangana”.
Senior Telangana TDP
leader R Chandrashekhar
Reddy recalled that they had
experienced a hell in
Dharmabad jail in 2010.

of media people and cameras
had created drama by shouting
at the top of his voice against
Paswan and Chirag and cried
loudly. In bid to avoid the further nuisance, Paswan gave
him a ticket. He contested but
lost his deposit.
RJD sources said it was
highly unlikely that Sadhu
would be given ticket because
he was not worth candidate
and has hardly any political
understanding. Sadhu’s father
was a veteran politician and
won Assembly elections for
five consecutive terms.
Asha claimed that LJP
supremo Paswan has lost his
popularity and traditional support base of scheduled castes,
a section of upper castes and
minorities in his constituency
Hajipur which he has been
winning for over four decades
with record margins. ‘He has
lost the support of even Paswan
caste,” she alleged.
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man, desperate for a son,
allegedly threw his 18A
month daughter from the terrace of his home in an Uttar
Pradesh village after his wife
gave birth to another girl,
police said Friday.
The toddler, Kavya, was
seriously injured after the incident in Pardhauli village, under
CB Ganj police station area
here, Thursday and has been
admitted to hospital.
EX[[PVTabbPXScWPc
cWTaTfPbcT]bX^]X]
cWTW^dbTbX]RT
0aeX]SbfXUTVPeT
QXacWc^cWTXabTR^]S
SPdVWcTaUXeTSPhbPV^
Her father Ar vind
Gangwar, who was drunk at
the time, has been arrested,
officials said.
Villagers said that there
was tension in the house since
Arvind's wife gave birth to their
second daughter five days ago.
On Thursday, an inebriated Arvind took his daughter to
the terrace and threw her down.
SP (City) Abhimanyu Singh
said the police inspector incharge of the area filed an
attempt to murder case after the
family did not turn up for it.
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he U.S. Consulate
General in Kolkata in
T
partnership with the Bihar
Entrepreneurs Association
(BEA) hosted an intensive
programme titled Business
English for Women
Entrepreneurs to help a
group of women in Patna
gain confidence and be effective communicators in a
professional environment.
Altogether 15 selected
women entrepreneurs from
Bihar received training in
two phases from American
English Language Specialist
Dieter Bruhn. During the
first phase of a three-day
workshop, participants
learned about effective presentation skills and business
etiquette. Participants learned
about speech registers and
which to use with different
audiences, how to create an
engaging presentation, and
how to pitch a winning business idea. Bruhn was back in
Patna to refine their final business pitches this week.
The final business
pitches were showcased by
these women entrepreneurs
in front of the Public Affairs
Officer of the U.S.
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C onsulate General in
Kolkata, Jamie Dragon and
other guests on Friday.
Dragon said, “English
Language programming is a
key area for our work
because good English can
have a huge impact on an
individual’s ability to earn a
better livelihood. We choose
to offer our English resources
to youth and women in particular to promote the entrepreneurial and innovative
spirit of our societies.”
The U.S. Consulate
General has worked closely
with BEA in promoting a
spirit of entrepreneurship
among women and youth.
Earlier this year, the All India
Women’s
Economic
Empowerment roadshow
workshop was held in Patna
and U.S. Ambassador
Kenneth Juster also met with
leading women entrepreneurs
during his Patna visit.
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ir Chief Marshal BS
Dhanoa has said social
A
media and its addiction have
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ongress president Rahul
Gandhi on Friday met all
C
the senior party leaders from
Telangana to discuss party’s
election strategy and issue of
alliance with other parties.
During the three-hour long
meeting, Rahul also met some
of the leaders individually.
Rahul asked the leaders not
to make any public comments
on the issue of alliance and
ticket distribution and not to
criticise each other. He assured
that the party will give tickets
only to the winning candidates
and all the MLAs with a good
image will be fielded from
their constituencies. Rahul
observed that Congress will
fight in all the constituencies
where it was strong and leave
the other constituencies to the
other alliance partners.
After the meeting briefing
the media the AICC Secretary
RC Kuntia said that all those
who were fighting against the
corrupt and autocratic rule of
Telangana Rashtra Samiti were
with the Congress and the
party was ready to align with
the Telugu Desam party.
Rahul Gandhi has authorized the State Congress president N Uttam Kumar Reddy to
hold talks with the other parties, he said. “But the final decision on the alliance will be of
the AICC President” , he said
adding that the Congress will
abide by the alliance-dharma in
the distribution of tickets.
“party president urged all the
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leaders to work together to
bring Congress to power and
warned that anti party activity
by any leader however big he
might be will not be tolerated”,
Kuntia said.
Uttam Kumar Reddy said
that the party will not leave
the constituencies, where it
was confident of winning, to
other parties.
It was also decided that
during the election campaign
Rahul Gandhi will address rallies in 10 districts. Rahul has
also constituted a three member screening committee for
Telangana. Some of the leaders
requested that Sonia Gandhi
should also visit the state for
election campaign.
On the occasion TRS MLC
Bhupti Reddy and noted film
producer Bandla Ganesh
joined the Congress party in
presence of Rahul Gandhi.

JP national president Amit
Shah will kick off his
B
party’s
campaign
for
Telangana assembly at
Mahbubnagar on Saturday.
Earlier he will hold discussions with the State party
leaders and review the election preparations and points
to be included in the manifesto. Before leaving for
Mahbubnagar he will also
offer pooja at Durga temple in
Lal Darwaza area of old city,
a communally sensitive pocket of the city.
Briefing the media about
Amit Shah’s program State
BJP President K Lakshman
said that no leader from other
parties will be admitted into
the BJP during the visit’ “The
joining will take place at the
district levels”, he said.
Lashing out at the Grand
Alliance of Congress, TDP
and others he said it was
“unholy” and without any
principles. He also alleged
that there was also an alliance
between the TRS and Majlise-Ittehadul Muslimeen. “It is
a dangerous alliance” he said.
The candidates of the BJP
will be announced after the
election schedule was released,
he said.
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everal long distance trains
were either cancelled or
diverted or even short-terminated, while the operation of
suburban trains was restricted
on the affected line, after an
eight-wheeler tower wagon
derailed between Kasara and
Umbermali stations in the
small hours of Friday.
The derailment of an eightwheeler took place between
Kasara and Umbermali stations
at 1.04 am during a midnight
maintenance block from 23.40
pm to 1.10 am.
With the Kalyan-Kasara
section hit by the derailment, the
Central Railway operated the
suburban train services between
Kalyan and Asangaon. However,
following an “rail roko” agitation
resorted to by commuters at
Vasind, the authorities ran the
services up to Titwala from
6.05 am to 07.55 am.
At least four long-distance
trains — Manmad-LTTManmad Godavari Express,
Manmad-Mumbai-Manmad
Rajyarani Express, MumbaiBhusaval Passenger and
Mumbai-Manmad Panchvati
Express — were cancelled, while
eight long-distance trains were
diverted via different stations.
Five Mumbai and Punebound trains were short-terminated at places like Igatpuri,
Nashik Road, Manmad, while
three trains from Mumbai-LTT-Gorakhpur Express, LTTDarbhanga Express and
Varanasi Kamayani Express—
departed from Mumbai two to
three hours behind the schedule.
Having taken up the track
restoration work on a war-foot,
the Central Railway personnel
put back the 8-wheeler tower
wagon that had derailed
between Kasara and Umbermali,
on the tracks in the afternoon.

S

ven if neighbouring
Rajasthan decided to cut
Value Added Tax (VAT) on
petrol and diesel following
continuous hike in the petroleum products, there wouldn’t
be any change in tax structure
on these two commodities in
the Prime Minister’s homeState Gujarat.
Ruling out any possibility
of reduction in tax in near
future, Deputy Chief Minister
Nitin Patel on Friday said that
the Gujarat Government had
reduced VAT around 10
months back on petrol and
diesel and now taking 20 per
cent tax.
In Congress ruled states
VAT was being charged on the
fuels in the range of 25-30 per
cent, said Patel in context of
Congress party’s recent ‘Bharat
Bandh’ on the issue of surging
fuel prices.
In Gujarat petrol prices
have crossed C80 and C78 per
litre respectively. Chief Minister
of neighbouring Rajasthan has
announced a 4 per cent point
reduction in VAT on the two
important petroleum products
earlier this week. In Rajasthan
VAT on petrol will be reduced
from 30 per cent to 26 per cent
and on diesel from 22 per cent

to 18 per cent. Congress ruled
Punjab and Karnataka too
reportedly planning to reduce
VAT on petroleum products.
Andhra Pradesh and West
Bengal have also lowered VAT
on fuels.
It is worth mentioning that
the Central Government is collecting C19.48 and C15.33 as
excise duty on a litre of petrol
and diesel respectively. The
Narendra Modi Government at
Centre is attributing skyrocketing prices of petrol and diesel to
external factors such as depreciating rupee and volatile crude
prices in the international market. The Central Government
has so far not given any indication in reducing the taxes on
fuels. In fact the Union
Government has asked those
States who are charging higher
VAT on petroleum products
should reduce the tax.
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affected the sleep pattern of the
IAF pilots. Delivering the
inaugural Addressing at the
three day 57th Annual
Conference of Indian Society of
Aerospace Medicine (ISAM)
titled “AEROSPACE MEDICINE: FIELD APPLICATIONS”, in Bengaluru on
Friday he said Pilots at the
Indian Air Force (IAF) are the
latest to face problems due to
overusing social media.
He said spending long
hours on social media is making them sleep deprived. “With
many of them spending time
on social media during the
night, they have less time to
sleep” he added.
Air Chief urged the
Institute of Aerospace
Medicine (IAM) under the
training command to find a
mechanism or technology that
can identify pilots who have
not had enough sleep before
their flights.
Dhanoa said that while
social media has become an
important part of communication today, it is taking away
people's interpersonal communication skills.
Dhanoa said, "Earlier if a
pilot had a drink too much, the
barman would know. If he
failed to notice, the others
would know and he did be laid
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lose on the heels of arrest
of a Hizbul Mujahideen
C
terrorist from Uttar Pradesh,
Assam Police on Thursday
night arrested one Shahnawaz
Alam, a close accomplice of the
terrorist from central Assam’s
Hojoi district.
Qamar-uz-Zaman, a suspected member of banned militant outfit Hizbul Mujahideen
was arrested by Uttar Pradesh
Police from Kanpur on
Thursday. Zaman hails from
Jamunamukh in Assam.
"Assam Police has send a
team to Uttar Pradesh following the arrest of Zaman for the
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interrogations details about
involvement of another accomplice Shahnawaz Alam, who we
have arrested from here,” said
Special DGP, Assam police
Pallab Bhattacharya on Friday.
"Shahnawaz Alam had
received training in Kishtwar
district in Jammu region of
Jammu & Kashmir. Zaman
was spotted in social media
early this year while he was

brandishing an AK-47. Zaman
had plans to carry out subversive activity during Ganesh
Chatturthi celebration," he said.
Back
home
in
Jamunamukh, Zaman's mother told media that security
forces have done a good job by
arresting him.
“Anybody who carries out
war against the countr y
deserves such treatment.
Zaman has brought bad name
to the family,” she said.
She said, “My son is not
greater than the country, I will
not see his face. I prayed to God
that he should get arrested.
With lot of trouble we have
grown up Zaman.”
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he Trinamool Congress has strongly refuted
Central Government’s contention that it had not
come in the way of Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee’s proposed Chicago visit where she was
reportedly invited by the Vivekananda Vedanta
Society to attend the 125th anniversary of Swami
Vivekananda’s historic speech at the Parliament of
World Religions.
Rejecting the argument of a senior Foreign
Ministry official that his Department had “not
received any request for clearance regarding the visit
of Ms Mamata Banerjee to Chicago for any event”
and that “the reports about the denial of permission
are therefore not true,” Trinamool MP Derek
O’Brien said that the Chief Minister’s visit was spiked
by the saffron brigade as they wanted the programme
at American city to be held under the banner of
Global Hindu Congress and addressed by RSS chief
Mohan Bhagwat.
“It is common knowledge that BJP-RSS wanted
only one major programme to be held in Chicago …
under the banner of World Hindu Congress … and
attended by Mohan Bhagwat. To ensure this happened
intense pressure was mounted on the Vivekananda
Vedanta Mission in Chicago,” O’Brien said echoing
what the Chief Minister herself told during a speech
at Ramakrishna Mission, Belur Math.

T
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he Bengal Government has decided to
T
rebuild the Majherhat Bridge connecting rest
of Kolkata to Diamond Harbour and the all
important Ganga Sagar Islands in one year’s
time, State Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Friday said adding the high-powered inquiry
committee led by the State Chief Secretary had
submitted a report hinting at lapses on the part
of some PWD officials as also the Metro
Railways triggering the collapse of the 55-year
old structure.
The last week’s bridge collapse had left
three persons dead and about 26 injured
prompting the opposition to point fingers at
the State Government for poor maintenance
of State overpasses.
Banerjee said the inquiry committee led
by Chief Secretary Malay De had “pointed out
two things.” First it was the responsibility of
PWD and their negligence was to be blamed
for the bridge collapse, she said adding “also
the construction work by the Metro Railways
which is building its elevated tracks” right
beside the collapsed structure “had an impact
on it.” She said the Metro angle would be
probed further by the team.
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he recent fidayeen
strike along the
T
Jammu-Srinagar
National Highway near
Jhajjar Kotli has once
again exposed the gaping holes in the overall
security 'bandobast' of
400-km long surface
link
between
Lakhanpur- the gateway of J&K and
Kashmir valley.
According to the
preliminary interrogation reports of driver
and his accomplice
arrested by the State
police from Jhajjar
Kotli on Wednesday,
over 20 infiltrators have
been ferried by them
since January 2018 at
different intervals.
These sensational
disclosures has already

left all those senior security
officers, entrusted with the job
of securing national highway,
red faced.
Even huge presence of security forces at different locations,
random patrolling by the Quick
reaction teams (QRT's) of the
Indian army, CRPF and random
checking of vehicles at security
check points set up by the State
police could not detect presence
of heavily armed terrorists in the
truck, frequently used by the over
ground workers of Jaish-eMohammad terrorist outfit to
ferry them to Kashmir valley in
the recent months.
According to police the
arrested driver and his accomplice has been identified as Riaz
Ahmad son of Ghulam Ahmad
R/o Hajin, Pulwama and
Mohammad Iqbal son of Abdul
Khaliq R/o Pakharpora,
Budgam, a BSc Nursing student. Brother of Riaz was also
a terrorist and had been killed

in an encounter with the security forces. Official sources
revealed they were both working as OGW's of Jaish-eMohammad terrorist outfit.
The duo,seems to have ran
out of their luck on Wednesday
when they stopped at one of
their favorite eating joints near
Jhajjar Kotli for a sumptuous
breakfast.
The duo had no idea that
a flying squad of a highway
patrol party could chase them
and take the lid off their secret
operation.
Three member fidayeen
group, hiding inside the truck,
also acted in haste by opening
fire on the police party and
exposed themselves.They were
neutralised on Thursday during the day long operation in
Kakriyal area alogn the national highway.
Top brass of the State police
has already taken note of the
serious security breach.

off flying for the day. Today we
even have breath analysers.
We need a system today that
can tell us if a pilot had been
sleep deprived."
He attributed this to a
fatal accident in 2013 and
said "Everybody seems to get
on social media late, it then
keeps them awake. Flying sorties when the ambient temperature goes beyond 40degree Celsius is discouraged,
so most of them take off early
in the day. This means that
most flight briefings are as
early as 6 am and pilots haven't
had enough sleep."
Air Chief said that IAM will get
actively involved in astronaut
selection and manned space
mission(GAGANYAAN) as
declared by Prime Minister. He
also said that Aerospace
Medicine specialist is the best
friend of the air crew in the
field and appreciated the

Aerospace Medicine speciality for their commendable job.
Amidst controversies over
the Rafale fighter jet deal prices,
Air Chief Marshal BS Dhanoa
on Wednesday had emphasised how crucial it was to procure the fighter jets, considering the threats from Pakistan
and China and the Indian Air
Force's current squadron
strength of only 31 from the 42
sanctioned strength.
“No country is facing the
kind of grave threat that India
is confronted with. Intentions
of our adversaries can change
overnight. We need to match
force level of our adversaries,”
said Air Chief Marshal
Dhanoa.
"By providing the Rafale
and S-400, the Government is
strengthening the Indian Air
Force to counter the short
falls of our depleting numbers,"
he said.
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Global warming and India’s existentialist crisis
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No hope, no help
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cPcX\TfWT]8]SXP^UcT]P__TPab_dUUTSfXcWR^]RTXcc^^cWTabeXbPeXb
Xcb bT[UPe^fTS [TPSTabWX_ _^bXcX^] X] ePaX^db V[^QP[ U^aP P]S cWT
6^eTa]\T]cWPbTPa]TS_aPXbTU^aXcb1TcX1PRWP^1TcX?PSWP^RP\_PXV]
WTaTPaTb^\TeTahb^QTaX]VbcPcXbcXRb0RR^aSX]Vc^PbcdSh_dQ[XbWTSX]aT]^f]TS
\TSXRP[Y^da]P[CWT;P]RTc8]SXPPRR^d]cTSU^a]TPa[h"&_TaRT]c^UV[^QP[bdX
RXSTSTPcWbP\^]Vf^\T]P]SPa^d]S!#_TaRT]cP\^]V\T]X]! %CWXb
WPbc^QTcWT\^bcST_aTbbX]VbcPcXbcXRUa^\PRaTSXQ[TPdcW^aXchX]cWTaTRT]c
_PbcP]ScWTUXVdaTbcWa^fd_PR^]caPbcX]V_XRcdaTSXe^aRTSUa^\aTP[XchP]S
_a^_PVP]SP^UcWTbcPcT^Uf^\T]X]^daR^d]cahFWX[TcWTaTXbd]STabcP]S
PQ[hb^\T_dbWQPRZPVPX]bcFTbcTa]\TSXP^dc[TcbP]S^aVP]XbPcX^]bfWXRW
WPeTX]cWT_Pbc_^acaPhTS8]SXPPbcWT²aP_TRP_XcP[^UcWTf^a[S³VXeT]cWTbWP\T
Ud[[hWXVWaPcTb^UbTgdP[PbbPd[cbX]^daR^d]cahcWXb[PcTbcUX]SX]V^dVWcc^\PZT
dbP[[_PdbTX]ca^b_TRcP]SR^dabTR^aaTRcQTU^aTVT]STaX]T`dP[XchXb]^a\P[XbTS
FXcWaXbX]V_aTbbdaTb^]f^\T]X]P[[Pb_TRcb^UcWTXa[XeTbP]SPR^]b_XRd^db
[PRZ^UR^aaTb_^]SX]VT\^cX^]P[UP\X[XP[TR^]^\XR_bhRW^[^VXRP[P]Sb^RXP[
c^^[bU^acWT\c^STP[fXcWcWTbT_aTbbdaTb8]SXP]f^\T]PaT^QeX^db[h]^c
QTX]VPQ[Tc^R^_T0]SfTPbP]PcX^]WPeTUPX[TScWT\Pc[TPbcc^cWTTgcT]c
^U]^cQTX]V_a^PRcXeTT]^dVWX]T]bdaX]Vbd__^acc^cWT\c^QdX[SaTbX[XT]RT
BdXRXSTRP]]^cP]SbW^d[S]^cQTRWPaPRcTaXbTSPbP]X]PQX[Xchc^STP[fXcWbTc
QPRZb^aUPX[daTbTb_TRXP[[hP\^]Vf^\T]PbTeT]P__PaT]c[hbdRRTbbUd[P]S
X]ST_T]ST]cX]SXeXSdP[bT]Sd_cPZX]VcWTXa^f][XeTbATRT]c[hU^aTgP\_[TP
"$hTPa^[Sf^\P]PRWXTeTafW^fPbP]^UUXRTa^U8]SXP]ATeT]dTBTaeXRTR^\
\XccTSbdXRXSTQhWP]VX]VWTabT[UUa^\cWTRTX[X]V^UWTaW^\TX]9PX_da0;P]RTc
bcdShbPhbcWPc(#"'f^\T]R^\\XccTSbdXRXSTX]8]SXPX]! %P]ScW^dVW
cWTR^aaTb_^]SX]VUXVdaTbUa^\cWT=PcX^]P[2aX\TATR^aSb1daTPd_dccWTUXV
daTPc#!''cWPcR^d[SQTU^aPePaXTch^UaTPb^]bX]R[dSX]Vd]STaaT_^acX]V
QTRPdbTbdXRXSTP]SPQTc\T]cc^bdXRXSTPaTRaX\X]P[^UUT]RTbX]8]SXPFWPcXb
TeT]\^aTf^aahX]VXbcWTUX]SX]VcWPc& !_TaRT]c^U8]SXP]f^\T]fW^R^\
\XcbdXRXSTPaTUa^\cWT $"(PVTVa^d_cWTRadRXP[ST\^VaP_WXRfWT]P_Ta
b^]R^d[SUPXa[hQTTg_TRcTSc^QTUd[[^UW^_TP]SQdbhUd[UX[[X]VWTaPb_XaPcX^]b
X]P[[UXT[Sb8cbW^d[SQT_^X]cTS^dccWPcbdXRXSTaPcTP\^]Vf^\T]TeT]Pc
RdaaT]cWXVW[TeT[bWPbQTT]STR[X]X]V^eTacWT_PbccWaTTSTRPSTbQdccWPcXb
]^cPRPdbTU^a_PccX]V^dabT[eTb^]cWTQPRZQdcP_^X]cTac^W^f\dRW\^aT
aT\PX]bc^QTS^]TCWTbTPaTR^[SWPaSUPRcbP]ScWT^][haTPb^]PQ[TR^]R[d
bX^]cWPcRP]QTSaPf]Ua^\cWT\XbcWPccWTaTXbPfXSTb_aTPSPQbT]RT^UW^_T
P[[XTSc^PUTT[X]V^UbWTTaWT[_[Tbb]TbbP\^]VcW^bTfW^cPZTcWXbTgcaT\TbcT_
CWT6[^QP[1daST]^U3XbTPbTBcdSh ((! %U^d]SSaPbcXRePaXPcX^]bX]
bdXRXSTaPcTbPRa^bbePaX^dbBcPcTbX]8]SXP8cWPbQTR^\TcWT\^bc_aTbbX]V
_dQ[XRWTP[cWRaXbXb^U^dacX\TbBdXRXSTaP]ZbUXabcPbcWTRPdbT^USTPcWX]8]SXP
V[^QP[[hXcXbcWXaSCWTRPdbTbU^acWTd]U^[SX]VbdXRXSTT_XST\XRX]8]SXPPaT
QTbcTg_[^aTSQhb_TRXP[Xbcb1dcXcRTacPX][hRP]QTbPXSVXeT]cWTPVTQaPRZTc
fXcWcWTWXVWTbcbdXRXSTaPcTX]8]SXPTPa[h\PaaXPVTbPRPST\XRd]STaPRWXTeT
\T]cQ^ShbWP\X]VRWPaPRcTaPbbPbbX]PcX^]\PaXcP[XbbdTbX]R[dSX]VX]R^\
_PcXQX[XchS^fahP]SS^\TbcXReX^[T]RTaT_a^SdRcXeT_aTbbdaTTb_TRXP[[hU^aP
\P[TRWX[SRPaTTabcaTbbTbP]SP]gXTcXTb[PRZ^Ubd__^acX]STP[X]VfXcWW^dbT
W^[SbcaTbbP]SQTX]V^eTaQdaST]TSfXcWW^dbTf^aZ_WhbXRP[P]S\T]cP[WTP[cW
XbbdTbP]SP[PRZ^UPdc^]^\^dbSTRXbX^]\PZX]VPaTP[[X]cWT\Xg8cXbcX\T
cWTcPQ^^Pa^d]SbdXRXSTT]SbP]ST\_PcWTcXRbd__^acXb_a^eXSTSc^cW^bTfW^
bTT]^W^_TQhQ^cWcWTbcPcTP]S\^aTX\_^acP]c[hb^RXTch

$F>A3438C @QbQTYcUbUWQY^UT/
Chandni Chowk, today a congested trading and retail
hub, will soon have a stab at regaining its glorious
past. The effort to pedestrianise and beautify
Chandni Chowk is on track with the Capital’s L-G
giving the go-ahead to the project recently. The question, of course, is if the grace and charm of erstwhile
days can ever be brought back. We live in hope.

Clearing the way
'HOKLDLUSRUWQHHGVWRHQVXUHLWVIOLJKWSDWKLVFOHDURIDOO
REVWDFOHVHVSHFLDOO\LQWKHVHGD\VRIWHUURULVP

0

eXPcX^]bPUTch_^bTbbdRWPfXSTRWP[[T]VTX]c^SPh³bSXVXcP[[h_^a^dbcX\Tb
cWPcfTRP]]^cPUU^aSc^\XbbP]h[^^_W^[TP]S]TTSc^VXaSd_^]_WhbX
RP[^]TbX]cWXbRPbTcWTTgXbcX]VPXa_^acX]UaPbcadRcdaTB^U^[[^fX]Vd_^]
cWT3T[WX7XVW2^dac³b^aSTa^]RdaQX]VR^]bcadRcX^]P]ST]bdaX]VPb\^^cW
U[XVWc_PcWU^aSTbRT]SX]VPXaRaPUcX]3T[WX=2AcWT3T[WX8]cTa]PcX^]P[0Xa_^ac
;X\XcTS380;WPbXbbdTS]^cXRTb^] &%bcadRcdaTbcWPcPaTQTX]V_TaRTXeTS
PbPcWaTPcQTRPdbTcWTheX^[PcTWTXVWcaTbcaXRcX^]bCWXbWPbPdc^\PcXRP[[hP]VTaTS
QdbX]TbbbT]cX\T]cbR^]bXSTaX]VcWT[XbcX]R[dSTbP[dgdahW^cT[WXVWT]S\P[[b
P_Pac^UcWTT[TePcTS<Tca^bhbcT\_h[^]bP]S^UR^dabTRT[[_W^]Tc^fTab
5PRc^UcWT\PccTaXbcWPccW^dVW]^a\b\P]SPcTcWPcP]hR^]bcadRcX^]Pa^d]S
cWTPXa_^ac]TTSbR[TPaP]RTUa^\cWT0Xa_^ac0dcW^aXch^U8]SXP008cWTaTWPeT
QTT]T]Ra^PRW\T]cbX]P]SPa^d]ScWTb_aPf[X]aTRT]chTPab_PacXRd[Pa[hfXcW
aTVPaSc^R^\\TaRXP[TbcPQ[XbW\T]cbB^\T^UcWT\WPeTTeT]_TaWP_b\P]
PVTSRTacXUXRPcTb^aP__a^eP[bcWa^dVW[^f[TeT[\P]X_d[PcX^]^U^UUXRXP[b1TbXSTb
cWTPdcW^aXcXTbPaT]^c_dbWX]VU^aST\^[XcX^]fXcW^dcR^]bXSTaPcX^]CWThPaT
UXabc^UUTaX]VcWT\XSS[T_PcW^UR^aaTRcXeTb[XZT[^fTaX]VP]SP\T]SX]VbcadR
cdaTbP]S_dccX]Vd_QTPR^]b8]UPRccWT3T[WX7XVW2^dacWPbQTT]R^]bXbcT]c
[hWXVW[XVWcX]VcWT]TTSU^ad]^QbcadRcTSbcaTcRWTb]TPacWTPXa_^acP]S\XcXVPc
X]VWd\P]R[dbcTabQhPbZX]VcWT7PahP]PP]S=^XSPPdcW^aXcXTbc^]^cP[[^f
WXVWaXbTbc^QTQdX[c^aTeT]bT[[cW^bTcWPcPaTSP]VTa^db[hR[^bTU^aR^\U^ac
4]Ra^PRW\T]c^UPXa_^ac[P]SXb]^cd]X`dTc^3T[WXQdc^cWTaPXa_^acbPa^d]S
cWTf^a[SRWP[[T]VTSPbcWThPaTQh_^_d[PcX^]P]STR^]^\XR_aTbbdaTb7^fTeTa
cWTPccPRZb^]PXa_^acbPc8bcP]Qd[^aQaX]VX]VS^f]^UP]<7 &PXaRaPUc^eTa
DZaPX]TWPeT_a^eT]cWPcPXa_^acbPaT]^f^]cWTaPSPa^UcTaa^aXbc]Tcf^aZbPb
PWXVWcPaVTcbcaXZT^_cX^]1TbXSTbcTRW]^[^VhWPbP[[^fTSU^aaT\^cTR^]ca^[[TS
_aTRXbX^]PccPRZbP]SP]hT[TePcTSbXcT]TPacWTPXa_^acRP]QTdbTSc^[Pd]RW
_a^YTRcX[TbcWPcRP]cPaVTc[^fU[hX]VPXaRaPUcTXcWTaPbRT]SX]V^aSTbRT]SX]VP]S
TeT]cWTWXVWeP[dTbcPcT^UcWTPacPXa_^acX]UaPbcadRcdaTCWTQdbc[X]V3T[WXPXa
_^acXb]^fP\^]VcWTf^a[S³bc^_bd_TaR[dQcTa\X]P[bcWPcXbUPbcQTR^\X]V
PeXRcX\^UXcbbdRRTbbP]ScWTaTU^aTPcPVaTPcTaaXbZ^UQTX]V_P]]TSPbPcPa
VTc1TbXSTbfT]TTSVaTT]UXT[SPaTPbPa^d]SXcU^aUdcdaTTg_P]bX^]c^^
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he Kerala floods of August and
September and the droughts that had
scorched several parts of India earlier
in the year, once again underlined the
fact that the environment — particularly the climate component of it — warrants serious concern. The prospects are frightening.
According to a study in the journal Environmental
Research Letters, prolonged heatwave conditions
lasting up to eight months, could become the norm
for the Gangetic plains by the 2070s if the emission of greenhouse gases is not reduced to limit
the global temperature increase to two degrees.
According to a study by Massachusetts Institute
of Technology published in the journal Science
Advances, vast areas in India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh would become too hot for human survival by 2100.
Anxiety about the environment predates
predictions about such a horrifying future. A num-
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ber of preventive/corrective measures have been
suggested and some of these have been implemented. One certainly could not have expected these
to provide results overnight. The grouse is that even
what could have been achieved has remained elusive. Two questions arise at this stage. What
accounts for the continuing deterioration? What
needs to be done to arrest the process?
The main reasons have been popular resistance to change and lack of governmental will. For
example, it is known that post-harvest burning of
plant stubbles in agricultural fields in North India
is a major cause of air pollution in Delhi and the
surrounding areas from roughly the time around
Diwali to the end of winter. Nor is it a secret that
it continues because farmers would not hear of
ending it and Governments are unwilling to use
compulsion.
Air pollution, in the whole of India and not
just the northern part of it, is also caused by
exhausts from cars, buses, vans and lorries which
substantially increase an area’s greenhouse gas level.
Measures have doubtless been taken to minimise
this. On November 26, 2014, the National Green
Tribunal banned cars older than 15 years from
being driven in Delhi. On April 7, 2015, it extended the prohibition to diesel vehicles 10 years and
older.
The other causes include exhausts from airconditioners, the use of which is going up rapidly, and the display of fireworks and the explosion

I saw Jaitley meet Mallya the day he left
India. There were CCTV cameras and we
can all see that for proof.
—Congress leader
PL PUNIA

Adoption of exponential technologies is disrupting the old order and creating a new narrative by not just demanding new skill
sets but also opening up opportunities in new markets and transforming existing product categories through innovation
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The search for a perfect Bond
:LWK'DQLHO&UDLJ·VFRQWUDFWFRPLQJWRDQHQGWKHKXQWIRUWKHQH[WLVRQ7RP
+LGGOHVWRQDQG+HQU\&DYLOODUHFRQWHQGHUVEXWWKHUHZLOOQRORQJHUEHDFODVVLF%RQG
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hen Ian Fleming wrote his very
first book, Dr. No, little did he
realise that he was not only creating the character of James Bond, but also
virtually giving birth to a phenomenon.
This phenomenon was personified by
Sean Connery to perfection — for had it
not been for him, James Bond would not
have been able to last for over 25 films
spread out over more than five decades and
earned billions.
Before Sean Connery in Dr. No, Barry
Nelson had been cast in Casino Royale, but
it flopped miserably. Written at the height
of the Cold War, the character of James
Bond of the British MI-6 was created as a
super hero who always had the better of his
adversaries. Perhaps England of the late 50s
and early 60s, while in the process of loosing the Empire, did need that kind of psychological something to cheer about. James
Bond was usually pitted against the chief of
a crime or an espionage syndicate like
SPECTRE or SMERSH and sometimes
against an East Block agency. Bond and the
villainous character always used to test each
other in verbal duels before actually coming to coup de grâce.
These verbal duels, created by Ian
Fleming, led to a number of famous
clichés, one of which was mouthed by
Auric Goldfinger in the film, Goldfinger.
According to him, once is an event happenstance, twice is a coincidence and thrice
is a conspiracy (enemy action). This is one
cliché which has now earned the
respectability of finding a mention even in
a parliamentary proceeding. Not only
that, over the years, Bond seems to have
become a word of common usage even in
certain local languages with a number of
suggestive meanings.
Sean Connery had style — the famous
flirtatious smile and the mischievous glint
in his eyes always lit up the screen. His raw
masculinity and lascivious bedside the
manner with some of the most curvaceous
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beauties of the time, like Jill St John and
Ursula Andress, and brought hordes of
audience to the cinemas for repeat viewings. Unfortunately, a few of his successors
have been lacking in some of these on
screen mannerisms leading to a dwindling
audience.
One of the main reasons for the initial
success of Bond was purely coincidental. Dr.
No was, for instance, released in September
1962, with the storyline of a rogue, close to
mainland USA, interfering and trying to
commandeer and sabotage US space missions. Now this was too close to the Cuban
missile crisis. While the crisis was handled
during the famous 13 days of October 1962,
immediate beneficiary was Bond.
Similarly, an unbelievably favourable
atmosphere greeted the release of From
Russia with Love, which hit the screens
sometime during the summer of 1963. That
was the time England was reeling under the
Profumo-Christine Keeler scandal, with the
possible involvement of one Russian military attache based in London. The fire lit
by a small leak in the media and the initial
denial by Profumo in the House of
Commons, ultimately became an inferno,
finally consuming Harold MacMillan, the

Prime Minister himself.
The Profumo scandal appeared straight
out of a Bond film, lot of sex, call girls,
Russian spies, and possible subornation in
high places. It was quite natural for the mainstream media and the tabloids to thrive on
this sleazy affair. Such an ideal atmosphere
before the release of From Russian With Love
could not have been imagined even by the
author himself. On top of it, around that very
time President Kennedy, in one of his interviews, rated From Russia With Love as one
of his 10 favourite books. This was the
proverbial icing on the cake taking the stock
of James Bond sky high, never again to look
back. This also gave the key to the producers of a successful formula, of which, the
public never seemed to be tiring out.
Times, however, do change, and with
the contract of Daniel Craig coming to an
end in the near future, search is once again
on for a new Bond. Will it be Tom
Hiddleston or Henry Cavill or a glamorous
football star, in a daringly different role?
Only time will tell but one thing is for sure
— there will no longer be a classic Bond or
a Moneypenny.
(The writer is a retired Indian Police
Service officer and former Governor)

According to a survey featured in the UN World
Urbanisation Report 2018, about 34 per cent of
India’s population now lives in cities against 11.4
per cent according to the 1901 census. A survey
cited in the UN State of the World Population
Report in 2007 stated that 40.76 per cent of India’s
populations would live in urban areas by 2030.
Vehicular traffic in rural areas is increasing
with development and, with it, pollution. Also,
while there is an increasing switch-over to gas and
electric stoves for cooking in urban areas, large sections in the rural areas use charcoal, coal, dried
cow dung cakes and wood in inefficient stoves
leading to emission of large quantities of particulate matters damaging to health and black carbon which conduces to global warming.
The basic cause of the Kerala floods was
intense and incessant rainfall on an unprecedented scale. This was a result of extreme and unpredictable weather conditions created by global
warming. The latter is a world-wide phenomenon
and India, cannot counter the process on its own.
Unfortunately, the Trump administration’s disregard for it and the US’ withdrawal from the 2015
Paris Accord, portend ill for the future of transnational efforts to cope with global warming. India
can only do its best to contain the impact of the
phenomenon on itself. The need for this is all the
greater because, according to a World Bank report,
temperatures are rising — and rainfall becoming
erratic — throughout South-East Asia and the

New-age business model
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Since 2014, I have never given Mallya any
appointment to meet me. Congress
statement is false, it doesn’t reflect truth.
—Finance Minister
ARUN JAITLEY

of crackers which become ubiquitous during
Diwali and the days preceding and following but
are becoming increasingly frequent during festive
occasions like weddings, birthday parties and victory celebrations in an array of fields from sports
events to elections to representative bodies like
Parliament, State legislatures and municipalities.
The impact of the age-specific bans on petrol
and vehicles diesel-driven, though more or less
effectively implemented in Delhi, has not been significant because cars account for only a fraction
of vehicular pollution, the main cause of which
are exhausts from buses and lorries. Besides, no
such ban is operative in most other parts of the
country and polluted air from the neighbouring
areas floats into Delhi skies with breeze. Instead
of declining, the display of fireworks and explosion of crackers are increasing with growth
injecting more money into the economy. Given
the public’s mood, the trend is unlikely to be
reversed in the near future. The same applies to
the use of air conditioners. The increase in their
numbers will continue given not just the growing affluence of the middle class but global warming pushing up temperatures.
The chances of a marked improvement in
Delhi’s air quality in the near future thus appear
dim. The same goes for most Indian cities. The
argument that this does not warrant desperate concern because air pollution is primarily an urban
problem, does not wash. Urbanisation is growing.

t’s every citizen’s aspiration to
see India as a global economic leader by 2030. However,
the demand for skilled manpower in the face of industry
4.0 is far from being met. The
reforms in education and skill sectors are simply not in pace while
there is a rapid transformation in
both the industry and the economy.
There are 15 million new
entrants every year into the workforce and as per the Ghosh and
Ghosh report, 10 million jobs (formal and informal) have been
tracked this year. There could be
more jobs in other sectors yet to be
tracked in that report. However, this
demographic advantage is fast
becoming a nightmare in the face
of large numbers of unemployable
semi-skilled graduates coming out
of the education system, redundancy of workforce and changed skill
set requirements due the impact of
industry 4.0.
Also, no country has become
fully developed without active participation of its women population
in economic activities. In India,
while there is an increased participation of a girl child in primary
education, women participation in
the labour force has decreased to 27
per cent in recent years, driven by
higher income in rural areas and
lack of adequate opportunities in
other sectors.
Employment generation and
future of work are the by-products
of several megatrends impacting the
global economy. On a global scale,
the impact of technology on jobs
has been evident — it has been
assessed that over the next decade
or so, mass adoption of exponential technologies, automation, artificial intelligence, machine learning,
Internet of Things and 3D printing
will drastically transform the workplace. This will not only pave the
way for new era of ‘human-machine
interaction’, but also drive a tectonic shift in ‘skill sets’ requirements.
Historically, skill requirements
have changed ever since the first
Industrial Revolution reconfigured
the role of machines and workers.
Coal miners in the past used to
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carry out every task manually, even
those requiring motor skills and
physical strength. Today, they
increasingly operate machines to do
heavy and dangerous toiling as
there has been a need to apply more
complex skills of monitoring equipments and problem solving.
Fifty years back, nurses were
required to administer medicines,
monitor patients by checking their
pulse and temperature, and also
help with the therapeutic tasks.
Today, they still administer medicines to patients but also help perform diagnostic tests and analyse
the results. On the other hand, doctors are being assisted by robots in
surgeries. Similarly, there are many
other professions where job roles
and skill sets have changed drastically. There were millions of typists
and stenographers not so long ago
but now they rarely exist anymore.
Adoption of exponential technologies is disrupting the old order
and creating a new narrative by not
just demanding new skill sets, but
opening up opportunities by creating new markets and transforming
existing product categories through
innovations. The new-age innovation and impact can be understood
through three select case studies:
Case study 1: Workforce
vulnerability
In 2016, it was estimated that
only 9.5 per cent of the supermarket’s revenue would be spent on
wages, the lowest since 2004.
Improved rostering systems, automated ordering, shelf-ready packaging and self-serve checkouts
allowed the supermarkets to hire
younger, lower-skilled staff for
cheaper rates in less numbers.
Case study 2: Collaborative
and cooperative workplace
WikiHouse is an open-source
system that allows anyone to design,
share designs and build a house.
With access to a computer numerical control (CNC) machine, anyone can digitally fabricate building
parts and assemble it like the Lego
or IKEA kit. WikiHouse aims to
allow companies to cooperate in
creating innovative, affordable, customised and sustainable housing
systems while equipping individuals to perform tasks that were previously only accomplished by expert
companies, changing the nature of
the construction supply chain.
Currently, there are several
WikiHouse projects being tested
worldwide, reducing the frequen-
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cy of human intervention.
Case study 3: Changing workplace dynamics
Zappos, an e-commerce platform for selling shoes, switched to
a holacratic system in 2015, with
nearly 1,500 employees now operating without any managers. The
new organisational structure is a
competitive move that will improve
the company’s ability to transform
itself and stay relevant as the market shifts. It is the belief of the CEO
that the new structure is a way to
have every employee act like an
entrepreneur. This, in turn, will
enable the company’s expansion to
different markets. Some Australian
companies such as the Canva, a
design start up and Atlassian, the
enterprise software company, are
following the move.
In 2017, FICCI and NASSCOM commissioned Ernst &
Young to understand the impact of
new-age technologies in select five
sectors in India. The report is the
first empirical-based study and
covers an in-depth analysis of
impact of technology, demography
and globalisation in five crucial sectors — automotive, textiles and
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apparel, BFSI, IT BPM and retail. It
also assesses and highlights the
changing nature of jobs in these sectors, skill requirements and policy
recommendations.
Some of the key findings are
highlighted in the table above.
In this new fourth industrial
narrative, how can a country like
India, with its diversity, democracy and demography, leverage the
technology and match the demand
side of job creation with the supply
side of ‘new-age workforce’? How
can we develop our ‘cluster based
job models’ to cater to ‘traditionally-skilled’ people?
A glance at the economy reveals
that among the five South Asian
countries, informal sector employment is the highest in India. Nearly
81 per cent of the employment in
India is in the informal sector.
About 80.7 per cent of men and
81.6 per cent women are part of the
informal economy. Majority of
employment in the informal sector
have no contractual obligations
and low job security, hence workers in this segment frequently
switch jobs and are prone to domestic or international migration.

India has 2,000 traditional skillbased clusters which offer extensive
livelihood to the local population.
Each cluster, the size of which can
vary from 50 households to 5,000
or more, has the potential to create
a minimum of five jobs responsible for creating online self-help
groups, managing and curating
social media channels and websites
to give direct linkages to end-consumers, looking up for information
on upcoming trade fairs, new
Government schemes, understanding supply chains and finding out
market prices and trends. Allencompassing, this can create thousands of jobs or livelihood opportunities. However, even these clusters need timely intervention to
train people on ‘modern-age’ skills,
which includes creative design patterns for global customers, marketing, digital literacy etc. Such
empowerment can control and
reverse internal migration.
In the face of an uncertain
future, reforms in education and
skill ecosystem should be to equip
our youth with the 21st century skill
sets such as problem solving, emotional intelligence, cognitive abilities, etc. Apprenticeship is the best
form of providing hands-on experience to our youth. Several large
companies like Thermax, Festo,
Maruti Suzuki, Larsen & Tuobro
etc, are actively engaged in apprenticeship and also have focused programmes on women apprentices
but do not perceive benefit in
engaging with the government.
Government needs to make
apprenticeship programme attractive for both large & SME industries
by making the process transparent,
simple and financially viable. For
youth, apprenticeship should be
integrated into academic and career
path. Every student should have the
opportunity to participate in an
apprentice programme.
The new industry policy should
facilitate aligned planning in development of industry, research, education and training clusters. Efforts
should be towards greater job formalisation, including increased
social security coverage and better
data gathering so that appropriate
policies can be made.
(TV Mohandas Pai is
Chairman, FICCI Skill Development
Committee and Chairman Manipal
Global Education; Shobha Mishra
Ghosh is Assistant Secretary General,
FICCI)
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Sir — This refers to the report,
“Jaitley must quit for Mallya flight :
Rahul” (September 14). We, the people of India, had to suffer way too
much in the name of democracy. No
doubt, willingly or unwillingly, a vaccuum was created in finance during
the United Progressive Alliance’s
(UPA) regime and the level of damage due to that was overlooked at the
initial stages by the current
Government.
At present, the vaccuum is too
large to fill. The Government is too

late to look into the loopholes in the
financial system. Both Governments
should not be allowed to escape their
responsibilities.
Gulab Shanker Singh
Lucknow
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Sir — It is appreciative of the
Hyderabad city police who have started a ‘Cybersafe Hyderabadi’ campaign
to create awareness among teenagers
and younger students on the dos and
don’ts in cyberspace.
Laudable as it is, the move will
save the people from committing

offences and make them aware about
cyber crimes. It is the younger generation that falls prey to cyber crime
quite easily. Ever y other day,
Hyderabad gets some complaint related to cyber crime.
In an era of Momo Challenge and
Blue Whale this initiative by the
Hyderabad police is welcome. Those
who have the opportunity to attend
such workshops should definitely go
for it and gain awareness about cyber
crimes.
Such drives are helpful to make
the public aware of what information
they should share with others and
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what are the implications of sharing
such data with strangers.
While today it is Hyderabad, it
will be wise for other States as well to
realise the growing threats to cyber
security and engage themselves in
such campaigns.
RD Nadwi
Hyderabad
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Sir — In the grand event of its product launch in Cupertino, Apple
unveiled three new iPhones and
upgraded smartwatches that can detect
heart problems, which were probably

caused when people heard the price of
the latest, biggest, most expensive
iPhone. There seems to be no great
change in the new iPhone to drive the
expected demand except for the fact
that it is big, new and some iPhone
fanatics have this inexplicable obsession for possessing the latest version.
Sometimes it feels nostalgic to contemplate on those days when every phones
came with a cable attached.
Dennis Fitzgerald
Australia
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

trend will continue for decades. Cities such as
Kolkata, Mumbai, Dhaka and Karachi would be
under a substantial risk of suffering from floodrelated damages in the next century.
Governmental unwillingness to take essential
but unpleasant measures will end if there is a growing pressure to act. The same goes for its vulnerability to corporate pressures to relax environmental norms to permit money-spinning projects in
areas like reserved forests and animal sanctuaries. Norms, even where in place, are flouted in practice with full knowledge of the powers that be
whose palms have been greased. Popular movements against power plants, mines and factories
whose devastating effects on the lives of all those
around, are murderously put down.
What is needed is mass action on the environment front. The chances of the various local
ones coalescing into a national movement will
have to overcome the hurdle of indifference of the
middle class whose aspirations and patterns of living have changed substantially with increased
incomes. On their part, Governments have to take
measures like providing effective mass transit systems to taper off the use of private transportation
and increased supply of electricity and gas to end
polluting forms of cooking. All this will not be
easy. But the price of inaction will mean the end
of India as it now exists.
(The writer is Consultant Editor, The Pioneer,
and an author)
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KH,QGLDQ6XSUHPH&RXUWGHFULPLQDOLVHGKRPRVH[XDOLW\RQ6HSWHPEHU
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EHFDPHWKHXPSWHHQWKVWDWHWROHJDOLVHVDPHVH[PDUULDJH7KHUHLVD
VORZPRWLRQDYDODQFKHJRLQJRQ
<HVRIWKH&RPPRQZHDOWKFRXQWULHVPRVWO\LQ$IULFDRUWKH
:HVW,QGLHVVWLOOPDNHKRPRVH[XDODFWVDFULPLQDORIIHQFH$OVRVRPH
FRXQWULHVLQFOXGLQJ1LJHULDDQG8JDQGDKDYHHYHQWLJKWHQHGWKHLUDQWL
JD\ODZV$QGLQWKHXOWUDFRQVHUYDWLYH0DOD\VLDQVWDWHRI7HUHQJJDQX
ODVWZHHNWZRZRPHQZHUHODVKHGVL[WLPHVZLWKDFDQHDQGILQHG
IRU´WU\LQJWRKDYHVH[µ ZKDWHYHUWKDWPHDQV LQDFDU
&KDQJHZDVQHYHUDFKLHYHGHDVLO\DQGLWVWLOOLVQ·W6HFWLRQWKH
WKFHQWXU\ODZWKDWPDGHDVDPHVH[UHODWLRQVKLSLQ,QGLDDQ´XQQDW
XUDORIIHQFHµSXQLVKDEOHE\D\HDUMDLOWHUPZDVVWUXFNGRZQE\WKH
'HOKL+LJK&RXUWLQ7KH,QGLDQJD\FRPPXQLW\DVELJDVDQ\ZKHUH
HOVHEXWPRUHRSSUHVVHGWKDQPRVWFHOHEUDWHGDQGPDQ\SHRSOHFDPH
RXWRIWKHFORVHWHVSHFLDOO\LQWKHELJFLWLHV
6RPHRIWKHPSDLGDKLJKSULFHZKHQWKH,QGLDQ6XSUHPH&RXUWWKHQ
UHLQVWDWHG6HFWLRQLQVD\LQJWKDWRQO\3DUOLDPHQWFRXOGFKDQJH
WKHODZ7KLV\HDUWKHYHU\VDPHFRXUWUHYLHZHGWKDWGHFLVLRQDQGUHYHUVHG
LW:K\GLGLWGRWKDW"$IWHUDOOWKH,QGLDQ&RQVWLWXWLRQKDGQ·WFKDQJHG
LQWKHPHDQWLPH
1RERG\RQWKH,QGLDQ6XSUHPH&RXUWZLOODGPLWWKLVLQSXEOLFEXW
WKHUHDOUHDVRQIRUWKHDERXWIDFHZDVWKDWWKHFRQVHQVXVJOREDOGHILQ
LWLRQRIKXPDQULJKWVKDVH[SDQGHGIDUHQRXJKWRPDNHLWVSUHYLRXVUXO
LQJXQWHQDEOH1RJURZQXSFRXQWU\WKDWLVIXOO\HQJDJHGZLWKWKHUHVW
RIWKHZRUOGZDQWVWREHHPEDUUDVVHGE\ODZVWKDWPDNHLWORRNPHGLHYDO
&RQVHUYDWLYHUHOLJLRXVDQGSROLWLFDOOHDGHUVLQGHYHORSLQJFRXQWULHV
RIWHQFRQGHPQWKHUHSHDORIDQWLJD\ODZVDVDQXQZHOFRPHLPSRUWIURP
WKH:HVWVRPHKRZFRQWUDU\WRWKHORFDOFXOWXUHEXWWKH\VKRXOG DQG
RIWHQGR NQRZEHWWHU
,WZDV:HVWHUQFRXQWULHVWKDWLPSRVHGDQWLJD\ODZVRQWKHLUHPSLUHV
LQWKHILUVWSODFHLQWKHWKFHQWXU\DQGLWLVORFDODFWLYLVWVQRWIRUHLJQ
JD\VWKDWDUHVWUXJJOLQJWRJHWULGRIWKHP
7KLVLVQRWWRVD\WKDWWKHVLWXDWLRQRIJD\VRXWVLGHWKH:HVWZDV
JRRGEHIRUHWKHULVHRIWKH(XURSHDQHPSLUHV2QWKHFRQWUDU\YHU\IHZ
FXOWXUHV:HVWHUQRURWKHUZLVHKDYHHYHUDFFRUGHGJD\VWKHVDPHULJKWV
DQGUHVSHFWDVWKHUHVWRIWKHSRSXODWLRQ7KHDFWLYLVWVDUHEUHDNLQJQHZ
JURXQGLQWKH:HVWDVPXFKDVWKH\DUHLQWKHGHYHORSLQJZRUOG
:KDWZHDUHUHDOO\VHHLQJKHUHLVWKHKDOWLQJEXWSUREDEO\XQVWRS
SDEOHHPHUJHQFHRIDJOREDOVWDQGDUGRQKXPDQULJKWV,WKDVEHHQXQGHU
ZD\IRUDWOHDVW\HDUVDQGLWPD\KDYHDQRWKHUFHQWXU\WRJREXW
JD\ULJKWVEHORQJWRWKHVDPHFDWHJRU\RIVRFLDOLQQRYDWLRQDVWKHHQG
RIVODYHU\WKHULVHRIIHPLQLVPDQGWKHDEROLWLRQRIWKHGHDWKSHQDOW\
1RQHRIWKHVHFKDQJHVDUHKDSSHQLQJEHFDXVHWKH\FRUUHVSRQGWR
VRPHQDWXUDOODZ7KH\DUHEHLQJFRQVFLRXVO\FUHDWHGE\SHRSOHZKRZDQW
WKHUHWREHPRUHMXVWLFHDQGPRUHHTXLW\LQWKHZRUOG7KHDFWLYLVWVDUH
DVPDOOPLQRULW\EXWWKH\DUHPDNLQJSURJUHVVEHFDXVHWKHLULGHDVUHV
RQDWHZLWKDPXFKODUJHUJURXSLQHYHU\VRFLHW\ZKRVKDUHWKHLULGHDOV
LIQRWWKHLUHQHUJ\
7KLVPD\VRXQGRYHUO\RSWLPLVWLFDWDWLPHZKHQWKHUHLVDUDFLVWSUHV
LGHQWLQWKH:KLWH+RXVHDF\QLFDOPDQLSXODWRULQWKH.UHPOLQDQGDVDQHU
YHUVLRQRI&KDLUPDQ0DRUXQQLQJ&KLQD$OORIWKHPWUDGHLQJXWWHUQDWLRQ
DOLVPDQGQRQHRIWKHPJLYHVDGDPQDERXWMXVWLFHRUHTXLW\1RWRQO\
WKDWWKH\DUHDOOTXLWHSRSXODUDWKRPH
1HYHUPLQG3URJUHVVLVXVXDOO\WZRVWHSVIRUZDUGRQHVWHSEDFN
DQGZHPD\EHLQIRUDVORZGHFDGHLQWHUPVRISURJUHVVRQKXPDQULJKWV
RUHYHQVRPHEDFNVOLGLQJ
%XWGR\RXUHDOO\WKLQNWKDWSHRSOHDVVKDOORZDV'RQDOG7UXPSDQG
9ODGLPLU3XWLQFDQWXUQWKHFORFNDOOWKHZD\EDFN" ;L-LQSLQJPD\EH
DORQJHUWHUPSUREOHPEXWQRWIRUJD\V7KHUHDUHQRDQWLJD\ODZVLQ
&KLQD
7KLVLVORQJZDYHFKDQJH7KHULVHRIGHPRFUDF\ZDVDSDUWRILW
'HFRORQLVDWLRQZDVDSDUWRILW7KHVWUXJJOHDJDLQVWUDFLVPLVDSDUWRI
LW7KHJRDOLVHTXDOLW\RIULJKWVDQGWKLVGHFDGHLVWXUQLQJRXWWREHWKH
GHFDGHZKHQWKHJD\VJHWLW
2UUDWKHULW·VWKHGHFDGHZKHQWKHJD\VJHWLQOHJDOWHUPVDOWKRXJK
WKH\ZLOOKDYHWRZDLWDZKLOHORQJHUEHIRUHVH[XDORULHQWDWLRQEHFRPHV
DFRPSOHWHO\QHXWUDODWWULEXWHOLNHKDLUFRORXU%DVLFDOO\WKH\KDYHWRZDLW
XQWLOWKHROGHUJHQHUDWLRQGLHVRII³PRVWRIWKHXUEDQ\RXQJJHWLWDOUHDG\
0HDQZKLOH\RXPLJKWOLNHWRQRWHWKDWZLWKWKHFKDQJHLQ,QGLDILYH
VL[WKRIWKHZRUOG·VSRSXODWLRQQRZOLYHLQFRXQWULHVZKHUHKRPRVH[X
DOLW\LVQRWDFULPH
7KHZULWHULVDQLQGHSHQGHQWMRXUQDOLVW
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enchmark Sensex spurted
around 373 points on
Friday to reclaim the 38,000mark as better-than-expected
macro data and further recovery in the rupee triggered
widespread buying.
The NSE Nifty too
breached the 11,500-level with
a jump of 145.30 points.
All sectoral indices ended
in the green, led by realty,
power, consumer durables and
metals.
Brokers said sentiment was
bullish on continuous recovery
in the rupee amid reports that
the government may announce
steps to prop up the domestic
unit.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi will hold meetings with
top officials on Friday and
Saturday to review the economic situation.
The rupee strengthened
by another 65 paise to 71.53
(intra-day) against the dollar
Friday, also supported by a fall
in crude oil prices.
Domestic cues were positive after official data released
after trading hours Wednesday
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amsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
on Friday shared its vision in
India’s smartphone market and
lineup of advanced components at its fourth Samsung
Mobile Solutions Forum
(SMSF) in New Delhi.
It also highlighted latest
component solutions such as
Exynos Modem 5100, ISOCELL
Plus image sensors and
LPDDR5-based mobile DRAM.
More than 300 industry
experts attended the forum
that included global mobile
manufacturers.

S

showed that industrial production (IIP) grew at 6.6 per
cent in July, while retail inflation cooled to a 10-month low
of 3.69 per cent in August.
Meanwhile, WPI inflation
also eased to a four-month low
of 4.53 per cent in August on
softening prices of food articles,
especially vegetables.
The benchmark BSE
Sensex stayed in the positive
terrain through the session
and touched a high of
38,125.62. It finally settled
372.68 points, or 0.99 per cent
higher at 38,090.64 — its highest closing since September 7
when it had finished at
38,389.82.
Also, the broader Nifty
climbed 145.30 points, or 1.28
per cent to finish at 11,515.20.
Intra-day, it shuttled between
11,523.25 and 11,430.55.
However, the indices
closed with losses for the second straight week. The Sensex
lost some 300 points, or 0.77
per cent, while the NSE Nifty
fell 73.90 points, or 0.64 per
cent, during the week.
Meanwhile, domestic institutional investors (DIIs)
remained net buyers, picking

up shares worth C541.44 crore
on Wednesday. However, foreign portfolio investors (FPIs)
sold equities to the tune of
C1,086.39 crore, provisional
data showed.
“Ease in inflation and
recovery in rupee added optimism in the market. Stability in
yield and rupee will be crucial
for the market momentum
while investors have continued
to stay cautious due to global
triggers.
“The global peers also traded on a positive note in expectation of ease in trade tensions
between US and China. Any
redressal in tensions will provide enough headroom for
domestic market,” said Vinod
Nair, Head of Research, Geojit
Financial Services.
The overall investor optimism rubbed off on broader
markets as well, lifting the BSE
mid-cap and small-cap indices
by 1.62 per cent and 1.38 per
cent.
Vedanta was the big hitter
in the Sensex kitty, surging 5.25
per cent after the company said
Thursday it has discovered
natural gas in a Krishna
Godavari basin block.
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nflation-based on wholesale
prices eased to a four-month
low of 4.53 per cent in August
on softening of food prices, but
experts warned that a sliding
rupee and rising oil prices
could prompt an interest rate
hike by RBI.
The effect of rising petrol
and diesel prices has been neutralised by deflation in food
articles, which resulted a lower
wholesale price index (WPI)
inflation for August.
The WPI-based inflation
stood at 5.09 per cent in July and
3.24 per cent in August last year.
According to Government
data released on Friday, food
articles registered deflation at
4.04 per cent in August 2018.
Last month, deflation in this
category was 2.16 per cent.
Deflation in vegetables was
20.18 per cent in August, as
against 14.07 per cent in the
previous month.
Inflation in the ‘fuel and
power‘ basket was 17.73 per
cent in August as prices of
domestic fuel increased, in line
with high global crude oil rates
and a depreciating rupee.

I

While inflation in liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) was 46.08
per cent, in diesel and petrol it
was 19.90 per cent and 16.30 per
cent, respectively, during August.
ICRA Principal Economist
Aditi Nayar said core inflation
hardened to a series high 5 per
cent in August, from 4.8 per
cent in July, a signal that firms
with pricing power are beginning to transmit the weaker
rupee and rising costs associated with industrial inputs
such as fuels, to final prices.
“The rise in the core-WPI
inflation in August 2018, in
addition to the risks posed to
the outlook for the CPI inflation by the INR depreciation,
elevated crude oil prices and
revision in MSPs, appear likely to prompt a majority of the
MPC members to vote for a
rate hike in the October 2018
policy meeting,” Nayar said.
RBI‘s fourth bi-monthly
policy review is slated on
October 5. Industry chamber
CII, however, said that a decline
in both wholesale and retail
inflation would boost sentiments and a rate cut by the RBI
at this juncture will help revive
the investment cycle.
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etrol and diesel prices on
Friday scaled new highs as
P
rates were increased on account
of rupee depreciation and rise
in international oil rates.
While petrol price was
increased by 28 paise a litre,
diesel rates went up by 22
paise, according to a price
notification of state-owned oil
marketing companies.
Petrol in Delhi now costs
C81.28 per litre and diesel is
priced at C73.30 a litre.
In Mumbai, petrol is
retailed at 88.67 per litre, for
C84.49 in Chennai and C83.14
in Kolkata. Diesel costs C77.82
per litre in Mumbai, C77.49 per
litre in Chennai and C75.36 per
litre in Kolkata, according to
the notification.
Delhi has the cheapest fuel
rates among all metros and
most state capitals because of
lower taxes. Mumbai has the
highest sales tax or value added
tax (VAT).
A combination of a dip in
rupee value against the US
dollar and rise in crude oil
prices has led to a spike in
pump prices since midAugust.
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ndia ranks third globally in
terms of number of family
Iowned
businesses with 111
companies of $839 billion total
market capitalisation, followed
closely after China with 159
firms and the United States
with 121 firms, says a report.
According to the ‘Credit
Suisse Family 1000 in 2018‘ report,
published by the Credit Suisse
Research Institute (CSRI), in
terms of number of family owned
businesses, within the non-Japan
Asian region, China, India and
Hong Kong dominate the list.
These three jurisdictions
together comprise around 65
per cent of the non-Japan Asian
section of the CSRI‘s database,

and has a combined market capitalisation of $2.85 trillion (or 71
per cent) of the market share.
Korea came in fourth place,
with 43 companies ($434.1 billion market capitalisation), followed by Indonesia, Malaysia,
the Philippines and Thailand,
each with 26 companies.
The report covered 11
markets in the Non-Japan
Asian region, which continue
to dominate and represent a 53
per cent share of the universe,
with a total market capitalisation of over USD 4 trillion.
The report further noted
that in 2017 alone, Non-JapanAsia-based family-owned companies generated 25.63 per
cent greater cash flow return on
investment (CFROI).
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YSKA Group (India) in H
partnership
with
SBiometronic
Pte. Ltd.
(Singapore) and Suyin
Optronics, Corp. (Taiwan) will
set up India‘s first camera module factory. The factory will be
setup in Noida with the total
investment of $30 million for
this project which will be utilized in three phases.
Suyin Optronics will manufacture camera modules for
mobile phones, automotive
industry, medical, security
industry and defense industry.
The factory will have a clean
room for an installed production capacity of 5 million pieces
per month and an expansion
plan to set up the first chip-onboard plant.
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induja group
flagship Ashok
Leyland on Friday
said it has bagged an
order for 200 buses in
Bangladesh.
The order is for
single-decker AC
buses which includes
intercity AC buses as
well as city AC buses, Ashok
Leyland said in a statement.
“These completely built-up
(CBU) units for BRTC
(Bangladesh Road Transport
Corporation) will be procured
against a tender under Indian
line of credit,” it added.
Commenting on the development, Ashok Leyland
Managing Director Vinod K
Dasari said the repeat order,
after the double-decker bus
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order, is a testament of the trust
Bangladesh authorities have
in the company.
“Bangladesh continues to
be one of our most important
export markets. And it will
continue to play a key role in
our strategy of increasing our
export share in total revenue,”
Dasari said.
Ashok Leyland shares
ended 2.7 per cent up at
C131.35 on the BSE.

EXbWfTbW2WPdQT6T]TaP[
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5aXSPhCWXbXbX]PRR^aSP]RTfXcWcWTSXaTRcXeTbVXeT]Qh<X]bcTa^U
APX[fPhb?XhdbW6^hP[PSeXbX]V6T]TaP[<P]PVTab^UI^]P[APX[fPhbc^
X]RaTPbT_dQ[XR^dcaTPRWc^VTcUTTSQPRZbU^a_a^eXSX]VQTccTabTaeXRTc^
cWT]PcX^]APX[fPhaT[PcTSXbbdTbX]TPRWR^]bcXcdT]RhUP[[X]Vd]STa
]^acWTa]aPX[fPhfTaTSXbRdbbTSfXcWcWTT[TRcTS_dQ[XRaT_aTbT]cPcXeTb
c^UX]S`dXRZb^[dcX^]bU^acWTQT]TUXc^UcWT_PbbT]VTab
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New Delhi: Mahindra Group on Friday announced its commitment to become a carbon neutral company by 2040.
Mahindra will focus on energy efficiency and the use of renewable power to achieve this target. Residual emissions will be
addressed through carbon sinks. PNS
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nflation-based on wholesale
prices eased to a fourmonth low of 4.53 per cent
in August on softening of food
prices, but experts warned that
a sliding rupee and rising oil
prices could prompt an interest rate hike by RBI.
The effect of rising petrol
and diesel prices has been neutralised by deflation in food
articles, which resulted in a
lower wholesale price index
(WPI) inflation for August.
The WPI-based inflation
stood at 5.09 per cent in July
and 3.24 per cent in August last
year.
According to government
data released on Friday, food
articles registered deflation at
4.04 per cent in August 2018.
Last month, deflation in this
category was 2.16 per cent.
Deflation in vegetables was
20.18 per cent in August, as
against 14.07 per cent in the
previous month.
Inflation in the ‘fuel and
power’ basket was 17.73 per
cent in August as prices of
domestic fuel increased, in line
with high global crude oil rates
and a depreciating rupee.
While inflation in liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) was 46.08
per cent, in diesel and petrol it
was 19.90 per cent and 16.30
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per cent, respectively, during
August.
ICRA principal economist
Aditi Nayar said core inflation
hardened to a series high 5 per
cent in August, from 4.8 per
cent in July, a signal that firms
with pricing power were beginning to transmit the weaker
rupee and rising costs associated with industrial inputs
such as fuels, to final prices.
“The rise in the core-WPI
inflation in August 2018, in
addition to the risks posed to
the outlook for the CPI inflation by the INR depreciation,
elevated crude oil prices and
revision in MSPs, appear likely to prompt a majority of the
MPC members to vote for a
rate hike in the October 2018
policy meeting,” Nayar said.
RBI’s fourth bi-monthly
policy review is slated on
October 5.
Industry chamber CII,
however, said that a decline in
both wholesale and retail inflation would boost sentiments
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and a rate cut by the RBI at this
juncture would help revive the
investment cycle.
“The decline in the inflation reading, which is in line
with the RBI’s medium-term
inflation target, should induce
the RBI to resume the accommodative policy stance to support the incipient recovery
currently underway in the
economy which in turn would
trigger the investment cycle by
lowering the borrowing costs of
industry,” CII Director General
Chandrajit Banerjee said.
During August, among
food articles, potato inflation
continued to rule high at 71.89
per cent, while onion and fruits
witnessed deflation of 26.80
per cent and 16.40 per cent,
respectively.
Deflation continued in pulses at 14.23 per cent in August.
The 4.53 per cent inflation is
the lowest in four months, and a
lower inflation than this level was
last seen in April at 3.62 per cent.
As per the data, the WPI
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inflation for June was revised
downwards to 5.68 per cent
from the provisional estimate
of 5.77 per cent.
Brent crude oil price is
hovering at around USD 79 a
barrel. This, along with a depreciating rupee has increased the
oil import bill, thereby making
petrol and diesel costlier.
Rupee has depreciated over
12 per cent since the beginning
of 2018 and is currently trading around 71.90 to a dollar.
Petrol price on Thursday
climbed to an all-time high of
C81 per litre in Delhi, while in
Mumbai it inched up to C88.39.
A litre of diesel in the national capital was priced at C73.08
and C77.58 in Mumbai.
Data released earlier this
week showed retail inflation
eased to a 10-month low of 3.69
per cent in August. RBI mainly takes into account retail
inflation data while formulating monetary policy.
In its third monetary policy review for the fiscal, the
Reserve Bank last month hiked
interest rate by 0.25 per cent to
6.5 per cent on inflationary
concerns.
For July-September, RBI
pegged CPI-based retail inflation at 4.2 per cent, which it
saw firming up to 4.8 per cent
in the second half of the current fiscal.
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S-based tech giant Cisco
U
on Friday said it was stepping up investments in the
Indian market as part of the
second phase of its ‘Country
Digital Acceleration’ (CDA)
programme that would focus
on accelerating innovation and
entrepreneurship, 5G use cases
for citizen services as well as
transportation modernisation.
Speaking to PTI, Cisco
CEO Chuck Robbins said India
was among its few markets
where the company had made
a second round of investment
as part of its CDA programme.
“India is an important market for us. While we are not dis-

New Delhi (PTI): Hyundai Motor India Ltd
(HMIL) on Friday launched an anniversary edition of its mid-sized sedan Verna priced between
C11.69 lakh and C13.03 lakh (ex-showroom
Delhi).
The anniversary edition will be limited to
1,000 units based on single trim SX(O) in petrol
and diesel engine variants with manual transmission and automatic transmission options,
HMIL said in a statement.
It will have features such as wireless phone
charging, front and rear skid plate and rear spoiler, among others, it added.













































































New Delhi (PTI): Hinduja group
flagship Ashok Leyland on Friday said
it had bagged an order for 200 buses
in Bangladesh.
The order is for single-decker AC
buses which includes intercity AC
buses as well as city AC buses, Ashok
Leyland said in a statement.
“These completely built-up (CBU)
units for BRTC (Bangladesh Road
Transport Corporation) will be procured against a tender under Indian
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Innovation Mission, in developing use cases to showcase the
possibilities of 5G in citizen services as well as application of
innovative digital technologies
in transportation modernisation (railways, highways, ports,
and airports),” he said.
Talking about his meeting
with Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Thursday, Robbins
said he apprised the PM of the
initiatives being taken by the
company.
“We also talked about how
we could potentially work to
unleash the younger generation’s passion for technology
(through entrepreneurship)
and how that can be leveraged
towards social progress and

other areas,” he said.
As part of its engagement
with Niti Aayog, Cisco will
boost connectivity and collaboration across all 100 Atal
Incubation Centres by equipping them with its conferencing platforms. It will also connect these centres with Cisco’s
incubation and innovation centres across the world to enable
entrepreneurs to innovate and
go global with digital solutions.
With BSNL, Cisco will set
up a dedicated location to
demonstrate use cases of 5G —
which promises faster internet
speed and better user experience — to address challenges in
areas like education, healthcare
and agriculture.
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closing the amount we would
be investing, it is clear that we
are betting on India as a key
market. We are adding four
more states to our existing initiatives towards areas like innovation, smart cities. We have
also signed agreements with
Niti Aayog and Bharat Sanchar
Nigam Ltd (BSNL),” he said.
Cisco had committed an
investment of USD 100 million
in the first phase of CDA, where
it has completed about 50 projects, including setting up 10
innovation labs, three smart city
showcases and a cyber-range.
“The current set of investments will focus on fostering
innovation and entrepreneurship through the Atal
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line of credit,” it added.
Commenting on the development,
Ashok Leyland managing director
Vinod K Dasari said the repeat order,
after the double-decker bus order, was
a testament of the trust Bangladesh
authorities had in the company.
“Bangladesh continues to be one of
our most important export markets.
And it will continue to play a key role
in our strategy of increasing our export
share in total revenue,” Dasari said.
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urricane Florence battered the
Carolinas early Friday with
H
howling winds, life-threatening

he Kremlin on Friday said
it was “absurd” for Britain
T
to dismiss as unconvincing an

05?Q F8;<8=6C>=

storm surges and torrential rains as
it edged closer to the coast in what
officials warned is a “once in a lifetime” event.
Reports said coastal streets in
North Carolina were flooded and
winds bent trees to the ground as the
storm, which has been downgraded
to Category 1 and is weakened and
slower moving than in recent days,
prepared to make landfall at some
point on Friday.
More than 150,000 customers in
North Carolina were reported to be
without power as the outer band of
the storm approached.
Footage from US TV outlets
showed raging waters hitting piers
and jettys and rushing across coastal
roads in seaside communities.
The National Hurricane
Center in Miami reported “life-threatening storm surge and hurricane-force

winds” along the North Carolina
coast. In its advisory, the centre said
Florence was over the Atlantic Ocean
about 35 miles (55 kilometers) east
of Wilmington, North Carolina and
moving northwest at six miles per
hour (10 kilometers per hour).
It added that the maximum sustained winds were 90 miles per
hour. Florence is now at the weakest of five categories on the SaffirSimpson scale.
In a display of the early effects of
the storm, one flood gauge on the
Neuse River in New Bern, North
Carolina, showed 10 feet (three
meters) of flooding, the NHC said.
With winds picking up along the
coastline earlier Thursday, federal
and state officials had issued final
appeals to residents to get out of the
path of the “once in a lifetime”
weather system.
“This storm will bring destruction,” North Carolina Governor Roy
Cooper said. “Catastrophic effects
will be felt.” In Wilmington, a steady
rain began to fall as gusts of winds

intensified, causing trees to sway and
stoplights to flicker.
Avair Vereen, 39, took her seven
children to a shelter in Conway High
School near Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina.“We live in a mobile home
so we were just like ‘No way,’” she
said. “If we lose the house, oh well,
we can get housing.
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reparations were in high gear in
the Philippines on Friday with
P
Super Typhoon Mangkhut set to
make a direct hit in less than 24
hours, packing winds up to 255
kilometres per hour and drenching
rains.
Thousands fled their homes on
the Philippines’ northern coastal tip
ahead of the early Saturday landfall
of what has been called the
strongest typhoon yet this year.

05?Q <>B2>F

interview with two suspects in
the poisoning of former double agent Sergei Skripal on
British soil.
The comments came a day
after Alexander Petrov and
Ruslan Boshirov denied any
involvement in the poisoning
of Skripal and his daughter in
the English city of Salisbury in
March, telling Russian state TV
they had visited as tourists.
British security services
had named the two men as
main suspects in the case.
“Accusing Russia of lying
after the declarations of two
Russian citizens is... Absurd,”
Kremlin spokesman Dmitry
Peskov said. “These are ordinary citizens. They have nothing to do with the Russian
state,” Peskov said.
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alaysia’s prime minister-in-waiting Anwar
Ibrahim said on Friday that it’s time for
him to return as a lawmaker, but reiterated his
full support for the Government led by his former foe-turned-ally Mahathir Mohamad.
Anwar and Mahathir put aside their 20-yearold political feud to help their alliance win a historic national vote in May that led to the first
change of power since independence from
Britain in 1957.
Anwar, who was convicted in 2015 for
sodomy, couldn’t take part in the elections but
their four-party alliance had agreed that
Mahathir would be prime minister and hand
over the reins to Anwar.
Anwar, 70, was freed and pardoned by the
king shortly after the polls. “The understanding ... Is that immediately after the pardon,
I should enter the race,” Anwar told The
Associated Press on Friday.
“I waited four months and I think it is also
important for me to start connecting” with lawmakers and focus on parliamentary reforms.
Mahathir “will continue leading the nation,
I will give full support,” he added.
A lawmaker from Anwar’s party earlier this
week announced he had resigned as a member
of Parliament in the southern coastal town of
Port Dickson to make way for Anwar’s comeback.
The Election Commission will set a date for
a by-election that must be held within two
months. Some critics said it was wrong for a lawmaker to have to resign to make way for Anwar.

M

resident Donald Trump’s
former campaign chairman
P
Paul Manafort agreed on Friday

to cooperate in the special
counsel investigation of possible campaign collusion with
Russia. In a plea deal to avert
a second trial on money laundering and illegal lobbying
charges, Manafort agreed to
plead guilty to one count of
conspiracy against the United
States and another count of
obstruction of justice.
Manafort could eventually

be sentenced to up to 10 years
in prison as a part of the deal,
and will forfeit four real estate
properties worth millions of
dollars, as well as bank accounts
and a life insurance policy.
The move comes as Special
Counsel Robert Mueller's
investigation into possible collusion between the Trump
campaign and Russia increasingly pressures the White
House.
It avoids a potentially
explosive trial that could
embarrass the president and his
Republican party during the
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Redmond-based informaA
tion technology staffing
company was asked to pay over
$300,000 to its 12 H-1B employees for paying them far below
their salary and has been imposed a penalty of over $45,000, a
media report said on Thursday.
The US Department of
Labour Wage and Hour

NOTICE INVITING e-TENDERS
The Executive Engineer, Civil
Division No.IX, I&FC Department ,
Govt, of NCT of Delhi, Sector-15,
Rohini, New Delhi-110085 invites off
line quotation for Project
Management Consultancy from
Govt, organization, semi- government organizations, govt, educational
institutions and public sector undertaking to assist Irrigation and Flood
Control Deptt. Govt, of NCT of Delhi
in development and beautification of
supplementary drain stretch, from
Mukarba Chowk to Wazirabad in
Delhi by using ecologically sensitive
and sustainable technology
1) The interested organization or
institutions may submit their quotations in the seal cover envelope
marked, as "Limited Tender Inquiry"
with all document mentioned in the
NIQ in the office of Executive
Engineer, Civil Division-lX, l&FC
Deptt. Govt, of NCT of Delhi, Sector15, Rohini, Delhi-110089 before or
on 24.09.2018 by 3.00 pm.
2) The details of above mentioned
work(s) can be seen and downloaded from the website http://govtprocurement. delhi.govt.in
3) The interest organization or institution for any clarification may contact in the office of Executive
Engineer, CD-IX.
EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, CD-IX
I& FC DEPARTMENT
GOVT. OF DELHI
DIP/Shabdarth/1696/18-19

Division (WHD) during investigation found the company,
which has offices in Bengaluru
and Hyderabad, violated the
labour provisions of the H-1B
visa program by paying its
guest workers far below the
required wages, the report said.
As a result, People Tech
Group Inc has been asked to
pay its 12 employees $309,914
and has been slapped with a
penalty of $45,564, it said.

seven weeks before hotly contested national elections.
A White House spokeswoman quickly sought to distance Trump from the plea
deal, saying Manafort’s admission of guilt was “totally unrelated” to Trump.
Manafort, who worked for
the Trump campaign for nearly six months in the middle of
2016, was already convicted in
a separate jury trial on eight
counts related to financial fraud
in August.
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hile many directors take a leaf
out of their personal lives to
make films, it is rare to find
one who willingly jumps into a burning world issue, works extensively on it
and then decides to make a film on it
after 15 long years. Producer-director
Tabrez Noorani did just that. A wellknown producer in Hollywood, who
has been associated with movies like
Slumdog Millionaire and the Best Exotic
Marigold Hotel and more, one of the
lesser known parts of his life is the work
he did with NGOs like Coalition to
Abolish Slavery & Trafficking (CAST)
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with which he has been associated since
2003, triggered by an incident when
women were found inside a shipping
container which had come from China.
“Because I produced movies, under the
guise of location scouts, I would go
under cover initially to rescue trafficked
women,” says the producer-director
who got interested in the craft at a very
early age and worked with his uncle
Zafar Hai, a reputed commercial and
documentary filmmaker in India on
The Perfect Murder which was produced
by Merchant Ivory.
So when he decided to switch sides
and become a director, this incident as
well as many others served as inspiration. “The experience of eight or nine
raids over a period of 10 years with three
NGOs, where I worked to rescue girls
and rehabilitate them, forms the basis
of the screenplay of Love Sonia. It is
based on actual people and events who
we have encountered along the way.
And the truth is toned down. Ironic
when it comes to films representing a
slice of life but otherwise it would be
horrific,” says Tabrez, who spent his formative years in Mumbai working as a
second assistant director on many of
Hai’s films before leaving for film
school in the US in 1991.
Tabrez says Love Sonia looks
at the world of global sex trafficking regardless of where it happens — in India or China.
“Sometimes in the West it is a
lot easier for people to look at
things since they are not happening in their country. But
once the same issue hits closer home, perceptions change
and that is what we have done
in the film.”
So with the stark subject
matter, does it bother him
that there might not be many
takers and Love Sonia might
just remain confined
to the film festival

or arthouse circuit? He says, “First of all,
we have only been to two film festivals.
Unlike the other so-called art films or
off-centre films, this movie is releasing
in 350 cinemas. Things are changing
and in order to change things, people
should believe in the product and have
and an audience that believes in different things. That is what we are trying
to do with this one. I hope that the
viewers go to see the amazing cast and
after 10 minutes they will not be thinking of anything but the relationship
between these two sisters and one sister’s search for the other against a backdrop of global sex traffic. In order for
them to experience hope, they need to
go through a journey that they would
not have gone through before,” he says.
Despite being so emotionally invested in the subject, the filmmaker feels
that it was neither cathartic nor therapeutic for him. “When you are a debutante, you need to make something that
you feel passionately about. And I was
about these girls as I have met them. I
wanted to make sure that their experience was not watered down or on the
other hand wasn’t exploited which
unfortunately has been done in a lot of
films. The CEOs of many of the NGOs
who saw the film feel that it has navigated the line very well,” he says proudly.
To make the film look authentic, it
was shot across several locations with
an ensemble cast. “We tried to make it
as authentic as possible and that helped
the actors. Because of the wardrobe or
the real places, they believed themselves
to be the characters and their body language changed. It certainly helps shooting at real locations. Moreover since
many people did not know Mrunal, the
lead actor, as she was so new, I didn’t
have the problem that most Bollywood
filmmakers have sometimes,” he adds.
On the other hand, having worked
with Hollywood biggies helped in
another way. “Because of the Los Angles
connections of my producer David
Woolmark, I was able to give a truly
international flavour to this film. I had
the technicians and the bandwidth
that is needed to make a film like this,”
he says.
Moreover his training as the
founder of Take One Productions,
which facilitated the shooting of many
Hollywood films in India, helped as
well. “Now things have changed and
they are so much better. Initially we
faced challenges like the unions showing up on the set to stop work. Unlike
a Bollywood film, we did not have the
luxury of time, so we could not stop
shooting and were almost held to ransom. That does not happen any longer.
When we were shooting Sense 8, a
Netflix original series, the Mumbai
Police Commissioner ensured
that it was the smoothest
shoot that we had. Even
when we went to the
censors for this one, we
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sat down and had an intelligent conversation. They asked why I wanted certain scenes which they thought shouldn’t be in. They heard me out and I came
out with only one visual cut.”
But things did not progress as
smoothly earlier. He recalls that during
the shoot of Slumdog Millionaire in Agra
few people took offence to the film
depicting two little slum kids who
were pretending to be guides and stealing shoes. “They did not care that it was
a fake, imagined scenario and took
offence. It was a bad situation. Things
like that have hopefully grown better
despite the incident with Sanjay Leela
Bhansali and Padmavaat. While shooting in India, you have to make sure that
the crew is safe and so are the actors.
You need to be very careful about how
you shoot and where you shoot,” he says.
But Tabrez is happy that the country is also changing in its acceptability
of female-driven roles in the commercial space. “A lot of smaller independent
films give stronger voices to women.
Unfortunately those movies don’t get
put up enough. They come out in five
or 10 screens and are gone within a
week or 10 days, which is a pity. It is
changing but a lot of things here, like
in Hollywood, revolve around star
power. There is a lot of the onus on the
film makers or the star.”
However, he feels the flatness of
media platforms has powered the
change in content. “Look at how we
watch movies. Visit an airport, no
matter where in the world, and you see
people are watching everything on
their phone regardless of whether it is
shot on a large scale or a small web
series. You have Americans watching
Sacred Games and Indians watching
House of Cards, so it doesn’t make a difference where it’s made. It is about a
global audience.”
Moreover, this accessibility is bringing about other changes as well. “People
do not have an attention span to sit
down and watch a two- hour movie and
prefer a 30-minute episode on Netflix.
The only time that they head to a theatre is when they watch a Marvel
movie,” he says.
While Tabrez had acquired the
filming rights for a story on Noor Inayat
Khan, the Indian woman who was a spy
during the Second World War, the project has been shelved. “I am doing a few.
One is based on 1920s Hollywood and
the other is a more commercial film
with a mix of action and adventure. The
scripts are ready but I have to stay with
my baby, Love Sonia, for the next few
months. Nothing will start until the next
few years,” he says.
But his entire journey started with
his uncle who he believes was, “A
classy, talented film maker because he
was well-read and cultured. From him,
I learnt different types of cinema even
before I went to LA film school. While
growing up, I was watching movies like
Sholay, Amar Akbar Anthony, Star Wars
and so on. He opened my eyes and I
started watching German and Italian
cinema, so it is all due to him that I am
where I am,” he says. Thankfully, not A
Perfect Murder but this is certainly an
apt realisation of a “perfect dream.” And
some thanks are in order for a health
drink that made him a complete boy to
man. That brand was Complan.
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form and the kind of stories. We should deal
with our film censors first rather than movhen he started making films seven years ing to digital because it gives more freedom,”
ago with Tanu Weds Manu, Anand L Rai he said. “I believe that we shouldn’t use digiwanted to focus on telling stories the right way. tal as a crutch,” he said. For him, the digital
He wanted people to fall in love despite trou- explosion didn’t make much difference for he
bled times and understand each other with was telling stories on sensitive issues with a
lighter note from the beginning. While
their weaknesses and strengths. “As a perfilm festivals can help find new talent,
son, I want a lot of peace and happiness
it is more crucial to rise with the audiwhich is why I want love stories to keep
ence, he reiterates. “It can’t happen that
happening,” he said.
the makers are international but the
His cinema tells tales of a world
audience isn’t. They should accept
closer to reality in which characters are
mature films too. There is no major difflawed and the women are three-dimenferences left between parallel and
sional. Tanu, he said, was a process while
commercial cinema. The same way
Rumi in Manmarziyaan is a surer charthe lines between internationacter. She is flawed but definite. “I
al and Indian cinema
caught on very early that real
should blur,” said he.
characters work and chose to
From temporary
bring out the real Indian girl,
impotency in Shubh
warts and all,” he said.
Mangal Saavdhan to
To explore the real, he
adultery, Rai has
delves into stories from the
explored a wide range
smaller cities like Amritsar,
of topics. And with
Kanpur, Lucknow. “Maybe
the Section 377
I was try to bring a piece
being struck down
of me in every film. My
by the Supreme
stories look real because
Court, there will
I place them in small
be more stories
towns where the middle
that are sensitive, real
class and I belong to,” he
and definite as homosaid.
sexuality has been
His
latest
film,
decriminalised.
Manmarziyan, starring
“By liking different
Taapsee Pannu, Abhishek
kinds of subjects, the audiBachchan and Vicky Kaushal,
ence is giving us strength.
was helmed by Anurag Kashyap,
Now, when you make a film
who is known for making films
like Tanu weds Manu, by likwhich are far removed from the
ing a character like Tanu, it
sanitised versions of love that the
gives you encouragement to
Hindi film industry peddles.
expand boundaries and create a
“He’s a different man, more senRumi. That’s why the birth of a
sitive and sincere. He’s also ageproducer in me happened,” he
ing and there’s a change in him.
said.
This is a great phase for him to
Instead of going to somebody
tell a love story,” said he.
and expressing that I want to tell
The producer thinks that it is
a story a certain way, he felt it was
not enough to make films that
better to make a platform where
find acceptance in the internalike-minded people came togethtional arena. The audience also
er and started telling stories
has to grow simultaneously. “We
straight to the audience. “Let’s
have a lot to do but we are prodelete the via via zone. Let’s make
gressing. We have to be very
a platform where people like me,
confident about ourselves and
Anurag, Amit Masotkar and RS
more transparent. We should be
Prasanna are there. We started
able to tell stories without any pretelling stories straight to the auditence or fear of success and failence,” he said.
ure. We have to figure out the reaAsked if he sees a parallel with
son for telling a story. For
the
Progressive
Writers’
most makers, it’s about surAssociation, that included writers
vival. Instead of making
like Ismat Chughtai and Saadat
safe films that the audience
Hasan Manto, he said that the latlikes, we have to challenge
ter was a product of his times.
frontiers,” he said. And goes
on to add that the digital platFTbW^d[SSTP[ “After 1947, as story tellers there
hasn’t been much change or a
form isn’t the only media
fXcW^daUX[\
drastic move. For writers to come
where bolder subjects should
RT]b^abUXabc
up with a game-changer, there was
be explored. Instead, the cenaPcWTacWP]
a lot of meat when people like
sorship system has to be
\^eX]Vc^
Manto were there. They had so
overhauled.
SXVXcP[QTRPdbT much to say. Now we deal with
While the digital medium
society but they dealt with the
is interesting, he said, it is a
XcVXeTb\^aT
nation. Our problems aren’t the
new one and we are yet to
UaTTS^\CWPc
same as them. When those legunderstand it completely. “It
fPhcWT
endary writers were writing, they
makes you feel that the digiPdSXT]RT
had so much to observe and put
tal platform is making the
QTR^\Tb
across. The current society won’t
content and approach bolder
\PcdaTc^^
make a Manto. There is a lot of taland gutsy by doing strong
ent but the situation and the
subjects. But it has its own
those circumstances aren’t present
journey. In the next six
anymore,” he said.
months, it will be about the
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hey say the universe is
made of stories, not atoms.
T
You are lucky to be one of
those people who wish to
build sand castles with words,
willing to create a place where
imagination can wander. After
making a mark with her first
book The House That Spoke,
17-year-old writer Zuni
Chopra has now unveiled her
second, The Island of the Day
Before, which is a compilation
of short stories.

Zuni is the daughter of a
well-known director, screenwriter and producer Vidhu
Vinod Chopra whose better
known films include Parinda,
1942: A Love Story, Munna
Bhai film series (Munna Bhai
M.B.B.S. and Lage Raho
Munna Bhai), 3 Idiots, PK
and Sanju. She has always
been a “fiction person.” She
says her parents are her real
inspiration and they support
her in every way they can. Her

father, Vidhu, in fact even
gave Zuni the option to drop
out of school and concentrate
on her writing, if she so
wished. “From my father, I
have learnt that stressing and
worrying are not useful and
working hard towards something ensures you don’t feel too
bad if the result does not necessarily go your way. And
always chase excellence and
not brilliance.”
Zuni shares that though

her first two books were about
poetry, she always wanted to
write a novel. “I have been
telling stories since I was
young and I love to to do that.
I grew up like that. It was a
very organic process. We discussed and it happened. And
then when I got the idea of a
novel, they really helped and
encouraged me.”
The teen writer, who has
a special place in her heart for
fiction and fantasy, says, “I’m

definitely up for exploring
other genres as well but as of
now I want to delve into
something which I think I’m
good at.”
Zuni says, “Sometimes it’s
difficult to balance school and
the things outside it but I think
it’s really important that the
reality of life keeps us grounded and helps us figure out our
identity, who you really are.”
Zuni has plans about what
she wants to pursue once she

finishes school. “I want to go
to a liberal arts-based university in the United States and it’s
really hard to qualify. But the
good thing is that extra-curriculars matter and so hopefully
everything I have done in the
writing field will work in my
favour. Just the idea of going
to university is exciting.”
The teen writer is undeniably passionate about writing
and finds inspiration in Neil
Gaiman and Lewis Carroll.
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riter Agatha Christie once said,
“I like living. I have sometimes
been wildly, despairingly, acutely miserable, racked with sorrow, but
through it all I still know quite certainly
that just to be alive is a grand thing.”
Through her works and words, Christie
is still alive in people’s hearts. They’d still
vouch that her famous and legendary
detective Hercule Poirot can still crack any
modern day mystery.
To commemorate the legend’s 128th
birth anniversary, with the same enthusiasm and vigour, actress-director Jalabala
Vaidya, co-founder of the Akshara
National Classical Theatre, recreates one
of her most-loved murder mysteries, The
Mystery of Three Quarters, as a play.
As the play is all set to be enacted
tomorrow at the Akshara Theatre, Vaidya
reveals why she chose a Christie legend,
“We were in fact asked to enact this story
and bring back the legendary Belgian private detective. We have done a lot of
dramatised plays in the past which were
very successful. Since it was a very wellknown mystery, we thought it would be
a good idea to pick up one of her stories.”
She adds, “Agatha Christie is practically a publishing juggernaut second
only to the Holy Bible. People know her
every where. She has written a number of
detective novels which have interesting
twists and turns. Everyone loves a murder mystery. The only problem was that
we had very little time to prepare everything since it had to be performed on
September 16 to mark the birth anniversary of the writer.”
Recreating the most loved of Christie’s
detectives, Hercule Poirot, who is unsurpassed in his intelligence and understanding of the criminal mind, was certainly a
task for Vaidya. Actor Suneet Tandon
plays the role of the world-renowned
Belgian private detective, who is respected and admired by police forces and heads
of state across the globe and has been one
of the greatest legends of all time, whose
character despite his fictional existence is
as real as any living being.
Vaidya recreated her own version of
the mastermind, who is physically very
different from Christie’s. She says, “Poirot
is supposed to be a short, rather plump,
man, who is five-feet-four inches and
wears a moustache. However, Suneet
Tandon doesn’t look like that at all. He is
tall, not at all plump, doesn’t have a moustache nor does he wear a hat. But I would
say that his great acting skills carried him
through. This is what made him perfect
for the role.”
As the story, set in the early 1930s’
London, unveils, four people are found
accused of an old person’s murder
although they do not seem to be closely
connected to him. They all receive a let-
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ter that is apparently signed by Hercule
Poirot but which in reality is fraudulent
since the detective didn’t put his signature on it. So several questions pop up
including why it was sent to the four people? Why was it signed in the name of
Hercule Poirot? Who sent it? But that is
for the readers, the audience would naturally be curious about how did the cast
and crew recreate the old setting on the
stage as well as enact these scenes?
Vaidya narrates how designing a
stage and dialogues set in the early 1930s
was challenging. “First, it is about picking up costumes which were in keeping
with the fashion trends of that era.
Second, the setting up of certain locations
on the stage itself could be a challenging task. We have to make it look like a
dramatisation. It’s like a set where
actually people act. There is a dressing
room, a cafe, lawyers office and so on.
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There is a bigger room where eventually Poirot announces how he
found the murderer and solved the
case. And then most excitingly is a
bathtub where the older man
drowned.”
So what goes into adapting a
written story into a stage performance? Vaidya answers, “A great
deal of work. While using the exist-
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eteran actress Shabana Azmi,
who will turn a year older on
V
September 18, says that she wants to
get rid of her dependence on the
mobile phone.
She is currently in Karjat
shooting for The Moghuls, a web
series for Hotstar produced by
Nikkhil Advani. The Internet is
a fascinating web for Shabana.
“This is the first web series
that I am doing. The reach of
the medium is tremendous.
The Moghuls is an adaptation of Alex Rutherford’s
historical book. It deals
with Moghul history all
the way from Babur to
Aurangzeb,” said Shabana.
What fascinated
Shabana was the space
and attention given to the
women figures from Moghul
history.
She feels women have been
treated with scant attention
by Moghul historians. “I mean,
everyone knows Mumtaz
Mahal because Shah Jahan
built the Taj Mahal for her. But
what was she really like? I play
Babur’s grandmother Esan
Daulat. Not much is known
about her. But she was the
power behind the throne.
When Babur was 12, she
made sure he was crowned

emperor.”
Shabana enjoys the freedom offered
by the web. “One can tell a story as
elaborately as one wants. Though
Esan Daulat is little-known outside the
domain of history books my character is done at length. I am shooting
for 40 days for The Moghuls.”
So Shabana would be
celebrating her birthday
on the sets. Any birthday
thoughts?”Yes, to get rid
of my dependence on
the mobile phone. My
phone has just crashed.
And I feel no anxiety
about losing my numbers.
On the contrary, it is
extremely liberating to
not have to depend constantly on the phone. So
yes, this birthday I’d
like to return to basic
face-to-face conversations with people whom
I care for.”
She reveals her husband Javed Akhtar is far
more dependent on the
mobile phone than she.
“He says my mobile phone
is the most immobile
phone in the world
because I never take it
with me. He watches a lot
of shows on his phone.”

ing text, it is the dialogues between the
characters that are the most important.
What has been described in the book has
to be dramatically visualised. The facts
have to be spoken out aloud by the characters for them to reach the audience. The
minutest details in the book need to be
mentioned when you are watching the
play. The dialogues need to be spoken in
such a way that the story unfolds. These
need to be logical enough for the audience
who doesn’t know the story at all. You have
to create a mystery on the stage, design
the right costumes, background, furniture,
prompts and sets. If the story is set in the
early 1930s, you need to find such stuff
that was prevalent in that era.”
So are there any particular plays or literary playwrights that influence her
direction? Vaidya believes that “being in
theatre has helped me get better and better day by day. It is not because of films
or following any other playwrights religiously. I do like them, but experience is
the biggest teacher.”
Vaidya, who is widely known for her
one-woman role in Gopal Sharman’s The
Ramayana, the play which toured around
the world, finds her inspiration from the
same concept and in the oneness of being.
She says, “In The Ramayana, in which I
performed, I realised that there was an
understanding of a human as one’s own
position in the entire cosmos and the
manifestation; everything which you can
see till infinity. The epic has a number of
characters and I enacted each role from
Sita, to Raavan, Ram, Laxman and even
Mandodari. I felt that it is important to
find the truth and beauty in the relationship with oneself. You could explore
yourself to such an extent that there is not
limit. Amidst joy and fear, the infinite universe or divinity is supposed to be joyous
and awesome as well as frightening. This
is where I find my biggest inspirations.”
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isually impaired but not lacking in vision — that
can describe sitarist Baluji Srivastav’s journey with
V
the British Council to seek out more musicians like
him. His latest show, Antardrishti — Inner Vision, a
production inspired by the Bhagavad Gita, brings
together outstanding blind musicians and dancers
from throughout India.
It is a global performance that merges the harmony of the West with that of the East. Performing
with the group is his Inner Vision Orchestra.
The maestro said that the performance is based
on Chapter 11 of the Bhagavad Gita in which Lord
Krishna grants the Pandava Arjuna divine vision, a
theme close to his heart. “I chose the Bhagavad Gita,
which was the essence of Mahabharat. The chapter
11 was specially divine. It was written 5,000 years ago
and is still relevant,” he said.
The performance will explore the complex interplay between light and darkness, examining what is
sight and sightlessness. For the performance, he will
be collaborating with Addictive TV, who are innovative digital artists and have used visuals and videos
to create music that you can see. The use of multimedia through dance, music and digital format takes
the audience on a sensory journey. Addictive TV will
be using creating a digital canvas allowing the musicians to engage with their previous sample recordings.
“We don’t see what they have shot but we can recognise by the sound, which reiterates my point that we
don’t need eyes to see,” he said. “Even in my orchestra, we only hear each other to make links,” he added.
The musician, while delighted to be able to return
to India annually to perform, laments that musicians
are not honoured enough. While he has been recognised by the United Kingdom government with the
Order of the British Empire, he still aspires to be given
a Bharat Ratna in India. But he does say that the situation is improving in the country.
Asked if he faced any struggles bringing together his orchestra, he answered in the negative. “I made
the orchestra in London, which is a cosmopolitan city.
It was a little difficult to find blind musicians but we

New Zealand behind him,
Mumbai-born Mahesh
Bindra is biding his time
for the next phase of his
engagement in his adopted country's public life.
“With some luck I
might get a second term,
but irrespective of that I
enjoy being part of politics in a democratically
vibrant country,” Bindra
said on the sidelines of the
recently-concluded World
Hindu Congress in
Lombard near here where
he was a special invitee.
Travelling to New
Zealand with his wife and
three children in 2002,
Bindra has attained a
position of political
prominence after becoming an MP in 2014. From
being a principal correctional officer at the Mount
Eden prison, which then
had 400 inmates, Bindra’s
career took a political
turn when he asked a
tough question of
Winston Peters, leader of
the controversial New
Zealand First party who is
also the country’s deputy
prime minister and foreign minister, at a public
gathering.
Peters and his
party had the reputation for racebaiting
and
Bindra being an
outspoken man
wanted to find
out the truth for
himself. A candid exchange
with Peters
prompted
the latter to
i n v i t e
Bindra to
join
the
party and
consider
politics. “I
come from a
political family. My father was an
active member of the
Bharatiya Jana Sangh.
When Peters asked me to
consider a political career
it seemed like a natural
progression,” he said.
He became a member
of NZ First in 2006 over
cautions of fellow Indian
immigrants, many of
whom thought Peters and
his party were racist. “I
studied the party’s policies
closely. In fact, Peters
even asked me to make
policy suggestions over
immigration. My many
interactions told me that
the perceptions of NZ
First being racist were
unfounded and in fact
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Peters and others were
open to suggestion,” he
said.
When he first contested for parliament from
the Mount Roskill constituency in the city of
Auckland in 2011, he got
419 votes and was placed
21st on the party list. It
was only after he began
rising steadily that in 2014
he was elected to parliament under New
Zealand’s rather complex
electoral
system.
Although his first term
ended last year, there are
strong expectations that
he will return in 2020.
During his term as
MP, Bindra was appointed spokesman for
Corrections, Customs,
Ethnic Affairs and Land
Information
New
Zealand.
In a country where
the aboriginal Maori population constitutes about
15 percent of the total of
4.74 million people,
Bindra won their hearts
when he took his oath in
the Maori language apart
from English. He said the
Maori members were
“overcome” by his gesture.
“I told them it was my
way of respecting and
acknowledging the original inhabitants of New
Zealand,” he said.
Bindra said he is
conscious of the fact
that the Maori
make up more
than 50 per cent
of the prison
p o p u l at i o n
and wants to
continue his
engagement to
address
the often
unjust
legal syst e m .
“Race
relations in
New Zealand are,
by and large,
healthy, but we have
our own challenges. As an
immigrant, I feel it is my
duty to play my part in
improving them, especially for the Maori people,” he said.
Bindra sees himself as
a long-term politician
dedicated to represent
New Zealand in “the best
possible way I can.” He
believes that Indians in
their adopted countries
around the world must
get involved in politics at
all levels “because that is
the best way to assimilate
and get heard.”
°80=B
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searched across the globe,” he said.
While working with Western musicians, he’s faced
no difficulties despite there being less space for improvisation in the Western music tradition. Practising
together for hours has made the performances flawless. “Indian musicians learn to improvise that helps
us to synchronise with all musicians. There are only
seven basic notes,” he added. “It can be difficult for
them because we have 14 and 18 beats. They don’t
have complicated rhythms,” he said. “They have harmony while Indian music has melody. The two are
like brother and sister,” he added. The maestro can
play multiple Indian instruments, including the
sitar, dilruba, surbahar, pakhavaj and tabla.
The British Council and he have been coming to
India since 2013 with different groups and projects.
In 2013, they went to Kanpur and found local musicians who were visually impaired and next year they
went to Kolkata, then Chennai, Bengaluru and

Gujarat in subsequent years to spread his message.
“We are delighted to work with Baluji Shrivastav
OBE and we are honoured to bring the inspirational
performance of Antardrishti – Inner Vision, the multimedia interpretation of the Hindu philosophical epic,
Bhagavad Gita, to India. We hope that this performance will evoke the spirit of the superhero in all of
us as it celebrates the equal contribution made by the
differently-abled people to all our communities. We’ve
been inspired by India every day of the last 70 years
— by its artists, performers and musicians we’ve
worked with across India and are excited at the
prospect of helping people get inspired by Balaji and
other visually impaired artists from UK and India,”
said Tom Birtwistle, Area Director — North India,
British Council.
The event will also take place at The Royal Opera
House in Mumbai on September 17.
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oosted by an undefeated run, seventime champions India will start as
favourites against Maldives in the
summit clash of the South Asian Football
Federation Cup here on Saturday.
The Indian team, comprising under-23
players except for one, has been the only
unbeaten side in the tournament. It has
beaten Sri Lanka (2-0) and Saturday's opponents Maldives (2-0) in the group stages
before prevailing over Pakistan (3-1) in the
semifinals.
The defending champions will be
chasing its eight triumph in 12 editions and
third back-to-back titles as it seeks to continue its stranglehold in the regional tournament.
Maldives have not played in the final
in the last three editions, losing in the semifinals each time. India, on the other hand,
has played in the final of all the earlier 11
editions except in 2003.
The last time the Bangabandhu Stadium 8]SXP]R^PRWBcT_WT]2^]bcP]cX]T[TUc<P]eXaBX]VWb_TPZbSdaX]VcWT_aTbbR^]UTaT]RTPWTPS^UBPcdaSPh´bUX]P[PVPX]bc<P[SXeTb
8]SXP]5^^cQP[[CTP\
here hosted the tournament in 2009, India
"It was a group of tough guys and the
and Maldives faced each other in the sumjob was never going to be an easy one. But
mit clash and both sides could not score a
we had the self-belief to churn out the posgoal even in the extra time. India won that
itive results and eventually, we did," he said.
final match in penalty shootout.
"Now, our focus is on the final. We are
Stephen Constantine would not want
working as a unit and we just need to keep
Saturday's match to meander towards
our heads down and continue the work,"
penalty shootout but his players cannot take
the 23-year-old striker who is leading the
Maldives lightly though the island country
goal-scorers' chart with three goals said.
has been struggling in the group stages.
Maldives head coach Petar Segrt said
"Maldives have shown their worth in
his team has a chance to win the title.
the semifinal against Nepal. A 3-0 win
"I'm very proud of all our players and
against Nepal was not an easy task. Even
the staff. This is a huge success for us to
though we have won against them in the
be in the final of this competition. We
group stage, we cannot afford to disrespect
respect India, they're a big opponent. But
them. We have to keep in mind that three
squad. They are well aware of the fact that this is our chance which we want to take."
of their main players did not play against nament," he said.
Maldives captain Akram Abdul said,
Constantine said his players have the they need to perform constantly to earn the
us," Constantine said ahead of the final.
"We have struggled in the group stages but
"Maldives have our full respect and we added incentive of doing well on Saturday same."
Manvir Singh, who scored a brace we are in the final now. This is our biggest
are expecting a tough game on Saturday. as they can earn a place in the Asian Cup
against Pakistan in the semifinal to win his chance. We have not played the final in
But we also deserve to be in the final. We squad.
"These boys have a carrot in front of successive MVP Award of the tournament, nine years. We are well prepared and we
fear none and as I said before, we have
come with a strong intent to win the tour- them which is a berth in the Asian Cup said the focus is to continue the good work. are going to fight to win the tournament."
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perfect start from their openA
ing four games has raised
expectations over Liverpool's title
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credentials, but Jurgen Klopp's
men face their first serious test of
the Premier League campaign at
Tottenham on Saturday.
After dismissing West Ham
4-0 on the opening weekend of
the season, Liverpool have had to
show a more resilient approach in
narrow victories over Crystal
Palace, Brighton and Leicester,
compared to the free-scoring
side that romped to the
Champions League final last season.
Indeed, the only goal the
Reds have conceded so far this
term came from a howler by £65million ($84 million) goalkeeper
Alisson Becker in trying to dribble his way out of trouble at
Leicester.
The installation of Joe Gomez
alongside Virgil van Dijk at cen-

sidered title contenders. But victory will take them level with
Liverpool at the top of the table
for at least a few hours before
other front-runners Chelsea,
Watford and Manchester City
are in action later on Saturday.
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tre-back, allied to the continued
improvement of young full-backs
Andrew Robertson and Trent
Alexander-Arnold and the addition of Alisson, makes the current
Liverpool defence far harder to
breach than on their last visit to
Wembley.
Harry Kane ran riot back

then in October last year, scoring
twice and forcing Klopp to substitute Dejan Lovren after just 30
minutes as Spurs cruised to a 41 win.
Kane will be keen to get back
among the goals with lingering
questions over his early-season
form and fitness in a World Cup
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amkumar Ramanthan gave his all but it was
not enough to stop Laslo Djere from winning
R
his first Davis Cup match as India trail Serbia 01 in the World Group Play-off tie, here Friday.
Ramkumar battled hard before losing 6-3, 46, 6-7(2), 2-6 to Djere in the opening singles which
lasted three hours and 11 minutes on the indoor
clay court.
Ramkumar pulled away in the opening set with
a break of serve in the sixth game. The Indian was
solid with his returns from the baseline while Djere
faltered on the second breakpoint, sending a forehand return long.
An easy hold in the next put Ramkumar ahead
5-2. He served out the set in the ninth game when
Djere hit a backhand wide from an advantageous
position.
With Ramkumar at the middle of the net, the
Serb attempted a passing winner and could not
keep the ball inside the lines.
Ramkumar charged to the net several times,
as he has been doing of late, in the second set and
got a few points. He used to stay mostly at the baseline but now he has worked on his serve and volley skills after training with Sanjay Singh, who has
a long association with master-of-the-art Leander
Paes.
Djere however cut down on his errors and
hardly lost points on his serve to lead 3-2. Prior
to that, Serbian captain Nenad Zimonjic had
argued with the chair umpire for overturning a call
from the linesman, who called fault on
Ramkumar's first serve at 40-30 in the fourth game.
The chair umpire checked the spot where the
ball landed when Ramkumar protested against the
call and awarded an ace in Indian's favour.
Serving at 4-5, Ramkumar could not pick up
a half-volley and netted a backhand slice to hand
two set points to Djere. He needed a good serve
at this crunch situation but served a double fault
to put the match on even-keel.
In the third set, Ramkumar hit a backhand to
the net on the second break point in the second
game to trail 0-2 but a flurry of errors from Djere
in the next game, got the Indian back on serve.
There was no break of serve after that but
Ramkumar saved a break point in the fiercely
fought 12th game to force a tie-breaker. Djere
cruised to a 4-0 lead and closed the set with an ace.
Ramkumar had chance to break Djere twice
in the fourth set but he did not capitalise on those.
However, the Serb did not miss what came his way
and broke Ramkumar for a crucial 4-2 lead. There
was no stopping Djere from there on as he put his
country ahead in the tie.

hangover since picking up the
Golden Boot in Russia.
And there will be even more
responsiblity on Kane's shoulders
with captain Hugo Lloris and
Dele Alli ruled out through injury.
Defeat at Watford just before
the international break punctured Spurs' own push to be con-

Watford are the early surprise
package of the season thanks to
four straight wins to stand alongside pace-setters Liverpool and
Chelsea.
Hornets boss Javi Gracia has
earned a reputation for big scalps,
upending Barcelona and Real
Madrid during his time in Spain
with Malaga, and thrashing
Chelsea 4-1 in his first match in
charge at Vicarage Road to go
with victory over Spurs two weeks
ago.

United got back on track
with a comfortable win at Burnley
before the international break to
calm the storm surrounding Jose
Mourinho's future.
But should Mourinho's men
suffer a third defeat in five league
games, the chances of catching the
likes of Liverpool and City would
already look forlorn.
At the other end of the table,
West Ham remain the only side
without a point after four games
despite a huge transfer spend of
nearly £100 million over the
summer.
Former Man City manager
Manuel Pellegrini has not just
been backed in the transfer market, but also with the patience of
the Hammers hierarchy.
However, the Chilean is now
the favourite to be the first
Premier League manager of the
season to be sacked and his odds
will only shorten if he fails to
inspire a response away to
Everton on Sunday.
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aniel Ricciardo recorded the
fastest lap in the first free
D
practice session on Friday for this
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idambi Srikanth crashed out of the
men's singles event after losing a
K
marathon three-game quarterfinal to
draw curtains on India's campaign at
the $ 700,000 Japan Open badminton
tournament here on Friday.
Just like his compatriots, fatigue
seemed to have caught up with the
seventh-seeded Srikanth as he squandered a game's lead to lose 21-19, 1621, 18-21 against Korea's Lee Dong
Keun in a duel that lasted an hour and
19 minutes.
Former world No 1 Srikanth, who
won a Silver at the Gold Coast
Commonwealth Games, had earlier
avenged his Asian Games loss to Hong
Kong's Wong Wing Ki Vincent with
a clinical straight game win in the previous round.
In a hard-fought battle where fortunes fluctuated too often, Srikanth
converted a 2-4 deficit into a 9-5 lead
in the opening game. But Lee clawed
back at 10-10 before the Indian man-

aged to grab a one-point advantage at
the first interval.
Srikanth continued his upward
movement but Lee kept breathing
down his neck. Leading 19-17, the
Indian allowed the Korean to catch up
again before securing the required
points to pocket the opening game.
Lee played positively in the second game, reducing his errors but
Srikanth found the going tough as he
conceded seven straight points to his
opponent, who moved to a massive
12-5 lead at one stage.
Srikanth tried to make a comeback but Lee kept his nose ahead to
roar back into the contest.
The decider turned out to be a
pulsating contest as Lee jumped to a
12-9 lead only to see Srikanth turning
the tables at 13-12 with four-point
burst. However, Lee managed to draw
parity at 14-14 and then slowly moved
ahead to eventually seal the contest. It
was Srikanth's second defeat to Lee,
who had outlasted the Indian at the
2016 Asia Championship.

weekend's Singapore Grand Prix
but Ferrari's replacement for
Kimi Raikkonen had a moment
to forget.
Charles Leclerc marked his
first session since being
announced as Sebastian Vettel's
new teammate for 2019 with a
blunder near the end of the session.
The 20-year-old Leclerc misjudged his Sauber's exit from the
Anderson Bridge, clipped the
wall hard at turn 13 and
destroyed his right front wheel.
Singapore
specialist
Ricciardo, who has finished on
ATS1d[[
the second step of the podium for ATS1d[[SaXeTa3P]XT[AXRRXPaS^[TUccP[Zbc^WXbcTP\\PcT<PgETabcP__T]QTU^aTcWTBX]V_^aT6?_aPRcXRTaPRT
the past three years, powered his
Red Bull round in 1 min 39.711 corners, more than any other on before spinning his car 360 the radical idea.
Ahead of the Singapore
sec at the spectacular Marina Bay the current Formula One calen- degrees to get back on track.
street circuit which snakes its way dar, and is a severe test for both
Grand Prix here on Sunday,
through the heart of Asia's "Lion drivers and cars with tempera- 5 5A0C4A=8CH38E8343
championship leader Lewis
tures topping 30 Celsius.
City".
Mercedes chief Toto Wolff 's Hamilton of Mercedes, Kimi
But the first session, which idea of each team adding a third Raikkonen of Ferrari, Brendon
Max Verstappen completed
a Red Bull one-two just two- takes place in daylight and the car to promote young talented Hartley of Toro Rosso and Kevin
tenths of a second behind but searing heat of the afternoon, is drivers has received a mixed Magnussen of Haas gave their
championship leader Lewis often not a true guide to the pace response from the Formula 1 fra- varied opinions on the subject.
Hamilton was only sixth fastest, of the cars for the night race.
"I quite like the idea of more
ternity.
The green track traditional1.521sec off the pace, after
During the previous race in cars. More teams maybe, rather
Mercedes opted not to use the ly gets much quicker as the race Monza earlier this month, Wolff than three drivers in a team fastest hypersoft tyres in the ses- weekend progresses and more had proposed that a third car would be a handful," said reignrubber is laid down.
sion.
should be introduced for young ing world champion Hamilton,
The track was noticeably drivers like Esteban Ocon, who endorsing the view of his team
Sebastian Vettel, who trails
Hamilton by 30 points in the dri- dusty in some sections and sev- doesn't have a drive for next year principal.
vers' championship, was third eral front-runners experienced despite doing well for Force
Former world champion
fastest and less than a tenth of a loss of grip and spins on the India since joining them last year. Raikkonen said having three
second behind Verstappen. bumpy surface.
The other Mercedes-backed cars in each team can make
Hamilton ran wide a couple drivers whose future is uncertain things complicated.
Raikkonen was fourth.
Nico Hulkenberg in his of times, Bottas and Williams' is Pascal Wehrlein and Formula
"I think it would be nice to
Renault was an impressive fifth Lance Stroll both spun at the sec- 2 Championship lead George have a lot of cars but then, I don't
fastest but Valtteri Bottas in the ond corner, as did Force India's Russell.
know. So many things that it will
second Mercedes could only Sergio Perez at turn 20, and
However, the likes of Red change. It's pretty difficult to
Raikkonen missed a turn and Bull and Sauber have already work it out," said the Finn, who
come in eighth fastest.
The Marina Bay track has 23 ended up in a run-off dead-end expressed apprehensions over will be returning to Sauber.
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he World Cup is still eight
months away but India skipper
Rohit Sharma feels that the sixnation Asia Cup starting Saturday
will give his side a chance to work
towards a "perfect combination"
going into next year's mega event.
India are still searching for a perfect middle order combination in the
one-dayers even as they have a settled top three batsmen in stand-in
skipper himself, Shikhar Dhawan and
regular captain Virat Kohli.
Asked if the Asia Cup will be a
build up to next year's World Cup in
England, Rohit said: "In a way, you
can say that. Every team wants to go
to the World Cup in a good frame of
mind. But we shouldn't be looking
too far ahead. Obviously the Asia
Cup gives every team an opportunity to get the combination right
before the World Cup."
However, during the captains'
press meet, the talented Mumbaikar
said that while the World Cup will be
at the back of his mind, it is better to
take one game at a time.
"I won't understand how Angie
(Angelo Mathews), Sarfraz (Ahmed)
or Mashrafe (Mortaza) are looking at
it and what their strengths and weaknesses are. But as the tournament
progresses, we will understand what
teams are doing.
"The World Cup is too far ahead.
We will play a lot of games before
that. A lot of players will get an
opportunity to stake claim for a berth
in that World Cup squad. It's a great
opportunity to try for that perfect
combination," said Rohit.
India begin their Asia Cup campaign against Hong Kong on
September 18 before taking on archrivals Pakistan the next day.
While India versus Pakistan
games are of primary interest, Rohit
said it's not just about one match.
"Pakistan have played some great
cricket of late and we are looking forward to that clash. However, by no
means I am saying that focus should
be on one game as all the games that
are going to be played over here will
be quite competitive," he said.
"The focus should be on the
whole tournament because every
nation is eyeing that title. Also for the
first time, I am captaining in a full
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tournament and it's exciting
for me personally."
While he played for
Mumbai Indians during
the first phase of IPL-1,
Rohit last played in Dubai in a
representative tournament for India
A, way back in 2006.
"I am very happy to be back here.
I didn't actually realise that we
haven't played here for the past 12
years."
Asked about the weather, Rohit
admitted that it's not really pleasant
and also felt that the group that was
in England for the Test series needed the break to rejuvenate themselves.
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London: CWTU^da\PY^acT]]Xbc^da]P\T]cbfX[[R^]cX]dT
c^bTTS"!_[PhTabU^a\T]bP]Sf^\T]bbX]V[TbSaPfb
PUcTacWT6aP]SB[P\1^PaS6B1WPbP]]^d]RTSXcWPS
aTeTabTSP]TPa[XTaSTRXbX^]c^WP[eTcWT]d\QTa7PeX]V
X]SXRPcTS[PbchTPacWPccWT0dbcaP[XP]>_T]5aT]RW>_T]
FX\Q[TS^]P]ScWTDB>_T]f^d[S^][hWPeT %bTTSb
Ua^\! (cWT^aVP]XbPcX^]X]RWPaVT^UcWT6aP]SB[P\b
CWdabSPh bPXS cWPc cWT RdaaT]c U^a\Pc f^d[S aT\PX] X]
_[PRT]TgchTPa5^[[^fX]VPUd[[hTPa^U6aP]SB[P\\PcRW
P]P[hbXb P]S UTTSQPRZ Ua^\ P[[ ^cWTa R^]bcXcdT]RXTb
Tb_TRXP[[h_[PhTabP]SQa^PSRPbc_Pac]TabcWT6aP]SB[P\
c^da]P\T]cbWPeTSTRXSTScWTaTXb]^R^\_T[[X]VaTPb^]
c^ aTeTac c^ % bTTSb cWT 6B1 bPXS X] P bcPcT\T]c
0RR^aSX]V[h P[[ ! ( 6aP]S B[P\ c^da]P\T]cb WPeT
PVaTTSc^R^]cX]dTfXcW"!bTTSbX]bX]V[Tb

782>=6A0CD;0C4B9DBCA4C8A43B0A30A

new delhi: 7^RZTh 8]SXP 78 ^] 5aXSPh R^]VaPcd[PcTS
YdbcaTcXaTS BPaSPa BX]VW ^] WXb V[^aX^db X]cTa]PcX^]P[
RPaTTa bPhX]V WT fPb P cadT P\QPbbPS^a ^U cWT VP\T
BPaSPa RP[[TS cX\T ^] WXb !hTPa RPaTTa ^] FTS]TbSPh
PUcTaWTfPbSa^__TSUa^\cWT]PcX^]P[RP\__a^QPQ[TbU^a
cWT0bXP]2WP\_X^]bCa^_WhP]ScWTF^a[S2d_8]cWT
QTbc P]S f^abc ^U cX\Tb BPaSPa BX]VW WPb TgT\_[XUXTS
bcTT[h STcTa\X]PcX^] 7Xb `dP[XcXTb P]S STSXRPcX^] Pb P
_[PhTa \PZTb WX\ P cadT P\QPbbPS^a ^U cWT VP\T 78
_aTbXST]c APYX]STa BX]VW bPXS X] P bcPcT\T]c 7T WPb
X]b_XaTS P] T]cXaT VT]TaPcX^] ^U h^d]VbcTab fXcW WXb
_TaU^a\P]RTbP]SPbRP_cPX]7XbR^]caXQdcX^]c^cWTb_^ac
fX[[ QT RWTaXbWTS P]S 7^RZTh 8]SXP f^d[S [XZT c^
R^]VaPcd[PcTWX\U^aWXbPRWXTeT\T]cb

B7D170=:0AC>A4?A4B4=C8=3800CF2

melbourne: BWdQWP]ZPa BWPa\P Xb bTc c^ \PZT WXb
STQdcPccWT8B?B70=30<T[Q^da]TF^a[S2d_^U6^[U
[PcTa cWXb hTPa Pb WT fPb ^]T ^U cWT UXabc !' _[PhTab
P]]^d]RTSQhc^da]P\T]c^UUXRXP[b^]5aXSPhC^QTWT[SPc
CWT<Tca^_^[XcP]6^[U2[dQUa^\=^eT\QTa!!c^!$XcfX[[
bTT $% _[PhTab eXT U^a cWT [PaVTbc _aXiT\^]Th _dabT X]
0dbcaP[XP]V^[UfXcW&\X[[X^]^]^UUTa8\aTP[[hTgRXcTS
c^ `dP[XUh U^a \h UXabc F^a[S 2d_ ^U 6^[U Pc CWT
<Tca^_^[XcP]BX]RTcWTbcPac^UcWThTPa8\PSTcWXbTeT]c
Pb^]T^U\hV^P[bc^cahP]S`dP[XUhPbXcWPbb^\dRW
WXbc^ahcaPSXcX^]P]SPf^]STaUd[[Xbc^U_PbcRWP\_X^]b
bPXSBWPa\PC^WPeTcWT^__^acd]Xchc^aT_aTbT]c8]SXPPc
P_aTbcXVX^dbTeT]c[XZTcWXbXbcad[hP]W^]^daP]S8fX[[QT
VXeTXcTeTahcWX]Vc^cahP]SfX]cWTF2d_U^a\hR^d]cah

>?4=C>2>0278=60=8=C´;C40<)?4?

manchester: <P]RWTbcTa2Xch\P]PVTa?T_6dPaSX^[P^]
5aXSPhaTeTP[TScWPcWTf^d[SQTX]cTaTbcTSX]cPZX]Vd_cWT
R^PRWX]VY^QU^aP]X]cTa]PcX^]P[cTP\8UcWT^__^acd]Xch
RP\T8f^d[S[XZTc^QTP]PcX^]P[cTP\R^PRW8UXcRP]QT
S^]T 8 f^d[S [XZT c^ S^ Xc 6dPaSX^[P c^[S cWT D]XeTab^
EP[SP]^ bW^f CWT U^a\Ta 52 1PaRT[^]P P]S 1PhTa]
<d]XRW Q^bb 6dPaSX^[P aTUdbTS c^ ]P\T P]h b_TRXUXR
R^d]cah WT f^d[S [XZT c^ QT Pbb^RXPcTS fXcW X] UdcdaT
CW^dVW aTUdbTS c^ R^PRW 0aVT]cX]P =^ U^a bdaT ]^c
cWTaTWTbPXSaTUTaaX]Vc^cWTX]cT]bTST\P]Sb^UcWPcY^Q
8Uad\^daXbc^QTQT[XTeTS6dPaSX^[PWPSQTT]bW^ac[XbcTS
U^acWT0aVT]cX]PR^PRWbY^QPUcTacWTXaF^a[S2d_STQPR[T

<0=8B704=C4AB58=0;>5?>;8B7C>DA=4H

new delhi: 8]SXP]Q^gTa<P]XbWP$#ZV5aXSPhPSeP]RTS
c^ cWT UX]P[ PUcTa d_bcPVX]V U^a\Ta 4da^_TP] RWP\_X^]
EXZc^aXP :d[TbW^eP X] cWT "cW 8]cTa]PcX^]P[ BX[TbXP]
2WP\_X^]bWX_ U^a f^\T] X] 6[XfXRT <P]XbWP fW^
R[PX\TS P BX[eTa X] cWT f^a[S h^dcW RWP\_X^]bWX_b [Pbc
\^]cWUTcRWTSP$eTaSXRcX]cWTbT\XUX]P[b<P]XbWP
bW^fTScaT\T]S^db_a^VaTbbX]_TaU^a\P]RTP]S_[PhTS
fT[[Pb_TaTg_TRcPcX^]R^PRWAPUPT[[T1TaVP\PbR^bPXS
Ua^\ 6[XfXRT 8] cWT Yd]X^a RPcTV^ah CX]V\X[P 3^d]VT[
#'ZV R[PX\TS P 6^[S \TSP[ PUcTa QTPcX]V 6Ta\P]hb
<PaXP4[T]P0eaP\X]cWTbd\\XcR[PbW
0VT]RXTb

"It's not pleasant for sure. For
the guys who were in England,
it was a hectic tour and it is only
fair that they go home and
spend some time with their families and then come here. It is not
easy but then weather is going to be
same for all the teams. So we have to
just focus on playing good cricket.
That's all," he signed off.
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=4F34;78) The BCCI has sent five
India A bowlers to help the senior
team during the net sessions ahead
of the Asia Cup, starting in Dubai
Saturday.

Three pacers — Avesh Khan of
Madhya Pradesh, M Prasidh Krishna
of Karnataka and Siddarth Kaul of
Punjab — along with left-arm spinner Shahbaz Nadeem and leg-spinner Mayank Markande will be bowling at the nets for the next three days.
Save Avesh, the other four were
a part of the India A and B squads in
the recently concluded Quadrangular
series which also had A teams from
Australia and South Africa.
Kaul was also a part of the senior
team during the limited overs leg of
the UK tour.
However, with the Vijay Hazare
Trophy (National One-Dayers) starting from September 19, it is expected that the players will be sent back
on time to represent their state
teams.
"Not everywhere do you get
quality net bowlers and it becomes a
problem for the senior team during
practice sessions. With back to back
games, you don't expect a
Bhuvneshwar Kumar or a Jasprit
Bumrah to bowl flat out at the nets.
Also the young academy bowlers at
times can't provide quality practice.
Hence we have got some of our next
line of bowlers," a senior BCCI offi-

0?

cial said on Friday.
"This is a process that proves to
be mutually beneficial for the team.
While senior batsmen get quality
practice, someone like a Mayank
Markande can learn a lot by bowling
at the India nets. Also the senior players and the coaches can only keep a
tab on the talent pool," he added.
The process was started before
the tour of South Africa when the
likes of Avesh, Basil Thampi were
sent to South Africa for net sessions.
The BCCI has also arranged for
a left-arm throwdown expert from Sri
Lanka named Nuwan Seneviratne,
with specific aim of tackling
Mohammed Aamir's fast paced
incoming deliveries.
Around 10 members Indian team
under stand-in-skipper Rohit Sharma
had their first net session on Friday.
The ones who were a part of the
England Test series are expected to
arrive on Sunday evening and join
the training on the eve of the Hong
Kong match on Monday.
India start their Asia Cup campaign against qualifiers Hong Kong
on September 18, followed by their
encounter against arch rivals Pakistan
on September 19.
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coach Ravi Shastri on
Friday said that they didn't lose
Ithendia
Test series to a collective
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effort from England but to allrounder Sam Curran's individual
brilliance which became the difference at crucial junctures.
India lost the five-Test series
1-4 but Shastri put up a brave front
making it clear that the final
scoreline does not depict the kind
of fight that Virat Kohli's men put
up.
"I would not say (we) failed
badly. But we tried. We must give
credit where it is due. Virat and me
were asked to pick the Man of the
Series (for England) and we both
picked Sam Curran. Look where
Curran has scored, and, that is
where he hurt us. More than

England, it was Curran
who hurt us," Shastri
told ESPN Cricinfo in
an interview.
He then pointed out the phases
during Test matches
when the talented allrounder took the game
away from India.
"In the first Test,
England were 87 for 7 (in
the second innings) at
Edgbaston, he (Curran)
got the runs. In the fourth
Test, they were 86 for 6 (first
innings) in Southampton, he

got the runs. We were 50 for
0 (first innings) at
Edgbaston, he got the wickets. So at crucial stages in
this series, he chipped in
with runs and wickets. That
was the difference
between the two sides,"
Shastri explained.
While the complex
ICC Test ranking system helped India
regain their pole position, Shastri maintained that he will take
heart from the fact that
the side put up a good
show.
"We are still the No 1
team in the world. And
England know how well we
fought. Their media knows
how well we fought. Our fans

know how well we fought. Their
public knows how well we fought.
We know inside how well we
fought," he added.
Asked if he was distracted by
the criticism, Shastri said:
"Absolutely not. (I would be the)
last one to press the panic button
when I see so many positives. I
head back home with a very positive state of mind. I know exactly what we do. I know exactly and
clearly where the team is heading
- it is heading in the right direction."
There had been a lot of criticism of team's performance but
Shastri remained unperturbed.
"People are entitled to their
opinions. As long as we know the
job we are doing and we are honest to our jobs, we are not worried
about what critics say," Shastri said.
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irat Kohli's absence might
have taken some sheen
V
off it but the general excitement surrounding Indo-Pak
encounters will be the USP of
the six-nation Asia Cup starting Saturday with a
Bangladesh-Sri Lanka clash
here.
While there are two
assured India-Pakistan matches, one in the group league and
the other at the Super Four
stage, the organisers, broadcasters, and the supporters
will be hoping for a possible
summit showdown on
September 28 too.
For India, it will be a
chance to see how the team
reacts to pressure situations in
absence of Kohli, who has
been rested after a gruelling
England tour, which ended
with a 1-4 Test series loss earlier this week.
The team will begin its
campaign on September 18
against Hong Kong, followed
by the much-anticipated clash
against Pakistan the next day.
While Rohit Sharma has
been a brilliant white ball player, his leadership skills haven't
been tested against a quality
side.
He led against Sri Lanka
last December but it was a
below par opposition. In fact,
Bangladesh, with its resources,
is a better 50-over side currently.
But the focal point would
be how India India play a
quality Pakistan side that has
a world-class fast bowler in
Mohammed Aamir, a solid all
rounder in Hasan Ali, a prolific
opener in Fakhar Zaman and
talented batsmen such as Babar
Azam and Harris Sohail.
India's main aim would be
to settle their middle-order
combination and also find a
perfect batting position for
Mahendra Singh Dhoni during
the course of the tournament.
The Asia Cup has been a
tournament where Bangladesh
have done well over the years.
During the last edition at
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home, they were in final
although the event was competed in T20 format.
In 2012, they played the
finals in the 50 over format.
The side under Mashrafe
Mortaza has the wherewithal
to compete in the 50-over format with a good bowling lineup for slower decks like the
ones that will be on offer in
Dubai and Abu Dhabi.
The batting comprises a
mercurial Tamim Iqbal and the
seasoned Mahmudullah
Riyadh. Mushfiqur Rahim and
Shakib Al Hasan are fantastic
on their days and the team
would remain a dark horse in
the tournament.
Sri Lanka is one team that
India have been pitted against
the most in the last 24 months
across formats. The team's
transition phase is taking too
long and internal issues like
administration of the Board
and pay disputes have plagued
them for quite a while now.
However, they have a lot of
experience in Angelo
Mathews, Upul Tharanga,
Thisara Perera and Lasith
Malinga with youngsters such
as Akila Dananjaya, Dasun
Shanaka and Kasun Rajitha.
Sri Lanka's problem has
been their consistency and
they will hope to do course
correction.
For Afghanistan, it will be
a tournament to show that
there is more to their side than
a global T20 superstar in
Rashid Khan. With the likes of
Mohammed Shahzad in the
line-up, the Afghans will be
hoping to create an upset or
two.
Last but not the least is
Hong Kong, led by a player of
Indian origin Anshuman Rath.
It is a team of semi-professional players, who migrated to the country in search of
greener pastures. Their main
aim would be to remain competitive as their matches have
now been accorded ODI status.
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ast bowler Dale Steyn was on Friday
named in a 16-man South African squad for
F
three one-day internationals against Zimbabwe,

urpreet Singh clinched a Silver
in the senior men's standard pisG
tol but India's junior shooters con-

starting on September 30.
Steyn, 35, has been plagued by injuries in
recent years and has not played in a one-day
international since October 2016.
But he recently stated his determination to
finish his white-ball career by playing in the
2019 Cricket World Cup in England.
Steyn made a comeback to international
cricket after shoulder and foot injuries when
he played in two Tests in Sri Lanka in July but
he only took two wickets at a cost of 89.50 runs
each. He has subsequently shown a return to
form during a stint with English county
Hampshire, taking 20 wickets in five first-class
matches at an average of 19.10.
Christiaan Jonker, who made 49 in a
promising debut in the third and final Twenty
20 international against India in February, is
the only newcomer in the one-day squad.
Tahir, who was rested from South Africa's
tour of Sri Lanka, makes a return following
steady performances in the Caribbean Premier
League (CPL) 2018.
Batsman David Miller and wicketkeeperbatsman Quinton de Kock have been rested for
the one-day series but will play in a three-match
Twenty20 series.
Two uncapped batsmen, Gihahn Cloete
and Rassie van der Dussen, were included in
the Twenty20 squad.
Selection convener Linda Zondi said the
squads were part of an ongoing process to assess
talent ahead of the World Cup.
"We still have one-day series after this one
against Australia, Pakistan and Sri Lanka as we
get closer to finalising our likely World Cup
squad," he said.

tinued to hold centre-stage, snaring
two Gold medals to steer the country to its best-ever finish in the ISSF
World Championships here on
Friday.
Vijayveer Sidhu, 16, shot a Gold
in the 25m standard pistol event for
junior men after combining with
Rajkanwar Singh Sandhu and
Adarsh Singh to claim the team Gold
on the last day of the prestigious
International Shooting Sport
Federation (ISSF) competition.
India signed off third in the
overall medals tally with 11 Gold,
nine Silver and seven Bronze medals
for a total of 27, making this their
best performance in the showpiece.
Sidhu, who finished fourth in
the 25m pistol on Thursday, managed an individual score of 572 to
finish ahead of Korean Lee
Gunheyok (570) and China's Haojie
Zhu 565).
In the team competition, Sidhu,
Sandhu (564) and Singh (559)
totalled 1695 to fetch the top honours with Korea (1693) and Czech
Republic (1674) settling for the
Silver and the Bronze medals respectively.
Singh managed a fourth-place
finish in the individual competition.
In the senior competition,
Gurpreet Singh ensured that the
contingent signed off on a positive
note with his Silver.
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Faf du Plessis was named as captain of both
squads, subject to fitness assessments. He suffered a shoulder injury in Sri Lanka in August
and said on his return to South Africa that he
would miss the Zimbabwe series rather than
return to action too soon.
Cricket South Africa said in a statement
that if Du Plessis was not fully fit a replacement
captain would be named nearer the time.
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Faf du Plessis (captain), Hashim Amla, JP
Duminy, Reeza Hendricks, Imran Tahir,
Christiaan Jonker, Heinrich Klaasen (wkt),
Keshav Maharaj, Aiden Markram, Wiaan
Mulder, Lungi Ngidi, Andile Phehlukwayo,
Kagiso Rabada, Tabraiz Shamsi, Dale Steyn,
Khaya Zondo.
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The former Commonwealth
Games Gold-medallist fired a score
of 579 to finish second behind
Ukraine's Pavlo Korostylov, who
shot a score of 581. The Bronze
medal went to Koreas Kim Junhong,
who shot the same score as the
Indian but had lesser inner-10s to his
credit.
India ended fourth in the team
event with Gurpreet, Amanpreet
Singh (560) and London Olympics
Silver-medallist Vijay Kumar (560)
combining for a score of 1699.
India's junior women's skeet
team finished a creditable fourth
with the trio of Simranpreet Kaur,
Parinaaz Dhaliwal and Areeba Khan
totalling 318. None of them managed
to qualify for the individual finals.
In the men's skeet event, Angad
Vir Singh Bajwa shot 118 to finish

49th, followed by Sheeraz Sheikh
(115) at 69th. Mairaj Ahmad Khan
shot 113 to finish 77th. The team finished 20th.
In the men's 300M rifle 3 positions Parul Kumar (1134) was the
best-placed Indian at 24th, while
Amit Kumar shot 1124 to finish
28th. Akash Ravidas was further
down at at 35th with a score of shot
1077. The team finished 8th with
3335 points.
With the Youth Olympic Games
scheduled for October, the World
Championship concludes ISSF's
engagements for the year.
The next big event will come up
in February next year with the first
World Cup stage, which will also be
a Tokyo 2020 qualifying event, to be
held in New Delhi's Dr Karni Singh
range.

